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ABSTRACT
The demands on the packaging and weighing industry are continually increasing and require 
improvements. These in the case of dynamic package weighing reflect the accuracy and 
speed of weighing and the handling capability of all types of articles. Furthermore, these 
improvements are essential for dynamic weighing if the ever tougher directives are to be 
obeyed. The benefits are; increased industrial profitability, automation and customer 
satisfaction.
The conventional conveyor transport sub-system of a dynamic weighing system 
(checkweigher) poses a major problem in attaining high accuracy. It has become clear from 
the statistical, dme-domain and spectral analysis of the modelling and experimental work 
that conventional checkweighing can never reproduce the static weighing accuracy of the 
weighing sensor. This is due to the low frequency noise generated by the continuously 
running conveyor transport. This problem will remain as long as either the conveyor 
transport system is used or the system and noise modelling is not precise or simple enough 
to implement with an advanced signal processing technique.
It has been shown that dynamic accuracy (for repeated measurements) is about 5 times 
worse than that of the loadcell under static measurements. Also, at the resonance points of 
the conveyor sub-system and beyond relatively low throughput rates (45 packs/min), simple 
signal processing (normally a fix filter with averaging) has little or no effect on improving 
the signal quality.
In the past, the modelling has only concentrated on the weighing sensor with little or no 
consideration for direct and induced oscillatory noise. However, the modelling, using sub­
systems and classifying the noise according to speed and subsystem, has produced 
simulation results that match an industrial checkweigher output adequately even after 
replacing the sub-system type.
The model algorithms are capable of system self analysis and model determination. This is 
an important step if accuracy is to be increased using predictive techniques. Furthennore 
this modelling has been extremely useful in the simulation and analysis work. It has given 
new insights into solving the accuracy problem as well as produced an unexpected spin-off 
in another research area.
The use of a robot arm has been investigated as an innovative transport method. To justify 
the comparison between the two transport subsystems experimentally, a scara type of robot- 
arm has been used in conjunction with an industrial checkweigher. Specific trajectories and 
special algorithms have been investigated and developed to enhance throughput rate as well
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as preserve high static loadcell accuracy. The analysis has shown that continuous low 
frequency noise present on the weighing sensor as in the case of the conventional sub­
system has been eliminated. The oscillatory effects of the article have also become 
negligible. It has been demonstrated that the robot arm is capable of handling both a solid 
and loose type of article without significant degradation in accuracy.
The experimental results for the robot arm have far exceeded the expectations. It has been 
shown that the accuracy drops from 98% to 97% with the robot-arm but from 98% to 88% 
with the conveyor subsystem; 98% represents the static loadcell accuracy. The accuracy 
was measured over the throughput range 0 to about 40 packs/min. It drops with the robot- 
arm therefore only about 1/10 that of the conveyor sub-system.
In addition, the throughput rates obtained showed that it is possible to achieve over 2 times 
the throughput rate change with speed. This indirectly relates to accuracy because lower 
speeds (example 5 m/min) produce lower disturbances even though the throughput rate 
(example 20 packs/min instead of 10 with the conveyor type) is higher.
Hence the robot based system is superior compared to the conventional system in tenus of 
producing higher accuracy over a reasonable throughput range.
The simulation of digital adaptive FIR filters, examined with an industrial checkweigher 
system, has shown to maintain accuracy and increase throughput rate upto 80% over a 
range of speeds upto 100 m/min. The adaptive concept, to establish the optimal filter 
parameters and type, is based on a fast 3-D search method using successive approximation. 
The adaptive filtering will be implemented in the checkweigher with slight refinement to 
speed up the simulation algorithms used.
To obtain even higher improvements, special robot designs and dynamic weighing sensors 
would have to be investigated in the future. In addition, low frequency signal processing has 
to be considered using predictive signal processing methods.
© M. Tariq 1994
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1  CHAPTER INTRODUCTION
1.1 D y n a m ic  P a c k a g in g , I n s p e c t in g  a n d  W e ig h in g  S y s t e m s
In the packaging industry (example food packaging [46]) or more specifically in production, 
the main objective is to throughput packages or products through the complete packaging 
process as rapidly as possible. The process must sustain optimal efficiency to provide the 
necessary economic benefits and customer satisfaction.
In general, the initial aim of the packaging process is to form and fill a container of a certain 
type such as a tin accurately and efficiently. For this purpose, special valves preferably using 
digital intelligent controls are needed at the lower end of the material container that works 
partially by allowing the material to fall by the effect of gravity. There are other material 
containers that employ, to force material out, a pressure exerting plate to obtain a similar 
effect as a piston in a cylinder. Many of these methods, nevertheless, suffer similar problems 
of obtaining an exact dosage [9] or filling measure and preventing the material sticking to 
the sides and dosing unit. These problems have the end-effect of reducing the accuracy of 
the filling process and could even force the system to be regularly stopped and cleaned or 
adjusted. An example of a volumetric filling system is shown in figure 1.1-1, which employs 
a helix or auger that is fitted into a sleeve below the hopper containing the material. The 
dosage is measured by calculating the volume using the diameter and pitch of the auger.
Brake
Revolution 
cog and 
detector
Motor
Hopper
Helix
Figure 1.1-1 Auger filler with control unit to obtain precise dosage measure
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After the process of filling, the package has to be transported farther by some type of 
conveyor system to a unit that carries out the sealing of the package. The demands on the 
sealing units are similar to the filling systems and reflect, in this case, the accuracy of the 
seal and robustness of the sealing head. A poor seal from a wam-out or un-cleaned sealing 
head could allow the contents of the package to spill out and damage or obstruct another 
machine. The result could be an increase in the loss of material and a reduction in the 
efficiency by having to stop the process and clean the system.
When the package has been sealed, it is transported to a device that examines any external 
defects on the package that are either observable by optical or electromechanical means. An 
actual example could be to control if the wrapper or label is present and correctly stuck. 
These and many other types of defects can be detected by using modem visual techniques 
that are far more precise but may not be cost effective yet for many applications. In the 
figure 1.1-2, a package is formed by using resistance sealing where sealing heaters are 
placed longitudinal, to make the under seal, and perpendicular, to make the package top and 
bottom seals. The sealed package is then checked with a camera.
Wrapper
vision
detector
Finished packageFilm Form
folding
unit
Real
Rotary heaters 
with cut-off 
knife
Sealing
rollers
iProdud
Under seal 
heater blocks
Figure 1.1-2 Complete process of package forming, sealing and defect detecting
Once the package has withstood the defect testing, the package is then transported to the 
dynamic weighing system, or more commonly known as the Checkweigher (see Appendix 
B.5 and [25,32,38,51]), where it is weighed, while moving on a conveyor system, using an 
accurate weighing sensor. This thesis focuses on this particular part of the packaging 
process. It represents to some degree the core process, because it provides essential and yet
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exact information on up-to-date production in terms of the classification of the packages, 
amounts of material packed [3] and hence costs.
Checkweighing is therefore important in the complete packaging cycle. Furthermore, it 
discloses any anomalies that contravene the legal requirements [14] as well as show 
packaging tendencies. These can then be used to provide direct or indirect adjustment or 
control of the packaging process [42]. For example, checkweighing could indicate that the 
filler dosage is gradually reducing and hence needs to be checked or directly controlled and 
eventually increased. Hence research in this area [19] is paramount if automation and 
efficiency are to be substantially improved.
Checkweigher characteristics need therefore to be investigated in detail with reference to 
throughput rate [29,44], weighing accuracy [24,31] and handling of the package. For this 
reason, the modelling and the computer simulation [4,37] of the Checkweigher are essential 
and need to be carried out initially before any improvements can be suggested. Furthermore, 
the system model, logically, must be divided into subsystem models if exact details of the 
individual parts of the system are to be obtained. These can then be used to make 
improvements and fine tune at the subsystem level. With this method, the complexity of the 
checkweigher is thus avoided, and the general overhaul of the system can be achieved far 
easier by simply replacing subsystems as and when necessary.
Employing the subsystem modelling technique, the thesis tries to sharpen the focus further 
onto the package transporting subsystem, an important part of the weighing process if 
considerations are to be given to optimal weighing accuracy either at lower or higher 
throughput rates [26,29] depending on the transporting technique. Some of these ideas and 
their problems are explored and demonstrated empirically with a robot-arm and a standard 
conveyor transport and weighing system (essential part of the checkweigher). Further 
details are given in Chapter 4.
To continue with the packaging process, once the weighing has been concluded. The 
package then moves to a sorting device. This can be a simple air gun with an 
electromagnetic actuator capable of sorting a package into two categories, for example into 
the desired weight or over weight.
More complex sorters are available where many categories of packages are required. These 
are normally constructed using fast mechanically moving parts such as levers, rollers, 
electromagnetic actuators, etc. Consequently, they can be extremely noisy and, if placed 
near to the checkweigher, can influence the accuracy of the weighing result significantly 
when high accuracy and or higher throughput rate is coveted. An example of such a 
machine is the Channeliser (see Appendix B.6). A high handling speed is a rudiment for an 
effective sorting device, but the aspects of noise and mechanical robustness are equally 
important if a steady throughput rate is to be maintained. The dynamic weighing and the
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sorting process are shown together in figure 1.1-3. In this figure, three normal classification 
divisions are illustrated with T  as under weight, '2' correct weight and '3' over weight
Classification
Sorting Device  
(Channeliser)
Dynamic weighing System
Figure 1.1-3 Weighing and classification of packages
Once the sorting process is complete, the package label can be modified depending on the 
packaging process. For example, a label on a package containing meat is modified to 
include price and weight For such applications, there are automatic labelling machines, 
which create labels or print standard labels and then stick them onto the package. In 
choosing these, it is important to note that, both good printing quality and speed of sticking 
labels are desired for the customer to access and read the label as well as sustain production.
Finally, in this generalised packaging process, the package reaches the end destination 
where a machine, known as a multi-packer (see Appendix B.7), must collate the packages 
into bundles or large packs. This process facilitates mainly handling, storage and distribution 
of the packages. The machine used has mechanically-fast-moving components like the 
sorting device. However, it has a far higher complexity. It therefore requires a large number 
of sensors and actuators to control the movement, position and grouping of the packages as 
well as a sealing device to form the large packs. Normally, the packages are bundled 
together with one or more of the following; plastic films (e.g. polyethylene), carton blank or 
carton box. The speed of collating packages is vitally important along with the precision in 
producing the pack or casing. The advantage of the later is that it will produce stable large 
packs, which will not be easily damaged. For example a loose polyethylene film around the 
pack could tear easily.
A process of producing a case, to hold several smaller packages, is shown in figure 1.1-4. 
The technique used is called wrap-around where a carton blank is taken out of a magazine 
on which the smaller packages are placed. Then the carton blank is wrapped around the
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packages tightly to form a case. The end flaps and side seams are sealed with hot melt 
adhesive using jet applicators.
Canon magazine
Collating unit
Canon blank Case wrapped and sealed
Optical sensors
Hot melt adhesive 
jet applicator Case fomrins: unit
Figure 1.1-4 The process of collating the small packages into a carton blank
In summary, the package line incorporates two main categories of work. The first is 
concerned with producing the package, which means making a container and filling it with a 
product, for example forming sachets then filling and sealing them. The second tries to 
control the package, or product indirectly, to ascertain if it conforms to desirable 
manufacturing standards and equally satisfies the legal requirements. This process includes 
visual displays on the package (labelling and coding) and testing quality [42] (metal 
detecting) and checking quantity of product (checkweighing). The main goal of the package 
line is to transport the packages through these processes rapidly and efficiently. In addition, 
the packages must be controlled and adjusted with the highest degree of automation.
1.2 I m p o r t a n c e  o f  M o d e l l in g , R o b o t  T r a n s p o r t  a n d  S ig n a l  P r o c e s s in g
In all checkweighing systems, it can be observed that the weighing accuracy of the 
checkweigher tends to deteriorate when the transport system is set in motion. It is therefore 
known as the dynamic weighing accuracy. Furthermore, It is noticeable that the shape, size 
and content of the package can also play a significant role in the dynamic weighing 
outcome. This thesis tries to examine and deal with this inherent problem, dynamic 
weighing, and consequently considers both of its major influencing factors: conveyor 
transport and package variation disturbances. The ideal aim would be to maintain the
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original weighing sensor accuracy that is its static accuracy as a stand alone system. In 
reality, however, it would be quite an achievement if the checkweigher accuracy (dynamic 
weighing accuracy) could be kept relatively close to the weighing sensor accuracy. In other 
words, the work of this thesis is to illustrate how the dynamic weighing accuracy can be 
optimised by using another transport system. The choice of a robot-arm, to move and weigh 
the package, has been made because the handling and trajectory control capabilities [43] 
that it has are far superior to a conveyor belt system or a similar device. Thus changing the 
transport system could lead to seriously altering the conventional mode of checkweighing.
In production lines or automated testing environments where weighing is performed in 
hazardous [66] or delicate surroundings, employing a robot-arm type of checkweigher 
could reduce labour and material costs. It would also increase automation and hence 
efficiency.
For the considered problem, the question arises how the subsystem modeling technique 
would help. To obtain an optimal dynamic weighing value, it is essential at the outset that a 
detailed knowledge is acquired over the types of disturbances that are intrinsic in the 
checkweigher. Also, it is important to know how disturbances travel between mechanical 
structures during the weighing process. The previous models [4,37] relied heavily on the 
weighing sensor as an implied checkweigher. Hence, their use here is somewhat limited, 
especially if an attempt is being made to improve a particular part of the checkweigher 
system.
In summary, the considered problem is to increase the dynamic weighing accuracy or 
optimise it and enhance throughput rate. Both of these performances are influenced strongly 
by the conveyor transport system of the checkweigher as well as the package type. How 
they vary and what affects them must be known through modelling, simulation and 
experimental validation before any improvements can be shown for the robot-arm transport
1.3 T h e s is  O u t l in e
The aim of the thesis text has been to provide a flow of ideas that are related and culminate 
to put forward the research aspects and its simulated and experimental results. This first 
chapter presents a broad view that explores the packaging industry in general and then 
focuses closer onto the checkweigher, which is being investigated. Also, within that the 
precise area of work is defined and its importance relevant to the progress in packaging is 
given.
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In the following second chapter, the dynamic weighing system or the checkweigher is 
described in some detail. In fact, the system is broken down into subsystems: weighing 
sensor, conveyor transport and computer. Important definitions are given concerning these 
subsystems but in a general form whereas in particular dynamic weighing accuracy and 
throughput rate are described in some detail. A summary of the applications of the 
checkweigher is included as well. Also, legal demands of the department of Weights and 
Measures are clarified, which show how important dynamic weighing accuracy is in 
checkweighing.
The subsystem description in chapter 2 is transformed into subsystem modelling concepts in 
chapter 3. These are explored with the help of existing models that are explained in terms of 
what they are, how they are limited and why this subsystem modeling technique is required. 
The simulation work is discussed in relation to how it has facilitated modeling with the aid 
of modem software facilities, which have in turn enabled subsystem modelling to be easily 
adopted through a pictorial form. The work, needed to confirm the modelling technique, 
was conducted and illustrated here by comparing the empirical and simulated results 
deduced by statistical, time-domain and spectral analysis.
To challenge the disturbances, caused by the conveyor transport subsystem and package 
types, an innovative robot-arm transport subsystem was investigated, and the results are 
presented in chapter 4. Also, trajectory modelling is described and how it is conducted to 
determine the optimal path, which could be used consequently for the purpose of weighing. 
Selected paths or transporting and weighing schemes were experimentally examined and 
documented. To avoid complex control algorithms for these paths, simpler types were 
chosen. However, they have shown to provide the required indication of improvement in 
accuracy and handling capability without a significant loss in the throughput rate. Like in the 
previous chapter, the outcome is confirmed here also by comparing statistical analysis of the 
empirical and simulated results.
In chapter 5, the dynamic weighing accuracy that was handled and described in chapter 2 
with respect to the analogue filter is reviewed. It is also investigated by simulating the actual 
output with digital filters. This clearly illustrates how the throughput rate can be improved 
whilst maintaining the dynamic weighing accuracy. As the speed of the transport subsystem 
and application can alter the weighing signal output, it is desired that the filter and its 
parameters should accommodate the change automatically, that is adaptive filtering is 
required. A search technique for finding the optimal filter was investigated and developed. 
How this has been achieved is discussed using actual and simulated filter results.
Finally, in chapter 6, an effort has been made to summarise the whole thesis starting with 
the original problem of the dynamic weighing accuracy and throughput rate but with the 
new insight gained through the modelling and experimental work. It is followed by 
highlighting the achievements of the project with a transparent indication of how and where
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the improvement have been made. Immediate and long term directions have been given for 
future work. In addition, related projects are described that need to be seriously considered 
if the trends to sustain improvements in the checkweigher performance are to be continued 
over a long term basis.
The main body of the text has been cleared of involved mathematical derivations and the 
especially written simulation programmes by placing them in the appendix. In addition, 
copies of prospectuses of checkweigher, sorting and packing systems have been included 
here for the purpose of visualisation.
The references have been organised according to the alphabet number system. This arranges 
the authors' names in an alphabetical order, which is then numbered sequentially.
Figures, graphs, tables and equations have been allocated a section number with a running 
'Figure' or 'Equation' number within that section. For example in section 4.2.1, the third 
figure in the section will be presented by 'Figure 4.2.1-3'.
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2* CHAPTER DYNAMIC WEIGHING SYSTEM
2.1 In t r o d u c t io n
The weighing of goods or articles, in some standard form, has most probably a historical 
beginning some 5/6000 thousand years ago. Standard weights have been found in the Indus, 
Tigris and Euphrates valleys, but examples of stone weights existing from 10000 years ago 
can also be seen in the British Museum. There is evidence at the time of Pharaoh Achnaton 
that the Egyptians were using a balance with cords at the ends of the beam; perhaps quite 
similar to the ones used in the East today. Upto the end of the 19th century, the farmhouses 
in England used a crude wooden beam to weigh butter. It is only in the last two decades 
[46] that fast and accurate weighing of packaged goods became a necessity. It is simply 
because the production of most things had grown, therefore the government regulatory 
bodies for Weights and Measures were forced to become more stringent.
The regulations provide direct or indirect benefits to the manufacturer and the client In 
production, knowing the exact amount of material can reduce undue waste and increase 
profitability for the manufacturer whereas the customer is ensured of the integrity of 
purchased article.
In a production line, the checkweigher, an automatic dynamic weighing system has a central 
position with respect to a filling and sorting system (see chapter 1). The appearance of a 
typical checkweigher is illustrated in figure 2.1-1.
The checkweigher can normally be described as having an 'Infeed Conveyor' to carry the 
package from the production line to the weighing sensor and to act as a buffer against speed 
differences and environmental disturbances. It has also the most important unit, the 
Weightable', a combination of a weighing sensor with a conveyor transport system to 
provide the dynamic or in-motion weighing of the package. In addition, it has an 'Outfeed 
Conveyor' to transport the package to a sorting device and to act as a buffering unit like the 
infeed. There is also a computer system to provide the package protocol data and control 
for the various functions: weighing sensor, light barrier, reject device, etc.
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210.2 g  
0 * 0 Computer
Light
Infeeds~ \  Weighing 
[q -] Conveyor |q~| ConveyorConvexxx
Motor Motor Motor
Weiglicell
Figure 2.1- 1 Checkweigher in the production environment
The checkweigher could be performing multi-functions depending on its software and 
hardware capabilities. The following are a number of external functions it could be 
performing:
a) Regulating filler amount using statistical techniques,
b) Driving the sorting device after classifying the product,
c) Reading product labels using bar code laser devices,
d) Driving price/weight labelling machines,
e) Driving large displays or lamps for product classification.
Also, its major internal functions are:
f) Filtering the weighing signal,
g) Controlling the package fill-weight
h) Classifying the package into weight bands,
i) Displaying and printing the production data, 
j) Regulating the conveyor belt speed,
k) Driving the user interface.
An important regulation regarding packaged goods set out by the institute of Weights and 
Measures Administration concentrates on providing controls for the fill-weight, actual 
amount inside the package. This weight must not to be smaller than the nominal-weight;
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weight displayed on the package. To ensure that this regulation is being observed, two cut 
points, cpi and cp2 in weight, are set with respect to the nominal weight. These weights are 
lower than the nominal weight and are set according to weight bands defined by the 
institute. These are the statistical boundaries beyond which packages are not accepted or 
only a very small number.
One important statistical control is to see how many packages fall within the cut points. Any 
number above 2% is automatically rejected for refilling. The other ensures that the fill- 
weight has a mean value equal to or greater than the nominal weight 
Ideally, the package weight distribution should be a Gaussian with a narrow spread around 
the nominal weight. That is it has a small standard deviation and mean value equivalent to 
the nominal weight. In this way, only 2% or less fall within the cut-points, which ensures 
both the mean and 2% regulation without rejecting any packages as well as minimising any 
product loss.
In reality, however, the distribution has a broad spread, which is caused by the filling system 
(see chapter 1). Therefore, the fill-weight is often set at a higher level than the nominal 
weight to counter-set this problem. This of-course displaces the Gaussian distribution to the 
right. The amount by which it is set is proportional to the error of the filling system. In 
figure 2.1-2, the ideal case (solid line) and the normal settings (dot-dot line) are depicted.
Package Weight DistributionPackage density
TTFWt 1
Ideal distribution -r
Actual distribution :o
Nominal w: (ideal filPwt: 280 g) -.b
Fill-weight (286 g) -.b
cp1->Nom.wt 48% pcks accepted - b
cp2->cp1 2% pcks accepted -b
0.08
0.06
0.04
pp2-264 pdt -272
0.02
265 270 275 280 285 250 295 300 305 310
Weight (g)
Figure 2.1- 2 Mean value (nominal weight) and cut-point regulations
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2 .2  W e ig h in g  S e n s o r  S u b s y s t e m
A weighing sensor [16,24,49] is a device capable of weighing an article and producing an 
electrical signal as its output It is normally an electromechanical device. To achieve 
accuracy, the mechanical structure has to be constructed through high precision engineering 
and must be devoid of resonating nodes to improve transient response time. At the same 
time it must produce sufficient change in the mechanical form that can be measured with the 
aid of an electronic sensor to give the required resolution. One possibility of investigating 
these effects would be to use Nanotechnology, which looks into the various possibilities of 
milling parts at the nanometer scale as well as developing sensors to detect this depth of 
precision.
The weighing of objects can be performed through one of the following methods:
An example for method a) above is an ordinary balance beam, for b) a strain gauge (see 
figure 2.2-1) and for c) an electromagnetic or electrostatic force compensation sensor (see 
figure 2.2-2).
a) Comparing weights or moments
b) Observing the changes in the elastic properties of materials [16]
c) Measuring the energy needed in actuators for mass compensation [24]
x /
m Weight
Resistive film 
sensor
Elastic mater
Measure change in 
resistance
Figure 2.2-1 Strain gauge
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A
m
Position sensor
Weight
Electromagnet for 
force compensation
Pennanent magnet >
Figure 2.2- 2 Electromagnetic force compensation sensor schematic
There are many weighing sensor types available on the market, just to mention a few: 
capacitive, electromagnetic, piezoelectric, potentiometric and strain-gauge. From these the 
most commonly used ones for checkweighing are strain-gauge (figure 2.2-1) and 
electromagnetic (figure 2.2-4) types. The latter type is used in high accuracy applications 
with expected high costs whereas the former is used in reasonably accurate and low cost 
applications. Earlier, some 10 years ago, it was the spring-damper system that was most 
commonly used (see figure 2.2-3)
Weightm
Overload protection
Position sensor
Beam
Pivot ' Damper
Spring
Figure 2.2- 3 Spring-damper weighcell
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Weight
Opto-ekctronic sensor
m
Beam
Pivot
Coil
Pennanet magnet
Temperature sensor
Figure 2.2- 4 Electromagnetic force compensation weighcell
The feedback control and output for the weighcell in figure 2.2-4 are illustrated in the figure 
2.2-5.
Weighcell
Temperature
sensor
ADC
Opto-electronic
sensor
Current
regulator
Compensation 
current (measure 
of weight)
OutputFeedback loop
Figure 2.2- 5 Weighcell electronic processing
For comparison purposes a table 2.2-1 is given with three weighcells from Mettler [39]. The 
accuracy achievable is relatively high with these types of cells.
The repeatability of the weighcell is the measure of the resolution it can achieve. For 
example the cell KW1100 has a repeatability accuracy of ±20 mg in 1100 g. This means it 
has a resolution of about 1/55000. However, the actual static accuracy will depend on the 
linearity and temperature. For KW1100, this will be much worse than ±20 mg. It will be 
±420 mg; the sum of the three errors: repeatability, linearity and temperature drift.
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Compensation methods can be used to eliminate or reduce the effects of the later two 
errors.
Specifications Range of Weighcells
! KW U00 j KW1300 KW1500
Weighing range ! 1.1 kg ±2% 1 2.5 kg ±2% 11 kg ±2%
Preload | 2 kg ±2% j 4 kg ±2% 5 kg ±2%
Response time j <100 mS I <150 mS <200 mS
Repeatability ! ±20 mg | ±50 mg ±200 mg
Linearity j ±100 mg j ±250 mg ..................
Temperature drift (10-40°C) ! ±300 mg j ±600 mg .....................
Temperature range | 0-40 °C ! 0-40 °C 0-40 °C
Sampling Rate ! 262/256 kHz 1 256/256 kHz 250/256 kHz
Weighcell weight 7.3 kg 1 7.8 kg 10.3 kg
Table 2.2-1 Mettler weighcell specifications
The industry uses the following rule of thumb for weighing resolutions:
a) Low resolution up to 1/20 000
b) Medium resolution between 1/20 000 to 1/75 000 and
c) High and highest resolution between 1/75 000 to 1/10 000 000
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2.3  C o n v e y o r  T r a n s p o r t  S u b s y s t e m
The transport subsystem (the weightable, infeed or outfeed conveyor) consists of two 
rollers, a supporting plate, conveying belt, a DC motor and a gear train coupling. The 
rollers, one of which is driven by the DC motor, are placed at the ends of the supporting 
plate, both of which guide the conveyor belt (see figure 2.3-1).
Package
length lp IConveyor belt
speed v <
Supporting
plate
RollerCoupling
Weightable length /.„
DC motor
Figure 2 .3 -1  Transport subsystem
The conveyor belt speed v is proportional to the angular velocity (Om of the motor. This can 
be shown as follows: the angular velocity cor of the driven roller is given by
dQ,
dt
— e,
dt d t
= n
dt
0r is the roller gear train rotation angle.
0m is the motor gear train rotation angle. 
nj is the roller gear train coupling. 
n.2 is the motor gear train coupling. 
n is the coupling ratio.
Also, the time ti taken for 1 revolution of the roller is given by
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2n
Therefore, the speed of the conveyor belt can be found as follows:
n d d d ( x
V =  =  = ^ \ n ( a m ) O C( d m
d is the diameter of the roller.
The optimum cycle time (figure 2.3-2) is the time taken to move the package from the start 
to the end of the weightable and is given by
(l 1 (i  )
p
+
?
c V , I v J v V >
twi is the optimum cycle time or the time taken for the package to travel 
the weightable length. 
lp is the package length. 
lw is the weightable length.
ts is the transient response time of the weighing sensor.
The inverse of the optimum cycle time gives the optimum throughput rate.
Package
weight
Maximum cycle time
the weighitableOptimum cycle time Weighing sensor response
V
time
tp i
Figure 2 J -  2 Package motion timing for optimum cycle time 
The optimal weightable length is given by
L = ts v + i P
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Normally, the weightable length is selected such that a certain defined variation of package 
length can be easily adjusted for by altering the belt speed. In the following three figures 
(figures 2.3-3 to 5) the relationship between throughput rate, weightable length, package 
length and conveyor speed is illustrated.
For example, to keep the speed below 100 m/min (i.e. a V=104m/mi' dash-dot line on the 
plot), there is a choice of package lengths, 'pi', from 20 mm to 300 mm (dot-dot lines) if a 
470 mm weightable length is used.
The throughput rate will be limited to about 230 packs/min for the above mentioned speed 
and weightable length (i.e. 104 m/min and 470 mm respectively). However, to obtain higher 
throughput rates for this range of package lengths, both conveyor speed and weightable 
length have to be increased. For example, at a speed of 160 m/min and weightable length of 
570 mm, the throughput rate is pushed over 300 packs/min. This will have the consequence 
of increasing the weighing signal noise.
Ideally, it would be better to construct a weightable that has a length most appropriate for a 
given package length. For example, with a weightable length of 200 mm, a package length 
of 20 mm and speed of 104 m/min, it is possible to achieve a throughput rate over 500 
packs/min. The disturbances will also be relatively lower than the above case.
Throughput (packs/min) Throughput Rate and Weightable Lenth at constant package Length & Speed
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
\
"V
\
\ \
\ \
\  \ v?160 m/mi
X  \  X
_ v _ -  -N<l32m/mr
X  ^
X =Z6
Speed lines 
Package length Lines
v-48  xn/mrn
% v-SO m/mm_ _
- - - T tv
pl=20 mm 
pl=76 mm 
pi-132mm 
pl= 188mm 
pl=244mm 
pl=300mm
?50 200 250 300 350 400 450 470 500 550 570 600
Weightable Length (mm)
Figure 2 3 - 3 Throughput rate and weightable length at constant package length and speed lines
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Throughput Rate against Weightable Length and Speed
u 800- - 
Throughput
(pcks/min) 600-- '
400
200
200
150 600
500
400
300 Weightable length (mm)
100
speed (m/min) 50
200
Figure 2 J - 4 Throughput rate verses speed and weightable length
Throughput Rate against Weightable Length and Package length
600
200
Throughput
(pcks/min)
- 200 -
-600
300
600200 500
— 400
300 Weightable length (mm)100Package length (mm)
200
Figure 2.3- 5 Throughput rate verses package and weightable length
There are numerous variations on belt types for example rubber belts, split rubber belts, 
metal chains, etc. Each type is chosen according to the environment and the article to be 
weighed.
The belts are manufactured to be continuous (joint-less) to prevent the joint-knock effect 
Also, they have to be under tension to prevent any slipping caused by the load of the
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package weight. Additionally, they have to be stabilised around the rollers and supporting 
plates to reduce any vibrations.
The mass balanced rollers, supporting plate and other mounting mechanical constructions all 
have to be made relatively light in weight to keep within the preload limit of the weighing 
sensor being used. This constraint creates enormous difficulties in designing the mechanical 
parts of the conveyor system. That is if it is too light it will vibrate easily and add 
disturbances to the weighing signal and if it is too heavy it could exceed the preload value 
and can not therefore be used.
The constraints on the roller driving motor are that it must have an extremely good torque- 
to-inertia ratio as well as an equally good speed regulation. If these requirements are not 
fulfilled, vibrations will result when the load changes. This will directly affect the accuracy 
of weighing.
In summary, the conveyor transport subsystem has severe mechanical and electrical 
constraints. These will lead to some form of disturbance, which must be investigated before 
any improvements can be made in the accuracy or throughput rate.
2 .4  C o m p u t e r  S u b s y s t e m
Full details of each package being weighed is stored in the computer system and used when 
required. The computer system begins a cycle of operations on receiving a signal from the 
package optical sensor, placed at the exit of the weightable. It inputs the weighing signal, 
which is then processed using the package data. The result of the classification, sorting, etc. 
are then displayed.
The new input value of weight is statistically analysed and checked to see if the packaging 
directives are being implemented. During the single package cycle, the computer must also 
be able to regulate and control other production line systems such as a rejection device.
At high throughput rates, the processing cycle could be between 100-200 ms (300-600 
packages/minute) and this places an important constraint on the real-time processing 
capabilities of the computer system. One possible working hardware configuration is shown 
in the figure 2.4-1.
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Figure 2.4-1 Checkweigher micro computer sub-system
By employing two microcomputer systems gives the possibility of achieving the required 
cycle time by sharing the various tasks. It also provides the flexibility in programming 
various additional. functions, e.g. user friendly test and data input routines, without 
encountering real-time difficulties. However, as the demands for higher accuracy and 
throughput rate increase, it will be necessary to use mathematical and signal processors or 
even transputers to maintain the same flexibility.
2.5  A p p l ic a t io n s
The major area of application is in the automatic weight control of packaged articles, but 
non-packaged articles can also be handled by using different constructions and materials for 
the transport system.
Higher accuracy, speed and handling will extend and encompass many applications in:
a) Quality control
b) Sensing device for automation in industry, e.g. filler control
c) Labeling machine
d) Franking machine
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The variety of articles that can be weighed by the checkweigher could be practically any 
object in the supermarket. For example, they could be boxes, tins, sachets and bottles of 
different sizes and contents under different environmental conditions (frozen, hot, acidic, 
etc.).
In the future, the types of applications and products for the checkweigher will be increasing, 
because demands on automation are consistently growing.
For industry, efficiency, quality and price are extremely important and therefore improving 
these will increase the chances of surviving against tough competition.
2 .6  C o n c l u s io n
Carefully observing history, it becomes evident that demands for weighing standards and the 
speed at which weighing is carried out will definitely continue to rise. Therefore, there is a 
continual need to investigate innovative approaches for checkweighing. This is of-course a 
natural progression to fulfil the demands for higher perfonnance.
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3.1 I n t r o d u c t io n
The accuracy and throughput rate of a checkweigher, i.e., the performance of a dynamic 
weighing system, has improved considerably over the last ten years. However, the models 
adopted in the past have become less relevant as they are unable to describe and identify in 
detail the causes of weighing signal disturbances. Therefore, they do not reflect the true 
characteristics of the modern checkweigher. As a consequence, any further improvements in 
the performance become restricted or even halted. It is important in this alternative 
approach to break the dynamic system carefully into logical subsystems. These can then 
simplify the analysis, reflect the new technology and predict characteristics that would help 
the design and development of the mechanical, electrical, optical and computer subsystems. 
The performance of the modem checkweigher has gone up many folds. In the early eighties, 
one could expect an accuracy of +/- 300 mg for a weighing range of 0 to 1000 g with a 
throughput rate of 300 packages/min. However, with the modem checkweigher the 
accuracy has become +/- 20 mg (15 fold improvement) for the same weighing range and the 
throughput rate has doubled to 600 packages/min.
The general appearance of the checkweigher has not changed over these past years but the 
technological changes have brought about major improvements in the weighing sensors, 
motors, conveyor belts, controllers, computers, etc. All these changes and their 
consequences can not be described by the early models.
An earlier model, described in [37], simplifies the checkweigher as a mass-spring-damper 
system, where the mass represents the package, the conveyor transport system and the 
loading construction of the weighing sensor. And the spring-damper represents the 
mechanical parts of the weighing device. Three solutions for the response of this model are 
derived mathematically using three package types represented by ramp, sinusoidal and 
cosinusoidal functions. The actual packages, used for the practical results, were filled with a 
solid material (representing a ramp function) and other two with loose materials 
(representing sinusoidal and cosinusoidal functions). The response to the solid package and 
loose package types was confirmed practically to be a ramp and sinusoidal function 
respectively. If these results are carefully examined, errors in the original derivations and 
numerical solutions appear, which have been corrected using Laplace transforms and 
simulated using MATLAB software. The corrected version and derivations of the solutions 
are given in the Appendix B .l. This simple lumped model of the system fails completely to 
identify, describe and even consider the major problem of noise associated with the
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subsystems (conveyor transport, package and weighing sensor) and the environmental 
influences (air, sound, temperature, etc.).
Another model in [4] goes further into detail. It tries to describe the individual features but 
remains as a single lumped system. Hence, it can not reflect the new subsystem technology 
changes and trends that are occurring continuously through demand.
For the new subsystem approach, the model [37] will be employed and reduced from 
describing most of the checkweigher functions to being a simple weighing sensor 
subsystem. To which other mechanical subsystems will be added. These are the Package 
and Conveyor Transport System models. These subsystems are interconnected stepwise and 
then simulated using a simulation software package (Simulink). The results are compared 
with the actual experimental disturbances observed using an industrial checkweigher.
It becomes quite apparent from the time and frequency domain analysis that the 
methodology employed is far more descriptive of a modem Checkweigher. The non­
comparable features of the results suggest that the model must be enhanced such that each 
mechanical subsystem is dimensionally and geometrically detailed. The future work will 
concentrate on determining methods of detailing mechanical, electrical and inter-connecting 
subsystems. This will involve identifying the subsystems automatically using innovative 
techniques.
3 .2  C h e c k w e ig h e r  M o d e l
The complete checkweigher mechanical model that is being considered is given in the figure
3.2-1.
F,(s) FJs)
a s
a s
Figure 3 .2 -1  Checkweigher Mechanical Model
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It is a block diagram with the transfer functions for the conveyor transport system, the 
package and the weighing sensor, W(s). The conveyors are represented by the Infeed Icts(s)’ 
Outfeed Octs(s) and Weightable Wcts(s). The package P(s) is given by package horizontal 
content and vertical disturbance Phc(s) anc* Phv(s) respectively. These essentially represent 
the three mechanical and electrical subsystems that will be considered individually.
The applied rotational motor torque Tm(s) is related to the translational weightable driving 
force F^s)  by
F J s )  = Wct$(s) Tm(s)
Furthermore, F J s )  is the sum of desired conveyor belt driving force FJs)  and the vertical 
Fv(t) and horizontal FJs)  disturbance forces. Also, it is influenced by the infeed and 
outfeed conveyor output forces. These are generated by the motor torque Tmi(s) and 
Tmo(s) respectively and linked by mechanical joints to produce a combined disturbance 
force F[(s). That is
F J s )  = F Js)  + Fv(s) + FJs)  + F{(s)
Equation 3 .2-1
The actual force FJs)  acting on the weighing sensor will be a resultant of the desired 
forcing function F(s). the vertical disturbance Fv(s) and the package disturbances, Fp(s) and 
F Js) .  These are caused by package vertical disturbances and the package tilting and 
rattling disturbance, respectively. This gives the following relationship:
FJs)  = F(s) + FJs)  + Fp (s) + F J s )
That is
FJs)  = P(s) F Js)  +FJs) +Pvc(s) FJs)  +PhJs)Ft(s)-F J s )
The output of the weighing sensor X(s) is given by
If all the disturbances are ignored then
F Js)  = F(s) i.e. X(s) = W(s) F(s)
F(s) is the forcing function used in the weighing sensor model [37].
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3.3 Weighing Sensor Subsystem Model
As mentioned earlier, the weighing sensor model for the subsystem has been selected from 
the paper [37] to illustrate the subsystem modelling method. It is a mass-spring-damper 
system shown below in figure 3.3-1.
Direction of motion
---------
f
m
ï
nir
Gap
Package
Infeed Conveyor
fit) FcHcine function
Figure 3 3 -1  Weighing sensor model with implied conveyor system  
The transfer function describing the motion of the weighing sensor is given by
W(s)=
X(s) = u r 
F(s) k(s2 + 2aùns + (ù2n)
Equation 3 3 - 1
Ç is the damping ratio and co the natural frequency (see Appendix B.1.1).
In paper [37]. three forcing functions were suggested for the two experimental package 
types:
a) Rigid or Solid type, example carton box or plastic container,
b) Loose or Soft type, example plastic film bag filled with powder.
The first forcing function//(fj is a ramp function described by
Where u(t-T) = heaviside unit step function 
m = mass of the package 
T = time to cover the gap and weightable
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_  length{lT] PackageLength{l)-Gap{g)
BeltSpeed {v} v
The output Xj(s)  to the input Fj(s) is given by
For a critically damped case whereç =1, as practically and theoretically tested in paper [37], 
the time-domain output is
mco'
kT
W.
—u(t — T) ^ P  {l + (,_r)}+ -% {-1  + (,"r)}
co„ COV « 7-1
The complete derivation can be found in Appendix B.l for this forcing fmcûon f j( t)  and the 
other two, f 2 (t) and/jfr).
In the original work [37], the solutions given are incorrect when compared to derivations 
obtained in this thesis. However, these have been fully checked, simulated and 
independently validated.
These three solutions have been simulated using SIMULINK, a simulation software 
package. It is based on block diagrams, which can interactively call the simulation 
algorithms using a mouse key. The main block, illustrated in figure 3.3-2, can simulate the 
three forcing functions given above by simply clicking on the desired function.
On clicking a block, example PACKAGE type 1 SIMULATION, a secondary block is 
called that performs the simulation and allows the parameters to be examined and changed. 
The secondary block is illustrated in the figure 3.3-3. Clicking on the block 'SET system 
PARAMETERS' will open another window given in figure 3.3-4. In this, the parameters 
can be changed.
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PACKAGE type 1
SIMULATION
SIMULATION
PACKAGE type 2
PACKAGE type 3
PRESENTATION
SIMULATION
Scope
Figure 3 3 - 2 Main simulation block
ks^+2 *kx2xWns+k,W n^ 2
Package 1 
Forcing Function
(k/m)x100Weighcell
r
St, Sp Pn, PI, Ph
SET system SET simulation 
PARAMETERS PARAMETERS
SIMULATE SET range system RANGE 
PARAMETERS1 SIMULATION
Figure 3 3 -  3 Simulation blocks; Package type 1 and Weighing sensor
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Figure 3.3- 4 Parameter reset block
In figure 3.3-5, the simulated responses of the weighing sensor to the three package types 
are shown for the implied checkweigher model. However, these are unrealistic if a modern 
checkweigher is examined and its result for a solid package is compared (see figure 3.3-6).
The figure 3.3-6 can be split into three occurrences or states to illustrate the difference and 
provide the reasoning for the subsystem technique. The three states are:
1. Package still on the infeed conveyor (0-State),
2. Package transversing the infeed-conveyor-and-weightable gap (01-
State)
3. Package completely on the weightable (1-State)
100
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Figure 3 J -  5 Simulation results o f 3 forcing functions
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The dynamic noise level 4.7%, inverse signal-to-noise ratio, on the weighing signal at a 
speed of circa 20 m/min for the 0-State indicates, when compared to the static level of 
2.9%, how the conveyor transport subsystem affects the accuracy of the checkweigher. If 
the speed is raised to a higher value say 100 m/min, the noise level, see figure 3.3-7, for the 
0-State becomes 19.7%. This further illustrates the relationship of accuracy with the 
conveyor transport subsystem.
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Figure 33- 6 Actual response for type 1 forcing function, speed 20 m/min
Observing the 01-State, the transient, it can be noticed that there is a small peak midway in 
figure 3.3-6 and an even stronger in figure 3.3-7. These peaks identify and describe the 
tilting and oscillating effect of the package caused by the conveyor transport system 
parameters. For the infeed-and-weightable crossing, these are the gap size, conveyor level 
difference, belt speed and to a lesser degree the weighing sensor. The consequence of this 
effect is a delay in the response of the weighing sensor. This could therefore reduce the 
upper limit of the throughput rate significantly.
Finally, the 1-State will be examined with the package completely on the weightable. It can 
be seen that for the speeds 2 0  m/min and 1 0 0  m/min the noise levels have now increased 
substantially. These are given by 19% (4.7% to 5.6%) and 190% (19.7% to 57%) 
respectively. This increase in the noise level is dependent on the package type, transport 
system and the weighing sensor dynamics. The performance factors, both accuracy and 
throughput rate, are affected in this state.
Therefore, to determine the weighing signal disturbance and improve the performance of the 
checkweigher, it is important to isolate the subsystems, and hence through theoretical and
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practical methods provide a flexible means of identification. This has been attempted for the 
conveyor transport system and the package type but weighing sensor has been taken from 
the earlier modelling work [37].
WEIGHING DATA ANALYSIS (solidPck, speed=100 m/min, damping=l)
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Figure 3 3 -  7 Actual response for type 1 forcing function, speed 100 m/min
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3.4  T r a n s p o r t  S u b s y s t e m  M o d e l
An extremely important electromechanical subsystem of the modem checkweigher is the 
conveyor transport subsystem. Its importance is highlighted by the fact that it is an active 
system, which is capable of producing disturbances. It is also the main source of disturbance 
on the weighing signal especially at higher conveyor belt speeds.
The elements that initiate the disturbances within the subsystem can be broadly placed in the 
following order: motor, gear train, rollers and conveyor belt.
The fundamental purpose of the conveyor transport subsystem in terms of the model 
construction, given in figure 3.4-1, can be explained as follows:
1. The rotations of the motor shaft have to be converted efficiently as possible into 
the carrying or driving force of the conveyor belt to ultimately move the package 
over the weighing sensor;
2. The inefficiencies of the conversion, described in 1 above, are changed mostly into 
vibrations that can be resolved into horizontal and vertical components. The 
vertical component can be observed on the weighing signal when the conveyor belt 
is moving without a package. However, the effect of the horizontal component 
depends on the package passing over the conveyor, i.e., induced vibrations in the 
package lead to disturbances on the weighing signal.
Gear Train
MassMotor
m S j
Roller I
~ 8,
Xv
Weighing sensor 
fixing plate
RollerL
Figure 3 .4 -1  Rotational and translational spring-damper weightable conveyor
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The concepts mentioned above can be translated into mathematical models describing figure
3.4-1 as follows:
The equation for the motor inertia can be given by
Equation 3.4-1
where
n, 1
T,(r) = — t 2(0  = —T2 (r) i.en = —
8 m( t ) = S -0 r(f)= n e ,(f )
The equation 3.4-1 is transformed into the s-domain with initial conditions set to zero, and 
substituting Xj and 8 *, into the s-domain equation gives
Qr(s)(n2j y + n 1bms) = nT„(.s)-x2(.s)
Equation 3.4- 2
Similarly, the equation of motion for the driven roller inertia is
Equation 3.4- 3
The above equation in the s-domain gives x2(s), which is substituted in equation 3.4-2 to 
derive a relationship for the rotational transfer function W/s).  That is
0r(s) =
z a___________ n___________
S n2 + (n2bm+ br)S J
Equation 3.4- 4
rm(s) = (Wr(s))TJs)
When the system is still and there is no package on the weightable, the weight Fcts of the 
conveyor transport system is then given by
Z» = M c b 8
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where
g = Acceleration due to gravity
Mcts ~ Mass of conveyor transport system
or
=  L m ,CtS i=\
The mass zzz/ is described in the table 3.4-1 below.
i mi (mass) i mj (mass)
1 Motor Shaft 2 Motor Inertia
3 Motor Damper 4 Gear Train n /
5 Gear Train zz? 6 Roller Shaft
7 Roller Damper br j 8 Roller Damper br?
9 Roller Inertia Jr j 10 Roller Inertia J,o
1 1 Conveyor Plate 
M m
12 Conveyor Belt 
Mrh
13 Mounting Plate mf
Table 3.4-1 Masses of weightable components
When the motor is running, the rollers are turning and the conveyor is moving, the conveyor 
sub-system is in motion. Then, the unbalanced nature of the rotating masses will cause 
vertical and horizontal f^(t) disturbances. These are described by the following
relationship derived by substituting Fv(s) in equation 3.2-1 and ignoring the effect due to 
the linkage Fi(s).
The vertical disturbance force/V(X) will be the resultant of the vertical disturbance due to 
rotational motion f w (i) acting on the weightable structure S(t), i.e., the conveyor-belt- 
positioning plate and the weightable-to-weighing-sensor mounting plate.
The conveyor belt driving force f ^ t )  in the horizontal direction y  is given by
d 2y , dy
f *w  = M*~diT + b ‘bl ü
Where
bet -  Conveyor belt friction 
y=6rr
Substituting for y and converting into the s-domain followed by a substitution of from 
equation 3.4-4 gives
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FAs) =
( n(M cirs2+ b d,rs) X
\ (nlJm + J , )s2 + (n1bm+br)s y
TAs)
Equation 3.4- 5
The rotational vertical disturbance force due to the unbalanced masses is given by
/ , ( f ) = È / /
i= l
Where// is the disturbance force due to the unbalanced mass of the weightable-component 
mass i (see table 3.4-1).
Therefore
d 2 jr, sin 6 , ( 0 }  _ d 2 [r2 sin(e„ ( 0 + y 2 )}
d t 2 + m 2  d t 2
d 2 {r3 sin(e„(f)+V3(0)} d 2 [r4 sin(6„ (r )+ v4 )}
? d t 2 + m 4  d t 2
d 2{rs sm(er (f)+V5)} d 2 {/-6 sin(er (0 + V«)}
5 d t 2 +m(‘ d t 2
d 2 {r, sin(6r(r) + V 7(o)} d 2 {r8 sin(er (r )+ v8 (/))}
^  ^ -----------------
d 2 jr9 sin(er (O + V 9 )} d 2 ^ , 0  sm(0 r (t)+ V io (o )}
+ml  ; + m “o “
dt dt
d 2 ^ n sin(er (0 + V n (0 )}
Equation 3.4- 6
Where
= Unbalanced mass of the component /
\|/,- = Constant phase angle of component z to 6 m for all elements joined together,
even the gear train is considered joined 
xg/r) = Variable phase angle of component i to 6 m, caused by slipping and sliding of
components, i.e., dampers, roller 2  and conveyor belt, 
r, = Radius of the rotating component i
Substitute the following terms to reduce the complexity of the equation 3.4-6:
0 m = cor, 0 r = nQm and \|/; (t) = vg,.
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It can then be differentiated and Laplace transformed, using the t-shifting theorem, to give
u
Fvr W  = IT ‘ ‘ 2^ +co2
The horizontal disturbances frft) can be derived in the same manner as in the above 
equation to give
“  ‘ ' / + 0 ) 2
The equation of motion for the conveyor plate mass mCp  is given by
d 2xf dxf
Equation 3.4- 7
where
ii
-Y . =  
i= l
This is the sum of the vertical displacement due to the rotating components of the 
weightable.
The equation of motion for the mounting plate my is
d 2A , , ,
/ v ( 0  -  Wf d t 2 ~ kv (xf - x) cv ^
Equation 3.4- 8
The equations 3.4-7 and 3.4-8 are converted into the s-domain, and substituting Xj(s) from
3.4-7 into 3.4-8 gives
The substitution X(s) from equation 3.4-8, achieved by converting the first part of this 
equation into the s-domain, produces the desired weightable-structure transfer function S(s) 
as follows:
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mfs~ (cvs —kv)
(mcps 2 + c vs-r-kv)(mf - c vs + k v) 
= {S(s)}F„(s)
'^vrW
Finally, it is possible to derive the weightable-conveyor-transport-system transfer function 
by substituting for the desired conveyor belt driving force and the vertical and horizontal 
disturbance forces.
/(( Me4rs2 +b:Trs)
U s )
K(n2Jm + J,  ) r  + (irb„ +br )s U s )
mrs2(cvs -k „ ) ,ViS
r-CO'
(m^s1 + c vs + k v)(mf - c rs+k„)  J “  ‘ ‘ -S' 2 +M2
F A s )
+£ m “;;CO
i= l
se 
r + c o :
3.5 P a c k a g e  S u b s y s t e m  M o d e l
The package consists of a container that can have different shapes (cylindrical, box, etc.) 
and materials (metal, carton, etc.). It is filled with a produce of various consistencies 
(broadly liquid to solid). It is considered to be a mechanical subsystem, passive in nature, 
but when acted upon by the conveyor transport subsystem, can produce disturbances in the 
vertical and horizontal directions. This can be interpreted in terms of a mathematical model. 
In which, the contents or produce of mass mc (see figure 3.5-1) will oscillate as a result of 
the vertical disturbance force Fv(t) and the tilting component Fvt(t). The force Fvt(t) is a 
component of the horizontal disturbance Frft) which is present because of the conveyor belt 
speed differences, resulting mainly from poor speed control. To simply the mathematical 
description other disturbances due to the unevenness of the package and weightable surface 
will be ignored.
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y <------ : m (package mass)
Package
Motion
m (content mass)
i— Q e  - - f M )
Weighing
Figure 3 .5-1  Package model with vertical and horizontal disturbance force
In the figure 3.5-1, the package is considered to move along the y-direcdon with the desired 
conveyor belt driving force F^t).  This acts on the package mass over the weightable belt 
friction bcfr to produce the resultant force
f ( t ) = ml s = f J t ) - h* î
Therefore
Y ( s ) =  . 2 ‘ Fll( s )  = - ^ F ( s )(ms +bcbs) ms
From the above equation, the package transfer function P(s) is obtained
ms
F (s )  = -— -— -Fd( s ) = P ( s ) F d(s )  
(ms +bcbs )
The oscillations of the content in the vertical direction are given as follows:
In the s-domain, it is
X'(s)(mcs1+cms + k m) = Fv(.s) + X(s)(cns + k J  
Equation 3 .5-1
Also, the motion of the package mass in the vertical direction is described by
/ „ (0 = m ^ r = c ,
d 2x d ( x - x c)
dt
+km( x - x c)
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That is in the s-domain
F As) =mX (s)s2 = c mX (s)s+kmX ( s ) - X c(s)(cms+ k m)
Equation 3.5- 2
Therefore
x m  = -
(ms2 -cms - k j F p(s)
(cms + k j m s :
Now, substituting X(s) and Xc(s) in equation 3.5-1 leads to the package vertical content 
transfer function Pvc(s) as given below
(cms + k j m s :
(ms2- c j - k m)(mcs2 + cms+k„)+(c„s  + km)‘X
= Pvc((s)FAs)
Equation 3.5- 3
Similarly, oscillations in the horizontal direction can be derived to give the package 
horizontal content transfer function Phc(s)
(chs + k h)ms4
(ms2- c hs - k h)(mcs2 + chs + k h)+ (chs + k h)2 
Equation 3.5- 4
The tilting effect will depend on the momental force which is given by
Fvt( s ) = Y Ft(s)
lv and lg are the vertical length and position of the centre of gravity of the package 
respectively.
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The simulated and experimental results for 20 m/min in figure 3.6-2 show that the above 
description of the subsystem is certainly an improvement on the previous simulation in 
figure 3.3-5. Nevertheless it does show up to be incomplete and hence requires precise 
inter-connections with other subsystems and more detailed analysis and enhancements in the 
mathematical relationships.
An innovative technique has been partially investigated where the exact geometry of the 
package is measured and used to calculate the forcing function automatically. This was 
achieved using a set of mathematical rules relating to the shape, size, weight, content 
consistency and speed of the package in motion. The knowledge of the forcing function has 
two main benefits:
1. It provides a basis to identify the disturbances, and to use these to 
conceive a precise and more descriptive model;
2. It can improve the performance of the weighing system by making the 
most specific electrical and or mechanical adjustments of the subsystems.
Furthermore, it is important to note that the automated approach, to establish the character 
of the package forcing function, will provide the means of handling any package available 
on the market. This will increase the use of the checkweigher over a larger range of 
packages where the accuracy is a significant consideration.
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3.6 C o m p a r is o n  o f  S im u l a t e d  a n d  A c t u a l  R e s u l t s
In the earlier sections. 3.2.3.3 and 3.4, mathematical relationships that have been developed 
produce encouraging results when implemented in the simulation software package 
described earlier. The relationships of the subsystems are represented by inter-connections 
of the simulation blocks. This is demonstrated in the Figure 3.6-1.
Er[t|
Tir.
LBo1
Pvc
11 HI
Model Info
PhcResponse Anal^ss
Wrh
Figure 3.6- 1 Simulation block or subsystem inter-connections
One of the advantages of such a simulation software package is that it is ideal for this type 
of subsystem modelling technique. For example, the change of a weighing sensor from a 
loadcell (strain gauge principle) to a weighcell (compensation principle on a beam-balance) 
would simply mean developing a weighcell subsystem block. This will be composed of 
smaller functional blocks either newly created and or taken from the current libraries.
The experimental work, needed for the comparison, was conducted on an industrial 
checkweigher from Loma Systems. The procedures and specifications for this work as well 
as the actual results are detailed in the University of Surrey technical report [59].
To make a comparison of the simulated results with the actual experimental results, an 
observation can be made from the simulated weighing signal at 20 m/s given in figure 3.6-2. 
The actual results are shown with a dotted line and the simulated results with a solid line. It 
can be seen that the shapes of the curves are very similar. From the analysis work, the 
disturbance level only differs by 1%. The frequency spectrum comparison, depicted in figure 
3.6-3, also shows to be in good agreement Furthermore, the simulation results of the earlier 
model [37], shown in figure 3.3-5, can also be used for with this comparison.
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SIMULATED WEIGHING DATA ANALYSIS (solidpack. speed =20 m/min. damping=l)
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Average-OS (0300 V) 
Aveiage-lS (4.108 V ) -g  
STD -OS (0.041 V)
STD -IS (0.043 V) 
Greyzn.-OS (0349 V )-j  
Greyzn.-lS (03S8 V )-r
E 23
1.20.60.40.2
Time (s)
Simulation [pack-w1able-wcell->out s=23 .9 d= lJ0 w=300 pl=100 pw=0.148 c=0 var=wo] sfrq=500 cbit=*¥''
Figure 3.6- 2 Simulated and actual weighing results at 20 m/min
SPECTRAL DENSITY OF SIMULATED WEIGHING DATA (solidpack, speed=20 m/min, damping=l)
Simulated Signal 
Actual Signal
10030
Frequency (Hz)
Simulation [pack-wtable-wceU->out $=23.9 d=L0 w=300 pl=100 pw =0.148 c=0 var=wo] sfrq=500 cbit=¥¥¥
Figure 3.6- 3 Frequency domain comparison of simulated and actual weighing data
At speeds less than 20 m/s or greater than 80 m/s the differences in the simulated and actual 
results tend to widen. For example, at the speed of 100 m/s the difference becomes 5%. 
Furthermore, shapes of the curves become dissimilar. The departure of the model at these 
extreme speeds is most likely due to the simplifications made earlier and the appearance of a 
non-linear behaviour.
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3 .7  C o n c l u s io n
The modelling technique of splitting the modem checkweigher system (or any other system 
with a multiplicity of functional groups) into subsystems has proved to be valuable. In that, 
it can be extended for current and future technologies without any real complications and 
allows for changes to the subsystem to be easily accommodated. Nevertheless, it is 
important to note that the accuracy of such a model depends on the exact details of each 
subsystem and its inter-relations with other subsystems. The differences in the simulated and 
actual signal, seen from the plots, have occurred mainly because the subsystem for the 
weighing sensor has been taken from [37]. This work ignores disturbances introduced by 
the mechanical structures and the opto-electronic position transducers of the weighing 
sensor.
The emergence of new modelling software tools has also played an enormous role in 
allowing the construction of this modelling approach to be easily generated and altered with 
a few instructions.
The inadequacy of the model, in paper [37], has been demonstrated by simply showing the 
responses of the three types of packages. These have shown no signal disturbance when 
compared with the actual measured signal from a modern checkweigher.
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4 .1  I n t r o d u c t io n
Taking the dynamic weighing system, the checkweigher, as the main system, the transport 
subsystem is then its subset. Its purpose is to transport or carry the package to the weighing 
sensor, allow the process of weighing and then, finally transport it away from the weighing 
sensor. The three processes mentioned here must occur rapidly and smoothly as possible to 
achieve a reasonable accuracy (in +/- grams) and throughput rate (in packages/min)
The throughput rate depends mainly on the mechanical transport system employed whereas 
the accuracy relies mainly on the weighing sensor and the disturbances that the transport 
subsystem causes. Consequently, achieving a high throughput rate will force the accuracy to 
be reduced. This conflict in the throughput rate and accuracy performance can be resolved 
according to the application. For example, if the article or process of handling is costly, it 
must then be weighed with high accuracy or slow speed respectively. To achieve this the 
throughput rate of the system is consequently lowered.
A paper [43] describes such an application where a robot-arm system is used for weighing 
cigarette-filter pads in a laboratory environment It gives the throughput performance as 5 
times faster than an operator. As accuracy is not considered in any depth, one can assume it 
was that of the static weighing sensor. There were no analytical or systematic explanations 
given towards the choice of the robot-arm. The type of drive, number of degrees of 
freedom, position accuracy, maximum and minimum carrying loads and speeds are 
important for this application. Also, equally important is the planning of trajectories to 
optimise the throughput rate as well as preserve the static weighing sensor accuracy. 
Moreover, the issue of noise transfer from the robot-arm was not handled in any detail. 
Nevertheless, it clearly indicates that the robot-arm has a good handling capability and could 
be used for many different types of products. However to be effective as a transport 
subsystem in checkweighing, it needs further investigation, which is lacking in this 
publication.
Another approach [6 6 ] has been investigated using a strain gauge in the tension mode. It is 
built into the robot end-effector. The article, in this case a chocolate product, is picked up 
by the suckers mounted on the end-effector and weighed while in motion with speeds 
ranging from 16.2 to 49.2 m/min. The weight value can not be used directly or even with a 
simple conversion factor. It is a biased or shifted value to which extensive signal processing 
is applied to obtain the true weight The processing must take into account the weight of the
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product, speed of the end-effector, filter order and sampling rate. Accuracy results are given 
for the above speed range respectively from ±0.2% to ±0.7% of the product weight of 
141. Ig. There is absolutely no assessment made on the throughput rate. Presumably, for 
this application, the sampling of chocolate products is normally carried out on a random 
basis and therefore a very low throughput rate is automatically accepted. This method 
shows up similar problems associated with the conventional checkweigher concerning 
accuracy. However, no comparison can be made with the throughput rate. This type of 
robot-arm dynamic weighing is essentially the conventional checkweigher turned upside 
down with all its accuracy problems but producing a significantly low throughput rate. As in 
the preceding work, no investigation has been carried out to establish the choice of robot- 
ann, trajectory planning and weighing procedures including signal processing. Intelligent 
types of signal processing need to be considered for this method. To take account of the 
mechanical disturbances that are due to frequencies below 1 Hz. These low frequencies are 
impossible to filter using conventional filtering methods (problems associated with the 
conventional checkweigher).
To develop a robot-arm type of transport subsystem useful in checkweighing, it is crucial to 
study the problems associated with accuracy and throughput rate simultaneously. Also, to 
make a valid comparison, the conventional checkweigher employing a conveyor subsystem 
must be a pan of the analysis. The robot-arm can then be realistically considered for 
implementation in a robot-type checkweigher. Also, its powerful handling capability needs 
to be shown numerically to be a great advantage over the standard dynamic weighing 
methods.
To investigate the problem of performance, accuracy and throughput rate, in robot-type 
checkweighing. it was essential to adopt an approach first to model the robot transport 
subsystem and evaluate its feasibility. This initial approach would provide an insight into 
optimal weighing paths (a measure of accuracy and throughput rate) and the degrees of 
motion (a measure of throughput rate and handling). It would also consider possible new 
dynamic weighing sensor techniques.
To justify this theoretical work, a robot-arm, scara type, with 7 degrees of freedom was 
used. Four types of paths were programmed with the available controller. The analysis 
conducted on them were in relation to the degrees of freedom, speed and throughput rate.
Finally, to relate and provide a thorough comparison of checkweighing with robot-type 
weighing, a conventional industrial checkweigher was employed to assess the accuracy for 
comparable throughput rates. To maintain consistent conditions of measurements for 
accuracy, both transport subsystems, conveyor belt and robot-arm, have used the same 
weighing sensor (a loadcell) and mountings.
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4 .2  R o b o t - a r m  M o d e l l in g
To model the robot-arm and show that it could replace the conveyor transport subsystem, it 
was important to find relationships between them. That is between the article speed and the 
throughput rate and simulating the weighing signal noise to observe the accuracy and 
handling capability.
Certain assumptions and restrictions to the robot-arm were set to simply the modelling 
procedure. A robot-arm with two and three degrees of motion was chosen. While the 
number of degrees of motion was selected to be low, it was assumed therefore that the 
throughput would be relatively high. Of course, this selection was a compromise regarding 
the handling capability, which would consequently be reduced.
The outcome of the modelling was extremely important. In fact, subsequent work would 
depend heavily on the simulated data showing some comparable evidence of improved 
accuracy performance.
According to the literature [43,66] studied on the robot-arm type of checkweighing, this 
was the first detailed research to be conducted.
The modelling was approached by first setting up a comparable conventional conveyor 
subsystem scheme. In which the robot-arm replaced the conveyor sub-system almost 
identically. In this scheme, the three weighing processes were specified: transporting of the 
article to the weighing sensor; allowing weighing; and then transporting away from the 
sensor. This is equally comparable to the conventional checkweighing. Trajectories 
necessary for this transportation were selected from rationally assumed worse case to best 
case. The speeds and accelerations were calculated and analysed for these paths. An ideal 
type of trajectory was derived from using these results and the following additional 
assumptions: article with higher acceleration produces higher throughput rate; smooth and 
low overshoot weighing gives increased accuracy.
To see the output for the desired or optimal trajectory, a second order model for each 
degree of motion was constructed. This tried to show how the robot-arm should be 
controlled to provide the required weighing path.
The relationship between accuracy and throughput rate is shown by simulation. It includes a 
second order weighcell model [37] from the Japanese paper (discussed in the previous 
chapter). This is what provides the accuracy analysis.
At the end of this section, a possible conceptual dynamic weighing method is described.
4.2.1 Modelling configuration
The figure 4.2.1-1 below illustrates the physical environment that has been modelled and 
which is then experimentally tested. The results obtained from this are presented and 
discussed in section 4.3 and 4.4. The robot-arm has three joints with coordinates 6 7 , 0 2  and
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I. The modelling work for the two joint robot-arm and the complete mathematical 
derivations are presented in [ 1]. However, any relevant discussion towards the 3 joint robot 
will be included in this section. The light barriers or photocells are shown here but are not 
used in the modelling work. They are although essential in determining the exact timing for 
the weighing and sorting path. They will be implemented in the following sections.
Joint-3 (stroke)Joint-2
Joint-1
, .  tX J  LichtBamer-L2Product LichtBamer-Ll
WeightableInfeed-Table Qutfeed-Table
Product Path
Figure 4.2.1-1 Modelling the robot-arm type checkweigher
The throughput rate will depend on how fast the product is picked from the infeed-table and 
placed on the weightable; it is weighed, and then transported to the outfeed-table. This will 
be considered as the product or package cycle as the robot-arm can work in the reverse 
direction equally. With this approach, there is no need for the robot hand returning without 
an article to its starting position. The empty handed flyback described here would definitely 
lower throughput rate and therefore should be avoided in most applications.
After the weighing has been performed with the conventional checkweigher, it is normal 
that the product be sorted according to some classification. The device performing the 
sorting operation comes either included with the checkweigher or as an extra stand alone 
device. However, in the case of the robot-arm there is no need for such a device as the 
robot-arm can replace the sorting operation by simply altering the algorithm. Therefore, the 
product cycle can be divided into the weighing path (infeed-table to weightable) and the 
sorting path (weightable to outfeed-table).
The weighing path must be chosen such that only minimal disturbance enters into the 
weighing process. The main requirement is that the product be picked up from the infeed 
and be accelerated fast (maximum of the system) to the weightable. However, the landing 
on the weightable must be smooth enough to prevent damage to the weighcell and avoid 
setting up vibrations. The converse is true for the sorting path but care must still be taken
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while picking up the product from the weighcell as well as placing it on the outfeed. This 
will prevent any damage to either the robot end-effector or the weighing sensor. The 
disturbances due to this path can be ignored. Therefore, this sorting path should be slightly 
faster.
4.2.2 Optimum Weighing Path
The main aim of finding the best trajectory for the weighing and sorting path is to achieve a 
high accuracy and a reasonable throughput rate. The accuracy of such a system must be 
close to the actual static value of the weighing sensor and the throughput rate from about 
half to 2/3 that of the checkweigher. To achieve this the undue disturbances must be 
reduced or eliminated. These disturbances are caused by vibrations filtering into the article 
and from there onto the weighcell and finally onto the weighing signal. From this point 
onwards, it becomes difficult to isolate the actual weighing signal.
The following paths have been considered and implemented to build up a picture of how 
well they each solve the throughout and accuracy problem:
1. Pick up the article vertically, move it across horizontally and place it 
down vertically (rectangular motion);
2. Pick, move and place the article vertically and horizontally at 
proportional rates (triangular motion);
3. Pick up, move and place the article according to a sinusoidal 
displacement (see figure 4.2.2-1)
th2 -elev.deg ROBOT-ARM PATH thl ,th2
O CARRY ACROSS '
PICK -PLACE
thetal - horiz. rotation (deg)
(s im u la tio n _ co n d .)-th e ta 1 (m a x )= 5 d eg . th eta2 tm ax)= 10  d e g . c y d e (t)= 1 s  robot-arm (len)=1m  
Figure 4.2.2-1 Sinusoidal path
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Details of path 1 and 2 mentioned above are given in [1]. These trajectories were chosen to 
make comparisons of continuity. Also they would help to establish a method to determine 
the most likely optimum path. It could even be some combination of these three types.
In the actual simulation work, the paths considered represent well-known functions, namely 
the step, ramp and sine function. Therefore a reduction in the complexity of the simulation 
work has been achieved simultaneously by this approach.
It is important to observe the accelerations and velocities for the rectangular, triangular and 
sinusoidal paths. It should then become clear that for 2 or 3 degrees of motion the first 
assumption used to derive the optimal path could be
Qi=fi(t)
That is the first joint 0y motion is a function of time t, and setting
Q,(T)=0
T is the minimum transport time.
This is true when the robot arm is at the starring position.
However when the robot-arm is at the end position at a.
0;(Tj=a,
It follows
0 2 =/2f0 y)
That is the second joint 02 motion function is a function of the first joint 
Similarly, the third joint-morion function is given by
To find the angular velocity, the above assumptions are differentiated to give the three joint 
velocities as follow:
for joint 1
d t  d t
dQAT)
but at the starting position — ——  = 0
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Similarly for joints 2 and 3
d 0 2
d f d 0 , df
d / _ d ( / 3 (0 1) ) d 0 i 
df  d 0 j dr
To obtain the joint accelerations, differentiate the above three velocity equations for 0i, 0: 
and / to give
d2 e, d2 (/,(t)) d2 e,(r)
1 1 -but  ^---= 0
d 2 t d 2 t d 2 t
d2 62 d2 ( / 2 (01))rdei Y 4 ( / 2 (9j)) d2 9
d 2 t d2 e. v d f /
+  -
d 0 1 d r
and
2 ^  m " ''d e, ^d2 /
d 2 t d 2 e y
+
d ( / 3 (e 1 ) ) d z e !
de. d 2 r
To obtain high accuracy, the article must land on the weighcell smoothly. Therefore the 
three joint accelerations at that end position must also be zero, that is
r f 2 0 l r f 2 0 2 d 2 1
d 2 t d 2 1 d 2 t
= 0
Using the above condition, it is possible to choose a suitable function for the joint-1 
acceleration. This function can be integrated twice to find a function for the joint-1 motion. 
That is working backwards to find 0;.
A similar procedure can be used to find the other joint functions for Q2 and /. In fact, the 
ideal function found for 0 ; acceleration is given by
2
^ l  = L U T - t )  _ e ( .T - t ) \  = k s m T _ t) 
d t
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and therefore 6 7  working backwards can be derived to give
a sinh(r-r) + r - r  
sin h cn -r
Full derivations of these equations and explanations are given in [1].
To show how this optimum path function behaves the following three graphs (figures 4.2.2- 
2 to 4) have been plotted with joint displacements and Cartesian velocities and 
accelerations. These clearly show the desired accelerations initially on pick up and finally on 
the landing.
The figure 4.2.2-2 depicts a complete weighing cycle. It represents a throughput rate of 60 
packs/min (a period of 1 second) for a package length of 50 mm. It can be seen that the 
third joint ’length 1' does not change much over the weighing cycle. This is expected because 
the plane in which the weighing is being conducted is two dimensional (see figure 4.2.2-5). 
Furthermore, it can be observed that the other two joints 'thetal' and 'theta2' pick up the 
package initially with high acceleration. After 20% (0.2 sec) of the cycle time the package is 
well over high way to its final weighing position. It reaches this final position just after 60% 
of the cycle time. There is approximately 1/3 of the cycle time left for steady state weighing. 
The velocity and acceleration plots show a similar pattern of motion at the cycle times 0.2 
and 0.6 seconds. However, these are given in the path coordinates x, y and z (see figures
4.2.2-3 and 4).
th1,2,1 (deq) ROBOT CORDINATES
15
1(P
o
o
o
o
o
5 °0 thetal *. theta2
OQ^ X>3(TOQÔÔOC>C^
0.6 0.8
length I
0 ,
0 0.2 0.4
wS®e®GXDGX°X5£)
1
time(t) %
( s im u !a tio n _ co n d .) -th e ta 1 (m a x )= 1 0  d e g . th e ta 2 (m a x )= 1 5  d e g .  c y d e ( t ) = 1 s  ro b o t-a rm (le n )= 0 .5 m
Figures 4.2.2-2 The dynamics of 6/, 02 and I
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VELOCITY Vx, Vy AND Vz
Vz Z-DIR.
0.5
Vy Y-DIR. -
-0.5, 0.4 0.60.2 0.8
time(t) %
(s im u la t io n _ c o n d .) -  t h e t a l ( m a x ) = 1 0  d e g .  th e t a 2 (m a x )= 1 5  d e g .  c y c le ( t )= 1 s  r o b o t-a r m (le n )= 0 .5 m  
Figures 4.2.Z-3 The velocities in jr, j  and z directions
Ax,Ay & Az ACCELERATION Ax,Ay AND
Ax X-aeeel
<■ x  - -
Ay Y-accel.
' Az Z-accel.
-20, 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
time(t) %
(s im u la t io n _ c o n d .) -  th e t a 1 (m a x )= 1 0  d e g .  th e t a 2 (m a x )= 1 5  d e g .  c y c t e ( t )= 1 s  r o b o t-a r m (le n )= 0 .5 m  
Figures 4.2.2-4 The accelerations in x, y  and z directions
The trajectory of the 3 degree motion produces a weighing path in the plane given by x ’ and 
/ .  The figure 4.2.2-5 illustrates this plane with respect to the coordinates of the robot-arm.
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Robot-arm
z
Figure 42.2-5 The path plane
The optimum weighing path, a measure of the best throughput rate, will also depend on the 
actual distance moved by the robot end-effector over the path. Evidently rectangular motion 
(up, across and down) not only is rugged and has delays through overshoots at the turning 
points but also the actual distance moved is far more than say a sinusoidal motion. In the 
figure 4.2.2-6, the path lengths for the rectangular, triangular and sinusoidal motion (given 
in the plot as 'RECT', TRT and 'SIN' respectively) are simulated. The results agree with the 
expectations. It is well known that a path along a circle will require less distance to travel 
than a square with the length same as the circle diameter. Therefore, it can be seen from the 
plot that the 'SIN' path requires 1/3 the distance that of the RECT path (mathematical 
derivations are given in [ 1]).
Pathlength(m)
0.8|
PATHLENGTH COMPARISON robot-arm len(m)=1
0.7
RECT. -
0.6
0.5
TRI. --0.4
0.3
0.2
S IN ...
0.1
15 20
theta2-vert. elevation
Figure 4.2.2-6 Rectangular, Triangular and Sinusoidal path length simulation
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4.2.3 Robot-arm Model
It is important to observe, from a simulation point of view what the open loop output of the 
robot-arm should be if the inputs driving the joints take on the sinh function as their input 
The aim was to construct a model (see figure 4.2.3-1) that was simple mathematically to 
manipulate but at the same time gave a practicable relationship between the desired and 
actual weighing path. In other words, an idea of the type of controller to be used could be 
envisaged.
Robot-arm
DC Motor
DC Motor
DC Motor
Figure 4.2.3-1 Robot-arm model for three degrees of freedom
For each degree of motion described in the figure above, it is possible to set-up a simplified 
second order mass-damper model. 0 y/, 6 2/  and // are the input path forcing functions for the 
respective desired outputs 0/ , 02 and /. In figure 4.2.S-2, the degree of motion associated 
with 0/ is given below as a mass-damper system. This is similar to a section of the conveyor 
transport model (section 3.4).
Gear train
A
rt
1m
DC Motor
Robot-arm
Figure 4 .2J-2  Rotational mass-damper system for 1 degree of motion
For the motor mass-damper part of the system, a second order differential equation can be 
written as follows:
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e , W , „ ^ + ^ + T ,
Similarly, for the robot-arm another second order differential equation can be written where 
t2 is the applied torque.
.  ! ,  dQ ,
x 1~ J'r d t 2 ,r d t 2
In the above two equations, substitute for the gear train relationships, i.e., by
6  „ = " 6  i and T 2= /zt j
,  rhwhere n = —
n.
Hence, this gives respectively the next two equations.
d26 i . dd { 
v  lm d t 1 im d t 2 n *'Z '
d2e , . dS)
nX d t 2 + b 'r'd t2
By eliminating T/ in the above two equations gives the single relationship for the input path 
forcing function and the desired output.
2û /d lQ 1
A m  n + J l r ~
n J d t
blm n + t lr~
The motor shaft inertia, made up of the DC motor and the robot-arm, can be represented as:
A  =  A m  n  +  J i r ~
whereas the viscous-fficdon for it can be given as:
*1 =*!« ” + 6lr~
The equation for 6y/ therefore becomes:
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, d 2e , , de ,
, /™J ‘ d i 1 ' d t
Similar derivations can be achieved for the other 2 degrees of freedom of the robot-arm. 
That is
d 29 2 r/6 2
2/™ 2 d r2 2 d t
and
These differential input-output equations are transformed into state space equations that can 
then be solved using MATLAB software. It employs the Runge-Kutta and other numerical 
techniques for finding solutions to differential equations.
The response simulated to the input 6 2 /  is illustrated below in the figure 4.2.3-3.
theta2 ROBOT-ARM RESPONSE (1DOF)
Bm=.1 Jm=.010.9
0.8
n=1000.7
0.6
OUTPUT
0.5
0.4
0.3
' X  DESIRED INPUT0.2
0.8 1
time(t) %
0.40.2 0.6
Figure 4.2J-3 Robot-arm response
Comparing the 'DESIRED INPUT' with the simulated 'OUTPUT response, it becomes 
evident that the two curves diverge rapidly over the one cycle period. The controller needed 
to correct this problem would have to produce a signal to compensate for the error existing 
between the input and output It is a typical closed-loop control problem. The error is 
simulated and shown in figure 4.2.3-4 below. The 'INPUT-OUTPUT error climbs rapidly in
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about 1/3 of the cycle time and then becomes approximately steady for the rest of the cycle. 
The controller needed must be precise for this 1/3 of the cycle because the induced 
vibrations in the package will be carried over into the weighing time, the last 1/3 of the 
cycle. Consequence of which is either a lower accuracy or indirectly a lower throughput 
rate.
ROBOT-ARM INPUT-OUTPUT ERROR
35
30
25 INPUT-OUTPUT
20
0.4 0.60.2 0.8
time(t) %
Figure 4 .2J-4  Robot-arm open-loop error 
4.2.4 Weighcell Model Integration
To be able to simulate the complete weighing cycle, it is essential that the weighing sensor 
model be combined to the robot-arm model. To do this, an already well established model 
of a weighcell [37] is used. The forcing functions and their responses from the weighcell 
have been described in some detail in chapter 3.
Also, other functions besides the sinh function were examined to see if the weighing cycle 
time could be reduced. Furthermore, any additional disturbances that could be caused by the 
trajectory were taken into account. The noise model used came from the work carried out 
on an industrial checkweigher [10,59].
Even though the disturbances normally present with the conveyor system have been 
eliminated with the robot-arm, there is however still noise being transferred from the:
1. Article
2. Ground vibrations
3. Air turbulence
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4. Sound
It is therefore important to note that the weighing signal would most certainly require signal 
processing to improve the accuracy and throughput rate performance.
In figure 4.2.4-1, the simulation results for the two important performances, accuracy and 
throughput rate, are shown. They illustrate how the accuracy tends to fall as higher 
throughput rate is achieved. It also shows that robot-arm weighing in the normal static 
mode of the weighcell can produce a high accuracy but is restricted and worse at higher 
throughput rates. The degrees of mechanical motion place automatically the physical 
restrictions on the speed. That is the higher the number of degrees of motion the lower is 
the speed. This is not a problem if the application requires high accuracy at the expense of 
the throughput rate.
A c cu ra cy  %
Robot-arm and Conventional type of Checkweighing Comparison
120
100
8 0
C O N V . CW
60
4 0
R O B O T -C W
20
2 0  3 0  4 0
T hr oughput  rate (pack s/min)
5 0 6 0
Figure 4.2.4-1 Conventional and robot-arm checkweigher simulation comparison
4.2.5 Path Compensation Weighing Method
The modelling and simulation of the robot-arm transport and checkweighing have increased 
the interest on robot-arm weighing as well as provided the initial basis to continue the work. 
It has also unleashed possible future techniques especially for dynamic weighing. This 
means investigating weighing sensors that use the motion of the transporting system to
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establish the weight. This type of weighing sensor would of-course be ideal for 
checkweighing. It would weigh and transport the article.
A considered technique for future investigation could be called path-compensation 
weighing. It would have the type of configuration as illustrated in the figure 4.2.5-1. It is 
essentially a closed-loop system. The measure of weight would be determined from the 
correction provided by the controller.
Output as 
weight measure
Actual path 
moved
Applied path
Position Sensor
DC MotorController
Robot-arm 
motion in 6
Figure 4.2.5-1 Path-compensation weighing from within the closed-loop
The complete system would employ an accurate position sensor to measure the path 
difference between the applied path (for example 6//) and the path actually moved by the 
robot-arm (for example 6;). This difference or error in the path would then be used by the 
controller to set the armature-voltage (for example ea). This would of-course be the path 
compensation needed to achieve the predetermined path. It would also be, as mentioned 
earlier, the measure of weight. It is important to stress that the actual difference error may 
be extremely small and therefore not easy to measure. It would mean that the position 
sensors would not only have to be as accurate as ones used in the static weighing sensors 
but also work repeatedly over the wide displacement range. Nevertheless, it is a method 
well worth investigating because it could lead to some very important results in the area of 
dynamic weighing sensors.
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4 .3  T r a j e c t o r y  P l a n n in g  a n d  T h r o u g h p u t  R a t e s
In section 4.2, the problems of setting, selecting and deriving possible or optimal paths has 
been considered from a modelling point of view. An efficient, fast and smooth trajectory has 
several benefits. The efficiency in the path would ensure minimum ware and tare on the 
robot-arm and provide good timing for the complete cycle. Fast and smooth trajectories are 
a contradiction on the first examination. However, what is meant is that the trajectory has to 
be fast when it is simply being used to carry the article but on the hand provide smoothness 
at that point where weighing is desired.
The importance of trajectory planning is that it gives the basic ground on which to select an 
ideal weighing path. This would help industry to see immediately whether it is simple, 
flexible, fast enough and cost-effective to use a robot-arm instead of the conventional 
transport system.
It is crucial to look at how the trajectories can be planned and implemented experimentally 
such that an evaluation of throughput rate and degrees of freedom can be made. Moreover, 
it is important to find a relationship between these criteria.
To carry out this planning, four paths that were used in the simulation work (section 4.2) 
were conceptually considered. Then, the weighing paths were devised and programmed 
accordingly, however ensuring that a simple empirical verification would be possible.
A robot-arm (see Manual [62]), Scara type, was used for this purpose. The following four 
types of paths were programmed with the available controller:
1. Rectangular (up, across and down);
2. Triangular (ramp up and ramp down);
3. Straight line (horizontally across; it is similar to the conveyor system);
4. Cylindrical (curved across, similar to 3);
The paths 1 and 2 were selected on the basis of the expected low efficiency and higher 
disturbances. They will most likely be good indicators of the worse case. On the other hand, 
the paths 3 and 4 were chosen as they provide a better comparison with the conventional 
transport system. Also, they could show practical significance for the number of degrees of 
motion needed. Therefore, these paths should indicate the optimum type of path.
The timing for the paths was taken using light barriers (optical sensors).
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The results obtained were analysed to find any relationships between the degrees of 
freedom, speed and throughput rate.
4.3.1 Rectangular Path
The rectangular path is a trajectory where the movements are either perfectly vertical or 
horizontal. The vertical motion either up or down is used to pick or place the article 
whereas the horizontal motion is used for transporting it. It is not a perfect rectangular 
shaped path. The lower horizontal side of the rectangle is in fact missing.
The rectangular path was chosen as a worst case. The movements, that are involved in it, 
require complete changes of direction. These changes, for example in producing vertical to 
horizontal motion, would inevitably cause overshoots and oscillations, which would 
increase especially at higher speeds. The effects of overshoots and oscillations would be two 
folds:
1. The disturbances created would be transmitted into the article and then 
transferred onto the weighing signal;
2. The maximum throughput rate would have to be substantially lowered to obtain 
useful results.
Furthermore, the throughput rates provided by the rectangular path can be used to set the 
lower threshold values. Beyond these values, the usefulness of a particular type of robot- 
arm can be questioned.
The rectangular path is one of those trajectories, which is very simple to programme for 
almost any robot-arm controller on the market In industry, it would therefore be a simple 
first procedure to measure and set the lower threshold for the particular type of robot being 
used. Consequently, they could use this information to be able to improve the path and 
hence the performance.
The rectangular path has been broken down into three distinct paths (see figure 4.3.1-1): 
weighing, sorting and flyback path. Each would depend on the type of application involved.
The Weighing path', shown schematically with a light arrow head, contains straight-line 
segments indicated by the black arrow heads. The complete path is described as follows:
1. Vertical motion upward 25 mm from the package 'Pickup Level' on 
the infeed
2. Horizontal motion toward the weightable for the next 140 mm
3. Vertical motion downwards 10 mm to the package 'Release Level'
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4. Gradual vertical motion downwards 15 mm to the 'Pickup Level' on 
the weighing sensor
5. Weighing process can begin
The 'Sorting path' and 'Flyback path' can be described in a similar manner using the light and 
dark headed arrows and using the displacement measurements. The 'Sorting path' picks up 
the 'Pack' from the Weightable' and places it on the 'Outfeed'. The 'Flyback path' returns the 
unloaded end-effector to the 'Pickup Level' on the 'Infeed'.
Flyback path
40mm
Release
Level
340 mm
A 140mm^i0mm
.Pickup _
Level
(Pi Infeed
15 mm
Weighing path
200 mm 
125 mm
Sorting path
25 mm
Weightable Q ) (P  Outfeed Q )
Motor
Weighing
Sensor
Figure 4.3.1-1 Rectangular path showing Weighing, Sorting and Flyback path.
For the purpose of calculating the cycle time, the weighing path will be used. It is a 
reasonable and direct measure of how well the throughput rate compares with the 
conventional checkweigher. The weighing path performs exactly the checkweigher function 
of bringing the article to the weighing sensor, weighing it and then carrying it away.
However, in many checkweighing applications, it is normal that an additional device is 
placed in the next position on the production line (see chapter 1). This device sorts the 
weighed articles into predetermined classes. Of course, this process can also be carried out 
with the robot-arm but would lower the throughput rate.
With the sorting path, and having only a single robot-arm system, the flyback path is 
essential to return the robot-hand back in front of the weighing sensor for the next package 
cycle. It is important to use the robot-arm such that functions like weighing or sorting can 
be achieved bi-directionally. In this way, the need for a flyback path is eliminated, however 
a double infeed mechanism is required.
The rectangular path was experimentally approached by initially setting the following 
measuring conditions:
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1. Path distances;
2. Number of degrees of freedom;
3. Number of programme position settings;
4. Speed percentage settings;
5. Article or load type;
For these measuring conditions, three sets of timing data were acquired for the following 
paths:
1. Weighing path
2. Sorting path
3. Flyback path
The measurements were repeated 10 times and the average values are given in the table
4.3.1-1 below. 'MEAS' is the measurement type number; 'RSPEED' the percentage robot- 
ann speed; PTYP' the type of package. The measurements are WTTME' the time taken for 
the weighing path; 'STEVIE' the time for the sorting path; 'FTIME' the time for the flyback 
path; 'CYCLE' the total time for the three paths. The appendix B.3 gives full definitions and 
specifications.
i MEASUREMENT 
i CONDITIONS:
j MEASUREMENTS:
| MEAS RSPEED PTYP i j WTIME I STIME FTIME CYCLE j
1 1 25 No-Pack 1 !' 8.078 ! 8.79 9.876 26.65 j
= 2 50 No-Pack i I 5.734 1 6.51 6.998 19.27 !
! 3 75 No-Pack i ! 4.926 I 5.73 5.774 16.426 :
! 4 100 No-Pack 1 ! 4.446 I 5.04 5.174 14.834 j
i 5 i 25 p7 | I 8.502 I 8.928 9.876 26.81 1
! 6 I 50 p7 1 j 6.406 ! 6.832 6.998 19.51 !
! 7 ! 75 P7 | j 5.116 j 5.854 5.774 16.618 j
! 8 100 p7 ! j 4.724 j 5.292 5.174 15.008 j
Table 4.3.1-1 Rectangular measurement data
It was important first to calculate and establish the robot-arm speeds in m/min in order to be 
able to compare with the conveyor belt subsystem. The robot control programme allowed 
the speed setting to be given only as a percentage. In table 4.3.1-2, the speeds for the 3 sub­
paths and the complete cycle speed are calculated and shown. Using these speeds and 
definitions for the cycles, it was also possible to calculate and present in the same table the 
respective set of throughput rates.
’WeSpeed1 is the weighing path speed in m/min; 'SoSpeed' the sorting path speed; TlySpeed' 
the flyback path speed; 'CySpeed' the total speed of the 3 paths. ’WePrRate' is the
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throughput rate for the weighing path in packs/min; 'SoPrRate' throughput for the sorting 
path; 'FlPrRate' throughput for the flyback path; 'CyPrRate* throughput for the 3 paths. Full 
definitions for these are also given in Appendix B.3.
1 MEAS i! WeSpeed !SoSpeed iFlySpeed j CySpeed IWePrRATE j SoPrRate 1 FlPrRate i CyPrRate j
i i i 1.30 1 1.71 ! 2.46 ! 2.37 ! 7.43 j 3.56 j 3.34 Î 2.85 j
I 2 j 1.83 1 2.30 j 3.47 j 3.01 j 10.46 j 4.90 ! 4.71 j 3.63 !
! 3 i 2.13 ! 2.62 ; 4.21 j 3.59 1 12.18 ! 5.63 I 5.61 Î 4.32 j
: 4 ; 2.36 1 2.98 i 4.70 i 3.92 I 13.50 j 6.33 1 6.24 Î 4.73 i
i 5 j 1.24 i 1.68 i 2.46 i 1.86 : 7.06 I 3.44 Î 3.34 : 2.24 !
I 6 i 1.64 i 2.20 I 3.47 Î 2.55 ! 9.37 = 4.53 Î 4.71 Î 3.08 1
i 7 j 2.05 j 2.56 j 4.21 j 3.00 Î 11.73 Î 5.47 Î 5.61 : 3.61 1
! 8 j 2.22 j 2.83 Î 4.70 ! 3.32 1 12.70 ! 5.99 I 6.24 ! 4.00 j
Table 43.1-2  R ect path speeds and throughput rates
The plot in figure 4.3.1-2 shows clearly how the highest conveyor belt speed about 5 m/min 
achievable with the robot-arm is very low compared to the standard conveyor belt systems 
used. In these systems, a factor of 10 to 30 of that speed is normal.
Robot % Speed measured as Conveyor belt speed in m/min
4.00 --
>=- 3.00 --
0.00
25 50 75 100
Robot % Speed
Figure 43.1-2  Rectangular path shown as conveyor belt speeds
In the plot, figure 4.3.1-4, the 'Weighing' cycle is approximately 4 times higher than the 'Full 
cycle', which includes the three paths. For industrial use, the robot-arm should therefore be 
restricted to the purpose of weighing and not as a main method for transporting. That is if 
the robot-arm is to carry out also sorting, then other infeed and outfeed mechanisms must 
be placed very near or around the weighing sensor to achieve reasonable throughput rates. 
A possible construction to reduce the Tull cycle' time is illustrated in the figure 4.3.1-3
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Infeed-2
sort-class-1
Infeed-1
sort-class-2
weighing path
sorting pathInfeed-3
sort-cIass-4
sort-class-3
Infeed-4
Figure 4J.1-3  Robot-arm infeed and outfeed construction to increase throughput rate
The construction has 4 infeeds for the 4 sorting outfeeds. Each sorting class lies between an 
infeed. The product is moved onto the circular grey area representing the weighing sensor. 
It is then sorted out according to the weight into one of the sorting classes. The robot-hand 
is then again ready for the next weighing. The huge flyback paths are thus avoided or 
reduced to negligible displacements compared to the whole cycle.
Product rate verses Robot-armspeed
+ "  •• F u l l  c y d e
14.00 j
1200 - -
c . (.00 -■
6.00 - •
4.00 -■
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0.00
25 50 75 100
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Figure 4J.1-4  Rectangular path throughput rates
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The rectangular path has shown what can be achieved in throughput rates, the highest being 
about 13 packs/min. However these throughput rates represent the lower end of what is 
actually possible. In section 4.2.2, it has been shown by simulation that rectangular types of 
paths are longer in distance than curved paths and consequently produce lower throughput 
rates. In other words, higher throughput rates can still be achieved with this type of robot- 
arm. This will be illustrated in the next section
4.3.2 Triangular Path
The triangular path is a trajectory where the movements are either perfectly vertical or 
ramped upwards. The vertical motion either up or down is similar to the rectangular path. 
The ramped displacement is used for picking the article and transporting it. The path is not a 
perfect triangle as the right slope and lower horizontal line are not present.
The triangular path was selected to prove some continuity carrying on from the worst case. 
The effects of this trajectory on the performance will be very much similar to the previous 
case however a difference should be observable. As the path distances are now shorter, 
some improvements in throughput rates will be expected even though these may be small. 
The continuity of improvement will be a measure capable of linking the various paths and 
providing some immediate comparison.
The triangular path is also another trajectory that was simple to programme, but it can 
provide enormous information to achieve the most out of the robot-arm.
The triangular path, like the previous case, has been broken down into three paths (see 
figure 4.3.2-1) for the same reasons as in sub-section 4.3.1.
Flyback path
25 mm40mm 10mmRelease
Level
Pickup,
Level Sorting pathWeighing path
Figure 4.3.2-1 Triangular path showing Weighing, Sorting and Flyback path.
The triangular path was experimentally approached in the same manner as in the case of the 
rectangular path. However, the initial conditions, the path distances for weighing and 
sorting, have changed as well as the number of programmed positions 'psteps'. The 
measurements were also repeated 10 times (see table 4.3.2-1).
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! MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS ! 
ifpsten =11, DOE =4) !
j MEASUREMENTS:
Î MEAS ! RSPEED ! PTYP î WTEV1E ! STBME j; FTIME ! CYCLE :
1 11 1 25 I No-Pack I 5.2 6.87 Ii 10.588 1 22.658 1
i i2 I 50 j No-Pack i 3.972 i 5.284 ji 7.76 j 17.016 !
! 13 i 75 i No-Pack i 3.206 i 4.388 Ii 6.326 i 13.92 i
! 14 ! 100 ! No-Pack j ; 2.864 j 4.024 ji 5.688 I 12.576 i
! 15 I 25 i ____ 1 i 5.648 1 7.02 j 10.588 j 23.256 I
i 16 i 50 i ____ 1 I 4.25 j 5.52 I 7.76 i 17.53 j
j 17 1 75 i ___ PZ____ 1 I 3.514 i 4.672 i 6.326 i 14.512 j
1 18 I 100 S ................_ J 1 3.104 i 4.266 ; 5.688 I 13.058 1
Table 43.2-1 Triangular path measurement data
As in the previous case, the next table 4.S.2-2 is calculated showing the comparable 
conveyor belt speeds and checkweigher throughput rates.
All speeds are in m/min and throughput rates are in packs/min:
i MEAS! WeSpeed ! SoSpeed FlySpeed j CySpeed i WePrRATE ; SoPrRate FIPrRate CyPrRate
i i i 1.77 ! 1.98 2.30 1 2.24 | 11.54 ! 4.97 3.80 2.85
S 2 1 2.31 1 2.58 3.13 I 2.85 : i5 .l i  : 6.48 5.11 3.63
! 3 i 2.86 1 3.10 3.84 i 3.39 i i8.7i i 7.90 6.29 4.32
! 4 S 3.21 I 3.38 4.27 1 3.71 i 2195 i 8.71 7.02 4.73
i 5  ! 1.63 1 1.94 2.30 Î 2.03 I 10.62 j 4.74 180 2.58
! 6 i 2.16 I 2.47 3.13 ! 2.69 ! 14.12 ! 6.14 5.11 3.42
i 7 I 2.61 j 2.92 184  i 3.25 ! 17.07 j 7.33 6.29 4.13
i 8 ! 2.96 I 3.19 4.27 1 3.61 ; 19.33 i 8.14 7.02 4.59
Table 43.2-2 Triangular path speeds and throughput rates
The plot, in figure 4.3.2-2, shows clearly the expected continuity of improvements. That is 
the speeds have improved for the weighing and sorting path, about 1.5 times. As before, the 
difference in weighing with an article ('MEAS' 5 to 8) and without ('MEAS' 1 to 4) can be 
observed. WeSpeed' difference for 'MEAS' 1 and 5 is 8.5% compared to the previous table
4.3.1-2 value of 4.8%. The difference is therefore now much larger, about twice as high. 
This means that there is a relative reduction in the speed due to the change in the trajectory. 
This implies that the controller is not ideal for this trajectory and the package load.
The upper speed limit shown by the flyback path of about 5 m/min has not changed. This 
was expected as there is no change in the flyback distances travelled. Other observations are 
similar to the previous case, sub-section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.3.2-2 Triangular path as conveyor belt speeds
In figure 43.2-3, the 'Weighing' cycle is now shorter than before approximately a fifth of the 
"Full cycle' time. It has increased the throughput rate compared to the rectangular path 
(figure 4.3.1-4) by about 5 packs/min. In this case and as before the 'full cycle' time can only 
be improved by using another type of construction for the infeed and outfeed mechanism 
(see figure 4.3.1-3)
P r o d u c t  r a t e  v e r s e s  R o b o t - a n n  s t e e d
20.00 -r
18.00 - -
16.00 - -
14.00 - -
g 12.00 - -
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0.00
3.612.692.03
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Figure 4.3.2-3 Triangular path throughput rates
The triangular path has shown the continuity of improvements. However, the path is linked 
very much to the previous one. Therefore, the results are similar to it.
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4.3.3 Straight-line Path
The straight line path is a trajectory, which has a simple horizontal motion. This picks or 
pushes the article along, which is true for both the weighing and the sorting path. The 
vertical motion is similar to the two previous cases, sub-sections 4.3.1 to 2. The path 
performs perfect straight lines in all directions.
The selection of the straight line trajectory is much more than to prove the continuity 
carrying on from the previous cases. It is now in reality emulating the conveyor transport 
system. The effects on the performance will have the expected continuity factor as before 
however the conveyor emulation will also now be reflected in the performance.
As before, the continuity of improvement will serve as a measure for linking the 
performances. In addition now the emulation of the conveyor system will tell us if the 
standard conveyor could also be used in load and unload manner. That is the conveyor 
moves the article on the weighing sensor, stops for weighing and then moves the article 
again to unload the weighing sensor. Of-course this method is limited to articles that are 
stable. In fact, the stability of an article can be adversely affected with the conveyor system 
because it has little or no handling capability. This is a problem for any transport system 
with a single degree of motion.
This trajectory, like the previous one, is also simple to programme but has an additional 
facet. It can provide an almost direct comparison with the conveyor system. This is 
obviously useful. Therefore, a choice can be quickly made either to use the conventional or 
the robot type of transport system.
In figure 4.3.3-1, the straight line path includes three paths. The meanings of these paths are 
explained in sub-section 4.3.1.
340 mm
40mm 40mm
200 mm140 mmPickup Release 
Level Level Sorting pathWeighing path
Figure 4.3.3-1 Straight line path showing Weighing, Sorting and Flyback path.
The experimental initial settings and measurements are given in the table 4.3.3-1 (for 
definitions see section 4.3.1). Of-course, the path distances for the 3 paths and the number 
of programme position settings 'psteps' have changed compared to the previous cases.
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| MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS j I MEASUREMENTS:
dofzi).L |  1
i m e a s  ; RSPEEDj PTYP j WTIME ! STIME j FTIME ! CYCLE !
! 1 I 25 j No-Pack j I 3.98 i 2.902 1 9.884 i 16.766 !
i 2 i 50 i No-Pack j Î 2.76 i 1.914 = 6.382 i 11.056 j
! 3 ! 75 j No-Pack i I 2.21 I 1.8 ; 5.618 I 9.628 j
! 4 i 100 ! No-Pack j j 1.932 I 1.616 j 5.024 Ii 8.572 ;
! 5 j 25 ! p7 i j 4.076 1 2.986 1 9.884 i1 16.946 !
i 6 i 50 ! p7 i ! 2.902 I 2.12 Î 6382  ; 11.404 !
! 7 ! 75 ! p7 i i 2.286 1 1.856 I 5.618 I 9.76 1
I 8 i 100 j P7 j Î 2.226 ; 1.752 I 5.024 j! 9.002 j
Table 4.3.3-1 Straight line path measurement data
The table 4.3.3-2 is calculated using the settings and results. It shows the speeds and 
throughput rates.
All speeds are in m/min and throughput rates are in packs/min:
j MEAS j WeSpeed SoSpeed FlySpeed CySpeed WePrRATE j SoPrRate : FIPrRate CyPrRate i
= 1 = 2.11 4.14 1.94 23 6 15.08 ! 8.72 I 4.33 3.58 i
i 2 ! 3.04 6.27 3.01 3.58 21.74 12.84 j 6.56 5.43 !
! 3 ! 3.80 6.67 3.42 4.11 27.15 14.96 = 7.66 6.23 1
; 4 i 4.35 7.43 3.82 4.62 31.06 Î 16.91 1 8.63 7.00 i
i 5 i 2.06 4.02 1.94 234 14.72 j 8.50 ! 4.33 3.54 i
! 6 ! 2.89 5.66 3.01 i 3.47 20.68 I 11.95 j 6.56 5.26 Î
! 7 ! 3.67 6.47 3.42 ; 4.06 26.25 1 14.49 j 7.66 6.15
i 8 j 3.77 6.85 3.82 ; 4.40 26.95 15.08 j 8.63 6.67 !
Table 43 .3-2  Straight line path speeds and throughput rates
The following plot, figure 4.3.3-2, shows the expected continuity of improvements in speed. 
However, there are enormous changes in the sorting path, which is now achieving about 8 
m/min unloaded (without an article). This is almost double that of the two previous paths 
explored. The reason for this change has been the shortening of this sorting path and 
simplifying it to a straight line. Therefore, minimising the path distance will obviously 
increase path speeds. Hence, the infeed and outfeed mechanisms, such as the one shown in 
figure 4.3.1-3, will speed up the complete weighing and sorting cycle.
The unloaded and loaded path gap (with and without article) in speed has also widened. 
This is an important result if the method described in sub-section 4.2.5 on path 
compensation weighing is going to work. It is essential to have a large difference in the 
unloaded and loaded paths. This will provide the higher resolution for such a dynamic 
weighing sensor.
The flyback-path speed has fallen; however this fall was expected because the flyback-path 
length has increased.
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Figure 4J.3-2  Straight line path as conveyor belt speeds
In figure 4.3.3-S, the 'Weighing' cycle is now even shorter than before approximately a sixth 
of the 'Full cycle' time. It has provided an increase in the throughput rate compared to the 
rectangular path (figure 4.3.1-4) by about 15 packs/min and to the triangular path (figure
4.3.2-3) by about 10 packs/min. The observations here are given for the maximum speed. 
These increases are significant and show the continuity of improvements.
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Figure 4.3J-3 Straight line path throughput rates
The straight line path emulates the conveyor system. Consequently, it has proved to be 
successful and hence can achieve higher throughput rates. Therefore a strong element of the
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conveyor type of motion must be in the weighing path if higher throughput efficiency is 
required.
4.3.4 Cylindrical path
The cylindrical path is very similar to the straight line path except that the straight line 
horizontal motion is now curved as an arc. The full cycle can now be described as a section 
of the cylinder. The pick and place are exactly like the straight line path. The major reason 
for experimenting with this path was to add another important criterion, degrees of 
freedom. It is considered that this should extend the emulation of conveyor system, which 
will be shown by the continuity of improvements.
The performance is expected to improve in a continuous manner as observed for other 
paths. However, this time the effect of reducing the number of degrees of motion will have 
the supplementary benefit of reducing the costs of the robot. Therefore, making the robot 
type of weighing cost-effective will make it interesting for many applications. From a 
research point view, it will confirm some of the 2 and 3 degrees of freedom work, that was 
conducted on modelling in section 4.2.
Furthermore, it provides encouragement to intensify the investigation to examine new types 
of constructions for robots that are better suited to the dynamic weighing applications. It is 
not necessary for every point in space around the weighing sensor to be fully mapped out. It 
is hence possible for example that a robot arm or just the hand to move in the x-y plane 
within a fixed or adjustable rail or track system. In this way. precision in displacement and 
speed would both be built-in. An example of this technique is illustrated in the figure 4.3.4-
1. It has 2 infeeds and 2 outfeeds so that the robot can work bi-directionally.
x-railx-y plane
v-rail
hand & prod,outfeed-2 infeed-2bi-dir. paths
infeed-1 outfeed-1
Figure 4.3.4-1 Robot-arm X-Y rail type
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This type of robot could provide the higher throughput rates. It could also lead to the path- 
compensation dynamic weighing, which was also described in the modelling section 4.2.5. 
The path differences could be measured very accurately by this method. Therefore, there is 
good possibility of achieving reasonable results.
The cylindrical path has also three sub-paths. These are shown in the figure 4.3.4-2
Flyback path
340 mm
40mm 40mm
Pickup Release 
Level LeveJ/ 140 mm 200 nun
Weighing path Sorting path
Figure 4.3.4 2 Cylindrical path showing Weighing, Sorting and Flyback path.
The experimental initial settings, measurements and results are presented in the tables 4.3.4- 
1 and 4.3.4-2 respectively below. The path distances and the number of programme position 
settings have changed compared to the straight line path.
i MEASUREMENT CONDITIONS: j : MEASUREMENTS:
j (psteps =5, dof =3) |  j .....................................
1 MEAS i RSPEED j PTYP : WTIME ! STIME i FTIME i CYCLE 1
: 1 i 25 ! No-Pack i i 2.964 I 3.402 ! 9.916 ; 16.282 !
1 2 j 50 : No-Pack I 2.134 i 2.34 j 6.304 ! 10.778 j
! 3 ! 75 I No-Pack Î 1.768 i 1.944 j 5.044 8.756 I
i 4 ! 100 i No-Pack ! i 1.558 i 1.724 j 4.63 j 7.912 !
! 5 j 25 j p7 I : 3.222 j 3.588 i 9.916 !j 16.726 j
j 6 j 50 j P7 1 | 221 8  1 2.508 j 6.304 i 11.03 j
j 7 i 75 j p7 ! i 2.014 1 2.05 1 5.044 9.108 i
1 8 1 100 i p7 i 1.588 i 1.895 1 4.63 8.113 1
Table 4.3.4-1 Cylindrical path measurement data
All speeds are in m/min and thrqughpm rates are in packs/min:
MEAS WeSpeed SoSpeed ! FlySpeed j CySpeed WePrRATE! SoPrRate FIPrRate CyPrRate j
1 3.04 3.53 j 2.60 j 2.87 20.24 9.43 4.66 3.69 !
2 4.22 5.13 1 4.09 ! 4.34 28.12 13.41 7.11 5.57 1
3 5.09 6.17 ! 5.11 1 5.34 33.94 16.16 8.81 6.85 !
4 5.78 6.96 1 5.57 ! 5.92 38.51 18.28 9.70 7.58 I
5 2.79 3.34 I 2.60 Î 2.80 18.62 j 8.81 4.66 3.59 I
___6 __ 4.06 4.78 I 4.09 j 4.24 27.05 12.70 7.11 5.44 j
7 4.47 5.85 j 5.11 j 5.14 29.79 ! 14.76 j 8.81 6.59 j
j 5.57 j 5.77
Table 4J.4-2  Straight line path speeds and throughput rates
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The plot in Figure 4.3.4-3 is showing much more than just the general continuity of 
improvements. There is an increase of speed of about 0.5-.75 m/min, which is over 3 times 
the previous increase for the straight line path.
Most of the curves for the sub-paths are now very close to each other. At the top end, the 
speeds lie between 5.5 to 7 m/min.
Furthermore, the other arguments presented for the straight line path are also true for this 
path.
Robot % Speed treasured as Conveyor belt speed in m/min
7.00 y
6.00 - -
5.00 --
4.00 --
g 3.00
2.00 - -
“  S o r t i n g  w i t h o u t  l o a d
1.00 - - — Flybac k Wtho ut bad
0.00
10025 50 75
Robot % speed
Figure 4.3.4-3 Cylindrical path as conveyor belt speeds
In figure 4.3.4-4, the Weighing' cycle has remained as before approximately a six of the 
"Full cycle' time. However there is an increase in the throughput rate of about 10 packs/min 
compared to the straight line path (figure 4.3.3-3). The increase indicates some linear 
relationship and there is also an observable continuity of improvements.
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Product rate verses Robot-arm speed
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Figure 4.3.4-4 Cylindrical path throughput rates
In reviewing the four paths (Rectangular, Triangular, Straight-line and Cylindrical) for 
speed, it can be observed (see figure 4.3.4-5) that for each path the curve can be 
approximated to be linear over a certain range. It is important to notice however that the 
curves are not only increasing in gradient (showing continuity of improvements) but also 
show the increases to be non-linear. The plot, in figure 4.3.4-6, illustrates how the 
throughput rate increases from one path to another clearly.
6.00 -
5.00 -■
J  4.00 j-
Ï  3.00 ± •o
1.00 + 
0.00
25
Conveyor Speed and Robot % Speed for 4 paths
RectW eighing "" "A" " TVi.Weighing “  — Line Weighing Cyl.Weighing
50 75
Robot % Speed
100
Figure 4J.4-5  Conveyor speeds for the 4 weighing paths
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10.2
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Figure 4.3.4-6 Throughput rates for the 4 weighing paths
Throughput Change with respect to position Steps & DOF
Deg.of Freedom- 
DOF (No.)Position Steps (No.)
Figure 4J.4-7 Throughput rates against position steps and DOF
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From figure 4.3.4-7, it can be seen that the number of degrees of freedom and the number 
of position steps influence the throughput rate substantially. The number of position steps 
describes the path, and if these are reduced the throughput rate can be increased. Therefore, 
to obtain a complex path (example the sinh function, section 4.2.2 ) with the current 
controller would be possible but utterly useless for this application. It would be much too 
slow because many points would be needed to describe the path. A controller that follows 
the path continuously would be the most suitable and fast
In summary, to improve the throughput rate performance, it is important to take care in 
selecting the weighing path and the right type of robot-arm. The following list of criteria 
must be taken into consideration before a choice is made:
1. Number of degrees of freedom (preferably < 4)
2. Type of controller (allows continuous path planning)
3. Payload (with end-effector approximately 14 Kg)
4. Cycle Time (< 1 sec, performing a continuous rectangular path
motion, 25 mm up, 305 mm across, 25 mm down and return, with
the maximum payload)
5. Repeatability (for external weighing +/- 0.01 mm otherwise +/-
0.001 mm)
The application will set the initial requirements (type of article! 1), weight(3), throughput 
rate(2&4) and accuracy(5)). These will then be used to define the robot-arm type using the 
above list.
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4 .4  R o b o t - a r m  D y n a m ic  W e ig h in g
The established method of dynamic weighing has been broadly described in chapter 2. It 
uses a conveyor transport system to move the article, whose weight is measured using a 
weighing sensor. The conveyor system is an integral part of the weighing sensor pre-load. 
In this way, the normally static weighing sensor is converted into a dynamic type. The result 
of this incompatibility is that the accuracy of dynamic weighing can substantially fall below 
the static accuracy of the weighing sensor. The robot-arm type of dynamic weighing on the 
other hand replaces the conveyor transport system and weighs the articles in the most 
suitable mode for the weighing sensor.
A possible weighing arrangement is shown in figure 4.2.1-1. This type of dynamic weighing 
should maintain the static accuracy of the weighing sensor or near to it 
Although the article is placed on and removed from the weighing sensor in motion, that is 
dynamically, nevertheless, the actual weighing is carried out in the static weighing mode. 
This of-course ensures the required high accuracy. However, as already shown in section 
4.3, there are limitations to the dynamic criteria depending on the type of robot-arm to be 
used. Therefore the problem becomes describing, where the limits are and on what they 
depend.
Using the conventional checkweigher as a reference, some evaluation of the usefulness of 
the robot-arm dynamic weighing will also become apparent
The robot-arm method of weighing should be used where possible because not only does it 
offer higher accuracy but also flexibility of handling almost any article as well as providing 
an automatically adaptable production line. For example, an article with totally different 
dimensions from the previous one would normally require new infeeds, outfeeds, stabilisers, 
etc. However, with the robot-arm, it can be a simple matter of changing the programme.
The importance of the robot-arm dynamic weighing, besides the ones mentioned, is that it 
has built in it all the possibilities for use in an environment that is completely automated. 
Hence, this is an ideal method for the weighing and packaging industry of the future. 
Experimentally, the approach has been firstly to clear the ideas of accuracy by using an 
industrial checkweigher. With this the issues of resolution and repeatability of the weighing 
sensor under static and dynamic conditions were explored. Secondly, by using the weighing 
results for the various speeds with the conventional and robot-arm type weighing, the 
limitations were explored. That is; accuracy and throughput results of the conventional
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checkweigher are examined with the robot-arm type of weighing. Therefore, it will be 
possible to say why, when and how the robot-arm can be used.
4.4.1 Checkweighing Noise and Accuracy Analysis
When the conventional checkweigher is being used, the conveyor transport is running and 
carrying the articles over the weighing sensor. The mechanical disturbances generated by 
this process are transferred onto the weighing signal. This is the checkweighing noise. 
Consequently a measure to say how well it can interact against this noise is given by the 
checkweigher accuracy.
The noise is normally examined using statistical and spectral analysis. The former provides 
single values (example standard deviation) that can be used as a measure of accuracy and 
the later provides the basis for the signal processing.
The analysis is necessary for two important reasons:
1. It provides the means to improve the weighing performance, an 
essential requirement for any checkweigher;
2. It sets the criteria for making comparisons between all methods of 
weighing (in this case robot-arm type of weighing).
Therefore, from the analysis, it is expected that definite values for static and dynamic 
weighing for the conventional checkweigher can be given, which can then be used to make 
direct comparisons. The useful information of the analysis will be:
1. Average value (weight indicator);
2. Standard deviation (noise measure);
3. Zone of indecision or Greyzone (checkweighing accuracy);
4. Response time (throughput rate limit);
5. Incremental average and standard deviation (accuracy and 
throughput limit definitions);
To conduct the experiment and perform the analysis for noise and accuracy, it is important 
to acquire repeated data for static and dynamic weighing. For the dynamic case, choosing 
various conveyor belt speeds and taking measurements with and without an article, will be 
adequate. The timing for this motion will be abstracted using the light barriers and the 
weighing signal. In figure 4.4.1-1, the two light barriers used set the start and end of the
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weighing process. That is the process to move the article to the weighing sensor, weigh it 
and finally remove it
Package Package Package
weigh table at Weightable completely off
Entiy Exit Point Outfeed-Table
Weight
Weightable
LightBanier LI
Weighing Signal
LightBanier L2
Time
Figure 4.4.1-1 Weighing signal and corresponding package motion timing 
4.4.1.1 Zero Weighing
To conduct noise analysis of the checkweigher, it is meaningful to just consider the 
weighing system in the static and dynamic mode without weighing any article. That is taking 
the zero value for weight or zero weighing. Also, using this value to calculate the weight 
value, which is the difference between the article weighing and zero weighing signal.
In static weighing mode, there will be noise due to the electrical system and the environment 
(example air turbulence), but this will be relatively low compared to the dynamic mode. 
Therefore the noise measurements can be assumed to suggest the resolution of the weighing 
sensor (in this case a loadcell). However, the dynamic case, when the conveyor belt is 
switched on, will produce additional noise depending on the belt type, mountings, drive and 
speed. The difference of noise between the static and dynamic case therefore becomes a 
straight forward measure of how much the accuracy has reduced.
The noise is viewed has having a normal random distribution, which is true for conveyor 
belt speeds of about 50 m/min. At speeds about 80 m/min and above, the distribution is very 
specific. For these two disturbance areas, currently the standard deviation is used as a 
measure of noise. Although, it needs to be reviewed in the future to find a more appropriate 
measure.
The significance of analysing noise is that it provides the information to develop new 
filtering techniques. With the analysis, a basis can also be established to compare systems.
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Zero weighing analysis for the static case can be performed by acquiring data from the 
loadcell. This can be performed when the conveyor weightable drive is switched off and the 
weightable is free of any articles.
The dynamic zero weighing analysis is the same as the static case except now the conveyor 
belt is running. The speeds for the conveyor belt were evenly chosen from 5 to 100 m/min 
even though, to compare with the robot-ann, upto 40 m/min would have been adequate. 
However, it was important to see how the accuracy and throughput relationship behaved 
over a wider range.
In figure 4.4.1.1-1, it can be observed that the noise data (dot-dot line) has a range from 
about 0.03 to 0.07 Volts. The average lies approximately in the middle, 0.05 V. The 
incremental average and standard deviation lines (Inc. Average, dash-dot line, and Inc. Std, 
solid-line) show that both values become stable after approximately 2 seconds. This means 
that this is an adequate period to obtain the zero and noise value. That is further samples 
will not cause any significant change in these results.
The noise is measured in standard deviation (STD-67 %, dash-dot line) to cover 67% of the 
noise and the zone of indecision or greyzone (GREY-99.7, dash-dash line) covers 99.7%. 
The in-accuracy (InAc (n/s)) or error in signal is measured as noise to signal, where noise is 
the greyzone value. The bottom left hand corner of the figure describes initial settings and 
measurement conditions (see Appendix B.3 for full details of definitions).
'ssOlOO' is the data file; ,LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC describes the acquisition path from the 
loadcell to the personal computer; 's=0' the speed in m/min; 'w=400' the length of 
weightable in mm: ’pl=0' package length in mm; 'pw=0' package weight in g; 'no* no article 
used; 'sfreq=200' sampling frequency in Hz; and finally 'cbit=8' adc resolution.
It has already been mentioned that the noise appears to be Gaussian for lower speeds. This 
fact is especially true for static measurements. The plot in figure 4.4.1.1-2 shows how the 
experimental results measure up against the mathematically simulated curves for the normal 
distribution.
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Figure 4.4.1.1-1 Zero value and noise calculations
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Figure 4.4.1.1-2 The noise distribution is Gaussian for static measurements
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Once the levels of noise as single values have been established, it is important then to find 
the actual frequencies causing the disturbances. When this is known, it is possible then to 
set the filter cut-off frequency and order. Also, other techniques of signal processing can 
then be considered.
To select the disturbance frequencies automatically (see figure 4.4.1.1-3) from a multiple 
stream of data, a new technique was developed. It has proved to be extremely efficient 
Otherwise, each spectral data would have to be viewed personally to select the obvious 
frequencies that were causing the disturbances.
The method essentially uses the following three criteria:
1. The spectral density scale is converted into a logarithmic scale;
2. The average and standard deviation of this density is found (SPD 
average, dash-dot line, and SPD std, dot line);
3. All frequencies and their density are selected that are above the SPD 
std line.
The SPD average provides a good comparison between repeated measurements. It 
highlights any changes in the disturbance frequencies. Also, any shifts in the zero value can 
be traced to a particular disturbance frequency.
PO W ER SP E C T R A L  DENSITY O F N O ISE ( Z ero Value: n o -P ck , s p e e d = 0  m/min)
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Figure 4.4.1.1-3 Spectrum analysis with noise frequency automatic selection
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To compare what happens to the zero value under the dynamic conditions, the conveyor 
belt speed was set at 40 m/min. It can be observed, from the following figures 4.4.1.1-4 to 
6, how much the noise has increased and what frequencies are now causing the 
disturbances.
The noise has increased to about 7 times that of the static value.
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Figures 4.4.1.1-4 Noise calculation at 40 m/min
Viewing the noise distribution (figure 4.4.1.1-5), it appears to be still Gaussian, however 
closer observations show an almost uniform distribution tendency between ±G (g=STD).
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Figures 4.4.1.1-5 Noise distribution at 40 m/min
The spectral density average ('SPD Average', figure 4.4.1.1-6) is shifted 7.5 times upwards 
compared to the 0 m/min case (figure 4.4.1.1-3). This value agrees with that observed in the 
noise analysis. However now, it can be seen that frequencies around 3 major peaks are the 
cause of it: at 14, 29 and 48 Hz (see figure 4.4.1.1-6). If the results for the noise at 60 
m/min (see figure 4.4.1.1-7), are compared to this, a very clear tendency begins to emerge. 
The frequencies 14 and 29 Hz are even stronger, but the frequency 48 Hz has increased 
only slightly. However a new peak has developed at 56 Hz. The negative peaks can be 
ignored as they affect the weighing signal the least
It is well known [6,10] that the actual signal will have a range of frequencies from 0 to 
about 20 Hz for a throughput rate of say 600 packs/min. It becomes therefore a serious 
matter if the peak at 14 Hz grows and the frequencies around it  especially the ones below 
it. Hence, even after setting the most apt cut-off frequencies will not separate the low noise 
frequencies from the signal. In chapter 5, the filtering technique described will use this 
information to compensate for this noise, which is essentially to formulate a noise to 
frequency relationship between 0 to 20 Hz range. This is then used to make the zero value 
correction.
The next set of plots, figures 4.4.1.1-8 to 4.4.1.1-10, compare the zero weighing for the 
static and dynamic case. It is evident from the first plot (figure 4.4.1.1-8) that the static zero 
value changes significantly from the dynamic zero measurements 5 to 100 m/min. There is
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an off-set or shift from the static zero value (0.0498 V) to the dynamic zero value (0.0458) 
at 100 m/min of about 8%.
The second plot (figure 4.4.1.1-9) shows how the accuracy changes under the same 
conditions, that is from 0 to 100 m/min conveyor belt speed.
The accuracy of 100% measures the condition when there is absolutely no error. This 
condition is practically never achievable. The accuracy points are determined by subtracting 
the in-accuracy percentage from 100%.
The accuracy appears to decrease non-linearly and at 10 m/min there is even a sharp drop 
about 9%. The cause of this is a resonance point occurring due to the conveyor transport 
system.
Furthermore, there is approximately a 13% decrease from the static to the dynamic 
measurements at 100 m/min. This is a large drop, and therefore signal processing is a 
definite requirement.
The third plot (figure 4.4.1.1-10) of the disturbance frequencies shows peak frequencies for 
0 to 100 m/min speed. The tendency of 14 Hz frequency is clearly seen through all the 
measurements. The modelling in chapter 3 was based around these trends observed for the 
peak frequencies.
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Figures 4.4.1.1-6 Spectral density for noise at 40 m/min
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Figures 4.4.1.1-7 Spectral density for noise at 60 m/min
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Figures 4.4.1.1-8 Zero value from 0 to 100 m/min (average analysis)
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Figures 4.4.1.1-9 Noise from 0 to 100 m/min (accuracy analysis)
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Figures 4.4.1.1-10 Noise from 0 to 100 m/min (spectral analysis)
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4.4.1.2 Article Dynamic Weighing
To determine the weight of an article, it has to be weighed using the conveyor transport 
sub-system. The procedures of the previous section 4.4.1.1 are also true here except in 
every measurement now an article is weighed. The analyses of that weight produces the 
same parameters as before.
The weighing of an article will have the following additional disturbances compared to the 
conveyor belt in the free running case:
1. Article vibrations
2. Step type disturbances caused by the impact of the article on the 
weightable
This additional noise can easily be assessed by comparing with the zero weighing case for 
the chosen speed.
The dynamic weighing of articles is the main application of checkweighing. Therefore, this 
function must be efficient and accurate. The analysis will concentrate on examining these 
issues, which are of-course accuracy and throughput rate of the checkweigher.
The analysis of weighing an article will be carried out on measurements taken for a set of 
data from 0 m/min (static case) to 100 m/min (dynamic case). However, to compare with 
the robot-arm a speed of 40 m/min is sufficient as mentioned before.
The weighing of an article in the static mode produces very similar accuracy results as static 
zero weighing (see figure 4.4.1.1-1). The noise has exactly the same standard deviation of 
about 30 mV. However, the average value 60.7 mV is now a measure of the weight of the 
article. The incremental average and standard deviation give the same results.
The bottom left hand corner of the following figures shows the new settings for the article: 
'pl=102' package length in mm; 'pw=280.2' package weight in g; and 'so' solid type of article 
or product.
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Figure 4.4.1.2-1 Spectral density for static weighing of an article
The noise is also as expected, Gaussian. However, observing figure 4.4.1.2-1, there is a 
slight difference in the standard deviation of the spectral density ('SPD std'). It would 
normally be expected to be the same as in the zero value case (figure 4.4.1.1-3). This is 
most likely due to the weighing sensor non-linearity. This is another important issue when 
estimating the weight of an object. Therefore, 'SPD std', could be used to compensate for 
the non-linearity of the weighing sensor.
The figure 4.4.1.2-2 shows the dynamic weighing condition at 40 m/min. The weighing 
speed, given after Weigh- Data' in brackets, is calculated using the weighing signal timing 
and the weightable length. The throughput rate ('Pack-Rate') is worked out using time taken 
for the article to reach the end of the weightable.
The average value representing the measure of weight is now calculated for the two cases: 
'Average-0S and Average-IS'. These represent zero weighing or 0 state of the signal (OS) 
and article weighing or 1 state of the signal (IS). The standard deviation and greyzone are 
given for both the 0 and 1 states of the dynamic weighing signal. The average and standard 
deviation are different from zero weighing at 40 m/min (figure 4.4.1.1-4). The average has 
decreased by about 6% ('Average' to 'Average-0S'), and the standard deviation increased by 
about 18% ('STD-67%' to 'STD-0S'). These are caused by; the non-linearity, transient 
response and the residual vibrations from the article weighed. Increasing the gap between
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the articles would eliminate some of these vibrations. However, the efficiency of weighing 
(throughput rate) would be reduced.
The true effect of the additional noise caused by the article is seen from the standard 
deviation (figure 4.4.1.2-2) of the 1-state of the signal. It is almost twice that of the 0-state 
at 40 m/min and 13 times that of the static 1-state measurement It should become apparent 
that dynamic weighing without signal processing would be utterly useless at even relatively 
low throughput rates.
To calculate the 0 and 1-state statistical values (example 'STD'), it is crucial that exact cycle 
timing is available. This timing should give the beginning and the end of the 0 and 1-state. 
There are three advantages of this:
1. The averaging of the correct sections of weighing signal will 
produce higher accuracy;
2. There would be no need for an extra speed sensing device;
3. A single light barrier would be ample for all the timing requirements.
Using 2 or more light barriers alone, is not sufficient to determine precisely the cycle timing. 
This is simply because the response of weighing sensor does not correspond to the motion 
of article on the weightable. That is; the article is the only thing what the light barrier can 
see. To overcome these difficulties and take full advantage of the cycle timing, a method has 
been investigated and developed. The exact details can be found from the algorithm in 
Appendix B.2.4. Nevertheless, the outline is presented here using the figure 4.4.1.2-3.
The weighing signal, that is shown as a solid line, is filtered using a low order FIR filter with 
a cut-off frequency of 2 Hz. This produces a clean signal (dash dash) with little or no delay 
with respect to the original weighing signal. The filtered signal is then differentiated to 
obtain the derivative signal (dash-dot). The highest positive value ('lm') and lowest negative 
value ('rm') can be found with a simple search algorithm lm' and 'rmf will give the time 
values for the beginning and ending of the 1-state of the weighing signal respectively. With 
another algorithm examining the changes of slope to the left and right of these points, the 
four cycle points, 'cl' to 'c4', are determined. The signal between 'c2' and 'c3' will give the 
best averaging value, that is the optimal weighing measure without any classical filtering 
(example FIR filter).
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Figures 4.4.1.2-2 W eighing signal analysis for the 0 and 1-state at 40 m/min 
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Figures 4.4.1.2-3 Determination of cycle points c l  to c4 at 40 m/min
The vibrations caused by the article weighing at 40 m/min can be seen if the plot for its 
spectral density, in figure 4.4.1.2-4, is compared with that of the dynamic zero weighing 
(figure 4.4.1.1-6). The noise peaks of zero weighing at 14, 28 and 48 Hz, can also now be 
seen but there are now additional peaks around them, especially serious ones below 10 Hz.
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These are all due to the article vibrations and the loadcell response. Using spectral densities 
of static weighing of the article and dynamic zero and article weighing, a signal processing 
technique could be developed to abstract a good estimate of the article weighing signal. The 
feasibility of this method will be investigated in the near future.
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Figures 4.4.1.2-4 Spectral density of an article dynamic weighing at 40 m/min
In figure 4.4.1.2-5, just the 1-state has been analysed. There is overshoot and ringing on the 
signal at the beginning and at the end of the signal. These are caused by impacts of the 
article as it travels from the infeed conveyor and hits the weightable or leaves the weightable 
and hits the outfeed conveyor.
Looking at the incremental average (figure 4.4.1.2-5 dash-dot line), it can be observed that 
major fluctuations tend to reduce after taking samples for just over 0.1 second. Even 
though, there are vibrations caused by the impact and article itself. This could mean that the 
throughput rate can be increased without severely affecting the accuracy. However, from 
the zero weighing, it was observed that about 2 seconds were needed for the average to 
completely stabilise. At first sight, there appears to be a conflict However, this can be 
explained analogous to a rising exponential that achieves its value of 2/3 after a fixed time 
corresponding to the power of the denominator. For example in a charging capacitor, there 
is the time constant RC. There is probably a similar type of relationship in this case, which 
needs to be investigated.
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Figures 4.4.1.2-5 Weight estimation or 1-state analysis at 40 m/min
The additional noise due to the article is not Gaussian, and this can be observed from the 
plot in figure 4.4.1.2-6 for a speed of 40 m/min. To an almost uniform distribution around 
the mean value, there are 2 side lobs just after the standard deviation (vertical dash-dot 
lines). Nevertheless, the general shape of the normal distribution is still preserved.
When the speed is raised even further (see Figure 4.4.1.2-7) to 100 m/min, the side lobs 
become more distinctive. It can be noticed then that the normal distribution shape has 
changed considerably. This means that at high conveyor belt speeds the standard deviation 
is not an adequate measure of noise and therefore definitely needs to be reviewed.
The disturbance frequencies present during the article weighing (1-state) are low 
frequencies (overshoot and ringing), and these can be seen in figure 4.4.1.2-8. There are 
strong peaks at about 3, 5 and 7 Hz gradually reducing till 20 Hz. from that point onward 
the spectral density reflects that of the static article weighing. The 0 Hz, spectral density 
value is also a measure of the weight. A relationship between the 0 Hz value and the actual 
known weights (a calibration curve) could be determined and then used to estimate the 
unknown weight. The signal processing would then be calculating the spectral density of the 
1-state and using the 0 Hz value and the calibration curve to determine the filtered weight.
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Figures 4.4.1.2-6 Noise distribution of the 1-state at 40 m/min
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Figures 4.4.1.2-7 Noise distribution of the 1-state at 100 m/min
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Figures 4.4.1.2-8 Spectral density of 1-state at 40 m/min
To compare the article static and dynamic weighing together the following plots are 
calculated and presented:
1. Figure 4.4.1.2-9 the variation of weight value:
2. Figure 4.4.1.2-10 conveyor speed and throughput rate;
3. Figure 4.4.1.2-11 the accuracy and throughput rate;
4. Figure 4.4.1.2-12 the tendencies in disturbance frequencies.
The variations in the weight value (figure 4.4.1.2-9) are very different from the zero value 
(figure 4.4.1.1-8) except at the point 10 m/min where there is a dip in both curves. That is 
the resonance generated by the conveyor transport is also affecting the article weighing. 
Furthermore, the variation in weight value is about 1.5 times that of the zero value ('STD- 
67%'). This 50% increased weight in-stability is directly related to the article or package 
weighed. Consequently, if the article does not have a solid content and structure, the weight
value will become even more unstable. The handling capability is therefore absolutely
crucial for high accuracy weight measurements. These are the sort of cases where the robot- 
arm should out perform the conveyor transport system many folds.
The relationship between conveyor speed and throughput rate has been examined in section 
4.3 for the robot-arm. At the lower end, the relationship was linear, but at the higher end it 
became non-linear, indicating that the physical limitations were now distorting the linearity.
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A similar type of result, can be observed for the conveyor belt system in figure 4.4.1.2-10. 
Upto about 60 m/min the relationship is linear. Beyond this it is non-linear and curves up 
toward the speed axis. So that, at higher speeds the throughput rate decreases. In chapter 2, 
the physical relationships for the conveyor system are developed and presented in detail 
using the dimensions of the weightable and article.
Applying the relationship of the conveyor speed and throughput rate, the accuracy plot 
against throughput rate can be obtained (see figure 4.4.1.2-11). From the points 0 to about 
140 packs/min, the accuracy drops by 1% for every increase of throughput of about 5 
packs/min. It is almost twice as worse beyond this point. The explanation for this is the 
physical limitations of the conveyor system after 140 packs/min (figure 4.4.1.2-10) coupled 
by the well-known fact that higher throughput rates mean higher conveyor belts speeds and 
therefore higher vibrations.
The final plot showing the disturbance frequencies for the range 0 to 100 m/min speed are 
shown in figure 4.4.1.2-12 to compare with zero weighing cases (figure 4.4.1.1-10). It can 
be seen that the low frequencies are a serious problem.
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Figures 4.4.1.2-9 Weight values from 0 to 100 m/min
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Figures 4.4.1.2-10 Conveyor speed and throughput relationship between 0 to 100 m/min
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Figures 4.4.1.2-11 Weighing accuracy from 0 to 100 m/min
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Figures 4.4.1.2-12 Disturbance frequencies from 0 to 100 m/min
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4.4.2 Robot-arm Accuracy and Throughput Analysis
To know exactly how well the robot-arm competes with the conveyor transport system, it is 
important to assess the two main performances. These are accuracy and throughput rate and 
they must be compared with the conveyor system analysis of section 4.4.1. Furthermore, 
analysis relating to these performances must be conducted on each path discussed in section 
4.3. This will provide for the first time a comprehensive analysis for the robot-arm type of 
dynamic weighing.
The analysis will be carried out on a experimental arrangement described in the modelling 
configuration section, figure 4.2.1-1. For the experiment, a scara type of robot-arm [62] 
was used with an industrial checkweigher from Loma Systems [59].
Keeping to this modelling configuration has obvious benefits. It will make the analysis 
simpler by keeping the same basis for the comparison. The discussions and conclusions from 
these analyses will provide the basis for future work in this direction.
To get much higher accuracy than the checkweigher for reasonable throughput rates could 
save the packaging and weighing industry enormous losses. Therefore the results are 
extremely important
Each of weighing paths, rectangular, triangular, straight line and cylindrical, will be handled 
individually and compared in sequence; just like in section 4.3. This should provide a 
continues link with that work.
4.4.2.1 Weighing with the Rectangular Path Motion
The process of carrying articles and weighing them according to the rectangular motion is 
described in section 4.3.1 on the Rectangular Path. The dynamic weighing of these articles 
is conducted in much the same manner as in section 4.4.1.2 on Article Dynamic Weighing. 
Conducting the weighing with this path is important to determine how much and how long 
the loadcell can be perturbed under extreme conditions. This path is considered to be the 
most jagged. It is likely to cause the most weighing disturbance. From section 4.3, it has 
already been established that this type of path is inefficient. That is it produces a lower 
throughput rate.
The conveyor speed equivalent has been calculated using light barrier timing ('LI' to 'L4') 
and the weighing signal with cycle points 'cl' to 'c4' (see figure 4.4.2.1-1). Details of similar 
calculations are presented in section 4.4.1.2.
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Figure 4.4.2.1- 1 Speed and Cycle points automatically determined
In figure 4.4.2.1-2, the weighing of a solid disc (as in all other cases) has been carried out at 
20% speed setting. These are used then to work out the weight measure ('Average') and 
noise ('STD' and 'Greyzn'). The terms and plot definitions can be found in section 4.4.1.1 or 
in the Appendix B.3.
From this plot, it can be observed immediately the huge step response due to the article 
landing on the loadcell platform (weightable). The response is over 2 times that of the 
weight estimate. This sort of response could damage a weighing sensor, especially if it is not 
protected against overload. It can also be seen that there is ringing after the initial peak for a 
length of almost 1 second. However for the next 2 seconds approximately, the 1-state signal 
reverts to a static type of article weighing. That means the ultimate accuracy of the loadcell 
is available.
The disturbances due to the transport system have almost vanished for the 1-state. With just 
averaging of this part of the signal for about 0.1 s will produce almost a result comparable 
to the 2 seconds (discussion given with figure 4.4.1.2-5). There is a dip and rise when the 
article is moved off the loadcell.
Throughput rate is calculated till the end of the weighing, just as in section 4.4.1.2. Using 
the criteria already mentioned, the noise levels ('STD') calculated are as expected; they are 
almost the same for both states ('OS' and 'IS').
If the 100% speed setting is examined (see figure 4.4.2.1-3), the equivalent conveyor belt 
speed is now about 3 times higher than that of the 20% setting and throughput rate twice as
e  c l to c4: Cycle Points 
O  LI to L2: Infeed to Weightable
L3 to L4: Weightable to Outfeed
Lightbarrier signal
Weighing signal
c> o 
L3 L4L2
Time (s)
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higher. However the in-accuracy is only about 1.5 times higher, which is lagging throughput 
rate and speed. This is a marked change from the conveyor type of weighing.
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Figure 4.4.2.1- 2 Robot-arm rectangular path weighing at 20% speed
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Figure 4.4.2.1-3 Robot-arm rectangular path weighing at 100% speed
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If the 1-state of the 100% speed setting is carefully examined (figure 4.4.2.1-4), it is 
possible to see that part of the step response ringing has been used in the statistical analysis. 
Therefore it appears the noise has increased by 1.5 times. This could have of-course been 
avoided, if the initial cycle point ('c2') of the 1-state had been set more precisely by the 
algorithm. The average weight measure settles just under 0.2 seconds even with large 
oscillations.
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Figure 4.4.2.1-4 Robot-arm 1-state rectangular path weighing at 100% speed
The noise distribution for the 100% speed is characteristic of the static zero or article 
weighing. This is confirmed by the figure 4.4.2.1-5 where the distribution shows the 
Gaussian shape.
In the next figure 4.4.2.1-6, the power spectral density for 20% speed shows peaks at 0.25, 
5, 9 and 13 Hz in the interesting weighing signal region. Looking at its relative curve for 
100% speed setting (figure 4.4.2.1-7), it appears these frequency peaks have remained 
constant within this region. This is a clear indicator that even though the speed has changed 
there is an inherent instability in this method of weighing.
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Figure 4.4.2.1-5 Robot-arm rectangular path noise distribution at 100% speed
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Figure 4.4.2.1-6 Robot-arm rectangular path spectral density for 20% speed
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Figure 4.4.2.1-7 Robot-arm rectangular path spectral density for 100% speed
The following three figures 4.4.2.1-8 to 10 try to summarise the results of the analysis for 0 
to 100% robot-arm speed settings.
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Figure 4.4.2.1-8 Robot-arm rectangular path weight measure for speed 0 to 100%
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The first of these figures (4.4.2.1-8) looks at what happen to the average value (weight 
measure or estimate) with the percentage speed. The noise level, that can be observed over 
the whole speed range, is that of the loadcell. That is, it is within the repeatable 
measurements of the loadcell under static conditions.
The incremental average and standard deviation, in this case, can be used as indicators of 
how many repeat measurements need to be taken before either the average or standard 
deviation is stable. This could be a useful technique to improve on the repeatability accuracy 
of the loadcell by just weighing the same article say 5 times. Of course, the throughput rate 
will be reduced by that same factor.
The next figure 4.4.2.1-9 shows the relationship between speed (m/min) and throughput 
rate. It is linear upto about 15 packs/min (dotted arrow near 15 packs/min point). From 15 
to about 30 packs/min, the speed (6 to 17 m/min) has to go up twice as much to obtain the 
same throughput rate ignoring the point at about 25 packs/min.
In figure 4.4.2.1-10, the throughput rate shows how it affects the accuracy. Upto 15 
packs/min, it is linear like in the previous figure. However, the accuracy drops after this 
value to about 1.5 to 2 times depending on the resonance peak at 25 packs/min.
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Figure 4.4.2.1-9 Robot-arm rectangular path speed against throughput for 0 to 100% speed setting
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Figure 4.4.2.1-10 Robot-arm rectangular path speed against throughput for 0 to 100% speed setting 
4.4.2.2 Weighing with the Triangular Path Motion
For the triangular path, the reasoning and discussion of use have been described in section 
4.3.2. The results of weighing an article are similar to the previous subsection 4.4.2.1.
For a speed setting of 100%, the analysis of the weighing is presented in figure 4.4.2.2-1. 
Comparing with the rectangular case of the previous section 4.4.2.1. the following 
differences are noticed:
1. Conveyor belt speed is 1.3 times higher;
2. Throughput rate is almost the same contrary eo expectations, 
however it does increase linearly with speed;
3. Weight estimate is almost the same;
4. Step response is reduced by about 1/4;
5. Noise on the 1-state has also reduce by 1/4;
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Figure 4.4.2.2-1 Robot-arm triangular path weighing at 100% speed setting
The following three figures 4.4.2.2-2 to 4 for the 100% setting are almost comparable with 
the rectangular path (see figures 4.4.2.1-7, 4 and 5 respectively). Therefore its complete 
discussion can be found in sub-section 4.4.2.1.
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Figure 4.4^^-2 Robot-arm triangular path weighing spectral density for 100% speed setting
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Figure 4.4.2.2-3 Robot-arm triangular path 1-state weighing at 100% speed setting
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Figure 4.4.2.2-4 Robot-arm triangular path 1-state noise distribution at 100% speed setting
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The next three figures 4A.2.2-5 to 7 summarise the results for 0 to 100% speed settings. 
Almost the same arguments and reasoning are true as they were for the rectangular path 
figures 4.4.2.1-8 to 10.
Output(V) AVERAGING of (solid-p7) measurements at various SPEEDS
0.6065
Weight measure -b
• • • » • Average (0.605 V) ..k
- -o- -o- -o- Inc. Average :r
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0.6055-
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 GREY-99.7 (0.005 V) - k
InAc (n/s) (0.389% )
0.6035
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Speed (%)
ss4200->ss5200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=100 cbit=8
Figure 4.4.2.2-S Robot-arm triangular path weight measure for speed settings from 0 to 100%
Conveyor Speed (m/min) SPEED against THROUGHPUT RATE (solid-p7)
25
Repeated Noise Meas. -b 
Average (0.605 V) ..w 
STD-67% (0.001 V) -.w 
GREY-99.7 (0.005 V ) - w  
InAc (n/s) (0.389 %) -w
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ss4200->ss5200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq-1 OO cbit=8
Figure 4.4.2.2-6 Robot-arm triangular speed against throughput for speed settings from 0 to 100%
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Accuracy (%)
ACCURACY against THROUGHPUT RATE(solid-p7)
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ss4200->ss5200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=100 cbit=8 
Figure 4.4.2.Z-7 Robot-arm triangular path accuracy and throughput rate for speed set. 0 to 100%
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4.4.Z.3 Weighing with the Straight-line Path Motion
The description of the straight-line path is given in sub-section 4.3.3. The article weighing 
using this path will produce similar results to the two previous sub-sections 4.4.2.1 to 2.
There are noticeable differences (see figure 4.4.2.3-1) in this straight-line path weighing 
compared to the previous cases (figures 4.4.2.1-3 and 4.4.2.2-1). The rising slope has a 
greater similarity to the conveyor type of weighing as oppose to the robot-arm type. There 
is no initial type of step response. The weight estimate rises to about half way gradually, 
requiring approximately 1 second, and then springs to the actual value like an almost step 
function.
The weight measure (1-state) appears as a static measurement and lasts for approximately
1.5 seconds, which is also about 1.5 times longer than the cases before.
When these 1-states are longer than required for a good stable approximation of the weight 
measure (approximately 0 . 1  seconds) for the static conditions, the speed could be doubled. 
Assuming the characteristic form of the weighing signal would scale in the same proportion. 
Then, there would be a doubling of the throughput rate. This would occur without any 
apparent loss in accuracy. Simply because the measurement of weight would still be in the 
static mode.
The conveyor equivalent speed has dropped by about 1/4 from the triangular path however 
the throughput rate has increased by about 1.5 times. How is this possible that the speed 
reduces and yet there is gain in the throughput rate? This phenomenon can be explained by 
looking at the speed against throughput rate plot, figure 4A2.3-6, and noticing that 
linearity has been extended by about 30%; that is beyond where the previous case (figure
4.4.2.2-Ô) lay, about 15 packs/min.
The last part of this weighing signal (figure 4.4.2.3-1) is unique. There is an overshoot 
about 1.5 times the weight measure however it is smaller, about 1/2 the initial step response 
of the previous case (figure 4.4.2.2-1).
The weight measure (1-state measurement) and the noise levels and distributions are 
consistent with the previous cases (figures 4.4.2.1-4, 5 and 4.4.2.2-3, 4). They are 
presented here in the figures 4.4.2.3-2 to 3.
Form figure 4.4.2.3-4, it can be seen that there are noise-ffequency changes in the weighing 
signal region below 15 Hz. There is an addition peak at about 2.5 Hz. This is due to the half 
way step. That is; the weighing signal (figure 4.4.2.3-1) rises to half the weight measure
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The 'SPD average' level is lower by about 1.5 times (compare with figure 4.4.2.1-7). 
Indicating that the straight line path perturbs the loadcell substantially less.
Output(V)
1
WEIGHING DATA ANALYSIS ( : solid-p7, speed=100% m/min)
Weigh.Data (16.7 mmin) 
Pack.Rate (42.3 peVmin) 
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Average-1 S (0.605 V )-g . 
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STD -IS  (0.006 V;
D  0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
~ime (s)
ss7200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100% w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=400 cbit=8
Figure 4 .4 2 .3 -1  Robot-arm straight-line path weighing at 100% speed setting
Output (V) N 0 |SE DATA ANALYSIS ( We-1 -State: solid-p7, speed=100% m/m -,
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 SIDzê » _ L 0.’06_V)
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2.3 2.4
0.6
-.w 
) -w
2.5 
Time (s)
2.1 2.2
ss7200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100% w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=400 cbit=8
Figure 4.4.2.3- 2 Robot-arm straight-line path 1-state weighing at 100% speed setting
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Noise Distribution :b 
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Output (V)
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ss7200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100% w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=400 cbit=8
Figure 4.4.2.3- 3 Robot-arm straight-line path noise distribution at 100% speed setting
Spectral Density (10 ?) p0WER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF CONVEYOR NOISE ( : solid-p7, speed=100% m/min)
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ss7200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100% w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=400 cbit=8
Figure 4.4.2 J -  4 Robot-arm straight-line path noise distribution at 100% speed setting
Over the complete 0 to 100% speed range setting, the results for the weight estimate 
stability (see figure 4.4.2.3-5) are much the same as before (figures 4.4.2.1-8 and 4.4.2.2-5). 
As mentioned earlier, there is however a substantial change in the speed and throughput
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relationship (see figure 4.4.2.3-6). This has consequently influenced the accuracy in the 
same manner (see figure 4A2.3-7). The accuracy has remained the same over a much 
higher range of throughput rate.
Output(V) AVERAGING of (solid-p7) measurements at various SPEEDS
0.6065
0.606
------------------- Weight Measure -b
• • • • • . Average (0.605 V) ..k
- o - o - 9 - Inc. Average :r
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" ~ ‘ Inc. Std :og
 STD-67% (0.001 V) -.k
 GREY-99.7 (0.004 V) -k
InAc (n s) (0.347 %)
0.604
0.6035 90 1008030 50
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ss6200->ss7200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=200 cbit=8
Figure 4.4.2 3- 5 Robot-arm straight-line path weight measure for 0 to 100% speed setting
Conveyor Speed (m/min)
SPEED against THROUGHPUT RATE (solid-p7)
Repeated meas. -b 
Average (0.605 V) ..w 
STD-67% (0.001 V)-.w  
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InAc (n/s) (0.347%)
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Throughput R ate (packs/m in)
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ss6200->ss7200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=200 cbit=8 
Figure 4A2.3- 6 Robot-arm straight-line path speed and throughput rate for 0 to 100% speed setting
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Accuracy (%) ACCURACY against THROUGHPUT RATE(solid-p7)
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Figure 4.4.2.3- 7 Robot-arm straight-line path accuracy and throughput for 0 to 100% speed setting
4.4.2.4 Weighing with the Cylindrical Path Motion
The cylindrical path definitions, reasoning and arguments have already been presented in the 
previous sub-section 4.3.4. The weighing of an article with this path is almost comparable 
to the straight-line path (section 4.4.2.3). Therefore, the major differences will only be 
considered here.
The weighing signal, the 1-state region, the noise distribution and the spectral density plots 
given in the figures 4.4.2.4-1 to 4 respectively are similar to previous figures 4.4.2.3-1 to 4.
However, the speed is relatively lower by about 20% (compare figure 4.4.2.4-6 with
4.4.2.3-6) but the throughput rate has only dropped half as much, that is 10%. This means 
that throughput rate can still be further increased without an equal increase in speed, which 
will definitely sustain the accuracy at higher drive speeds.
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Figure 4.4.2.4- 1 Robot-arm cylindrical path weighing at 100% speed setting
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Figure 4.4.2.4- 2 Robot-arm cylindrical path 1-state weighing at 100% speed setting
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Figure 4.4.2.4- 3 Robot-arm cylindrical path noise distribution at 100% speed setting
Spectral Density ( 10A?)p o WER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF CONVEYOR NOISE ( : solid-p7, speed=100% m'min)
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Figure 4.4.2.4- 4 Robot-arm cylindrical path spectral density at 100% speed setting
For speed settings 0 to 100%, the weight estimate stability, speed and throughput rate and 
accuracy plots are also almost comparable to the straight line path weighing (see figures
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4.4.2.3-5 to 7). The exception has already been described above concerning speed and 
throughput rate. These plots are shown in following figures 4.4.2.4-5 to 7.
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Figure 4.4.2.4- 5 Robot-arm cylindrical path weight measure for 0 to 100% speed setting
Conveyor Speed (m/min)
SPEED against THROUGHPUT RATE (solid-p7)
Repeated Meas. -b 
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ss8200->ss9200 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=200 cbit=8
Figure 4.4.2.4- 6 Robot-arm cylindrical path speed and throughput rate for 0 to 100% speed setting
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Figure 4 .42.4- 7 Robot-arm cylindrical path accuracy for 0 to 100% speed setting
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4.4.3 Comparison of Robot-Arm Weighing and Checkweighing
It is extremely important to compare the two types of weighing. It is conducted using the 
conventional checkweigher and the robot-arm. This comparison should provide the basis for 
assessing; if the robot-arm can be implemented, what sorts of results are expected and 
which applications are most suitable.
To carry out the comparison, it is important to discuss the issues of noise, speed and signal 
processing. These should be linked with accuracy and throughput rate to make the 
comparison completely transparent.
To compare the types of weighing, it is essential to examine the two main differences 
between weighing methods:
1. Conveyor type of motion has only single degree of freedom;
2. Robot-arm weighs the article almost in static weighing sensor conditions.
To compare the noise levels associated with dynamic weighing of the zero value (that is 
without an article), the following figure 4.4.3-1 will be used. The noise is given as standard 
deviation ('std') and the type causing it is one of following:
1. Checkweigher ('CW'. solid line);
2. Robot rectangular path ('RoRe', dash-dash);
3. Robot triangular path ('RoTri', dash-dot);
4. Robot straight-line path ('RoStr', dot-dot);
5. Robot cylindrical path ('RoCyl', solid line with circle).
The plot coding, given in 1 to 5 above, is also used in the other plots.
The '5 m/min' to maximum ('max') speed values indicate immediately that the robot-arm 
noise is almost constant over this speed range. For example, 'RoStr std' changes from 1.2 to 
1.2 g for the speed range 5 m/min to 'max', where 'max' in this case is about 17 m/min. 
Furthermore, the noise caused by the robot-arm motion at the highest speed (approximately 
20 m/min) independent of path type is about 1/4 that of the conveyor subsystem of the 
checkweigher. At 10 m/min, the conveyor noise is even higher, about 7 times. This is 
caused by the resonance point of the conveyor system (see section 4.4.1.1). The robot-arm 
noise measurements for each path are almost comparable to the static loadcell.
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The main disturbances due to the robot-arm for zero weighing will be caused by air 
turbulence and sound noise. These are due to the motion of the arm over the loadcell and 
the motor drives respectively.
The loadcell repeatability error given in the plot as +/-0.3 g represents the zero value 
weighing error. It is calculated as
Loadcell repeatability error = +/-(3 * standard deviation)
The standard deviation is derived from the averaged 100 repeated zero values of the static 
weighing value. The repeatability error is almost 1/3 of the robot-arm noise.
Output(g) CW & Robot-arm NOISE (std) VALUES for Zero value dynamic weighing
Max5 m/m 
2.3CW std 
RoRe std 
RoTri std 
RoStr std 
RoCyl std
-Loadcell Repeatability error +/-0.3 g - k
20 25
Speed (m/min)
ss0100->ss9100 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC w=400 pl=0 pw=0 no] sfrq=200 cbit=8
Figure 4.4 J - 1 Robot-arm and checkweigher noise comparison
In figure 4.4.3-2, it is illustrated how fast or after how many averaged zero values the most 
accurate zero value is obtained. It can be seen that after taking 5 measurements ('Sample 
No.') and averaging them, the zero value error drops to about 1/3 of the loadcell 
repeatability error.
The number of measurements will depend upon the low frequency noise, sampling rate and 
the number of samples. This relationship needs to be derived through future experimental 
work. The outcome could improve weighing sensor accuracy based on a few repeat 
measurements.
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Output(g) Loadcell Zero Value incremental Repeatability (static weighing)
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ss0100->ss9100 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC w=400 pl=0 pw=0 no] sfrq=200 cbit=8
Figure 4.4 J -  2 Loadcell repeatability error and zero value
If simple weighing signal processing (normally averaging) is performed, interesting results 
are obtained.
Observing figure 4.4.3-3, the averaged single values (example 'CW Aver') fall within the 
loadcell repeatability error. This is true up to a speed of 65 m/min. This indicates on first 
inspection that the checkweigher is better suited for zero weighing by simply averaging to 
remove the conveyor noise.
However, a closer inspection of the robot-arm zero value measurements (see 'min' to 'max' 
gram values) show that they are well within the loadcell repeatability error and have zero 
weighing repeatability error almost the same as the loadcell.
The repeatability curves of the robot-arm paths ('rect', 'tri, 'str' and 'cyl') and the 
checkweigher ('CW') can be seen in figure 4.4.3-4.
The zero weighing repeatability curve for the checkweigher indicates that its repeatability 
error is over 5 times that of the loadcell or the robot-arm repeatability error.
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Figure 4.4.3- 3 Robot-arm and Checkweigher zero value comparison
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Figure 4 .43- 4 Robot-arm, checkweigher and loadcell repeatability
From figure 4.4.3-5, the noise produced when the article is weighed can be observed. It can 
be noticed that the noise for the rectangular path 'RoRe std' (the worse case, 4.8 g) is about
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16 times the loadcell repeatability error and for checkweigher 39 times. Comparing these 
article weighing noise values to the zero weighing noise, there is an increase of about 5  
times with the robot-arm and about 3 times with the checkweigher. That is weighing an 
article with both methods can increase the disturbances approximately 2 0 0 % or more. 
However, again simple signal processing (averaging) of the article weighing produces 
results for the robot-arm and the checkweigher that appear to be acceptable up to about 35 
m/min (see figure 4.4.3-6).
For the robot-arm paths, the article weight values vary just within the boundaries of the 
loadcell repeatability error. On the other hand, the checkweigher has very serious problems 
at the resonance point (10 m/min) and after 35 m/min. At these points, there is absolutely no 
use just averaging the signal. Therefore, advanced signal processing described in chapter 5 
tries to tackle this problem using adaptive filtering.
To summarise, it has been shown that the accuracy with averaging using the robot-arm 
independent of the path is within the loadcell repeatability error. This is true over the 
complete speed range. However, the checkweigher with the same signal processing 
(averaging) over the same speed range has repeatability errors many folds higher than the 
loadcell. Also, at certain speeds and above a certain range advanced signal processing 
techniques are essential in conventional checkweighing (see chapter 5 ).
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Figure 4 .4 3 - 5 Robot-arm and checkweigher article weighing noise comparison
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Figure 4.4.3- 6 Robot-arm and checkweigher article weighing comparison
Comparing the conveyor speeds with throughput rates (see figure 4.4.3-7), it can be seen 
that there are 3 main types of curves. The first is that of the checkweigher showing a linear 
curve going up to 2 1  m/min and producing a throughput rate of about 2  packs/min for every 
m/min conveyor speed (exact value '2.206').
For the second type of curve, there are two paths: rectangular and triangular. They have a 
linear section up to 5 m/min and produce a throughput rate slope ('2.902') over this range of 
about 1.5 times that of the checkweigher. Between 5 and 15 m/min, the slope ('1.352') 
deteriorates to about 2/3 of the checkweigher slope.
The final type of curve is also made up of a pair of paths; straight-line and cylindrical. The 
linear section is also upto 5 m/min but the throughput rate slope ('4.542') is now 2 times 
that of the checkweigher. Beyond the speed of 5 m/min. it falls to about the same as the 
checkweigher.
Both pairs of robot-arm paths have shown that they can produce higher throughput rates at 
approximately 1/2 conveyor speeds of the checkweigher. This achievement of higher 
throughput rates at lower speeds not only provides the benefit of lower energy consumption 
but more importantly can reduce noise on the weighing signal significantly.
According to figure 4.4.3-5, reducing the speed by 1/2 will reduce the noise also by about 
the same proportion for both the robot-arm and the checkweigher.
The robot-arm can produce a better throughput rate to speed ratio than the checkweigher 
because the actual distance the article needs to travel is much less than for a conveyor belt.
Loadcell Repeatability error +/-0.4 g -.k
repeat.Weight value280.2 g -.k
Min Max 
CW Aver 277.4 281.4 g -y 
RoRe Aver 279.8 280.9 g —m 
RoTri Aver 279.8 280.7 g -.c 
RoStr Aver 279.7 280.7 g :r 
RoCyl Aver 279.8 280.4 g -og
repeat.Std Value 0.1 g
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In fact, it is only the article length. The static weighing time is the other variable, which 
affects the throughput rate. The relationship is given as follows:
T .=  S*
* La + twSK
Tr is the robot-arm throughput rate.
S r  is the robot-arm speed.
La is the length of the article.
tw is the static weighing time plus the weighing sensor response time. 
The throughput rate equation for the conveyor belt is given in chapter 2.
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Figure 4.4.3- 7 Robot-arm and Checkweigher throughput rate comparison
In the final figure 4.4.3-S, the accuracy-throughput relationship is presented. It is calculated 
from the already known information on noise, speed and throughput. It can be seen that the 
checkweigher accuracy can drop to about 10% at a throughput rate of 45 packs/min. With 
the robot-arm using the straight line path and with almost the same throughput rate, it is 
possible to achieve almost the static accuracy, a drop of only about 1%. This is a clear 
indicator that the robot-arm can produce a reasonable throughput rate but at an 
unprecedented comparable accuracy.
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Figure 4.4.3- 8 Robot-arm and checkweigher accuracy and throughput rate comparison
4.5  C o n c l u s io n
The conveyor transport sub-system of the checkweigher is a major problem in attaining high 
accuracy. There are severe problems in achieving repeatability accuracy in the proximity of 
the loadcell accuracy. The repeatability accuracy is about 5 times worse. Furthermore, at 
the resonance points of the sub-system and beyond relatively low throughput rates (45 
pack/min) simple signal processing (normally averaging) has little or no effect on improving 
the signal quality (see chapter 5).
The disturbances caused by the conveyor sub-system have been modelled and shown to be a 
problem in chapter 3. Also, in zero and article weighing (sections 4.4.1.1 and-4 .4 .I r ­
respectively), the emphasise was placed on how much the accuracy was affected (13 times) 
on weighing with and without an article. That is weighing articles with a moving conveyor 
belt will definitely amplify the noise many folds.
The robot-arm was assumed to be a possible method for transporting the article. It could 
certainly eliminate the problems of continuous noise present on a weighing sensor in the 
checkweigher and thereby improve repeatability many times. Also, the oscillatory effects of 
the moving conveyor sub-system on the article or vice verse could be avoided hence 
curtailing any additional induced noise.
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The modelling of the robot-arm (section 4.2) suggested that the assumptions made on 
accuracy and throughput rate could be achieved. It was this work that made the method 
interesting to tackle empirically. The work explored and found trajectories that were most 
suitable. They could give relatively high throughput rates without producing increased 
weighing noise.
A scara type of robot-arm with 7 degrees of freedom was used to conduct the throughput 
rate experiments. Four paths were examined.
The straight-line and cylindrical paths have proved to be the most efficient. With these, it is 
possible to obtain throughput rates of about 40 pack/min (figure 4.4.3-7). In industry, the 
checkweigher is used normally at throughput rates of 100 to 150 packs/min if the Weights 
and Measurements legislation is to be observed for the application. This is about 2 to 4 
times what has been achieved
The robot-arm accuracy (sub-section 4.4.2) was explored with respect to the throughput 
rate using an industrial loadcell. It followed much of the modelling and simulation work. 
The accuracy and throughput rate results of the above pair of paths were 2 or 3 times better 
than the others. Furthermore, the pair of paths, straight line and the cylindrical path, had 4 
and 3 degrees of motion respectively. The cylindrical path with 3 degrees of motion 
achieved a further improvement in the performances of approximately 50%.
If the robot-arm is going to replace the conveyor sub-system for high accuracy applications, 
it is necessary to know what the comparable results are.
It has been empirically shown (figure 4.4.3-S) that the accuracy drops from 98% to 97% 
with the robot-arm but from 98% to 8 8 % with the conveyor subsystem; 98% represents the 
static measurement. The accuracy was measured over the throughput range 0 to about 40 
packs/min. Therefore, the accuracy with the robot-arm drops only about 1/10 that of the 
conveyor sub-system. An achievement that makes the robot-arm a real contender for the 
conveyor transport sub-system.
The throughput rates obtained were also surprisingly interesting. It was possible to achieve 
over 2  times the throughput rate change with speed. This means that the robot-arm can 
have twice the throughput rate compared to the conveyor sub-system but at the same speed 
(example 2 0  packs/min with the robot-arm, compared to 1 0  packs/min with the conveyor, 
both moving at 5 m/min). This is also an important result that indirectly relates to accuracy. 
That is lower speeds produce lower disturbances; therefore accuracy will be higher. 
However, this throughput rate change with speed can only be sustained over a linear speed- 
throughput rate region. This region depends as shown on the type of trajectory and the 
number of degrees of freedom. It could also be assumed to depend on the make and type of 
robot-arm.
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The robot handling capability was examined using another article. It contained a liquid. The 
drop in accuracy was about 1/9 that of the conveyor transport over the same throughput 
range (0 to 40 packs/min). It proves clearly that the vibrations of the conveyor and article 
together are not sustainable for the loadcell. The robot-arm weighs the article in the static 
mode. This allows the article to stabilise, therefore even after a very short (0.1 to 0.2 
seconds) measurement time almost loadcell accuracy can be obtained.
The robot-arm has achieved results, which are significant and when generalised show to be 
about 2 or more folds depending on the performance in question. Therefore, the 
implementation of a robot-arm in the checkweigher of the future is crucial. It will reduce the 
loss in product, and hence increase profitability. Also, in the production line, automation 
and flexibility are very important and therefore the robot-arm will be ideally suited.
One of the initial and main avenue of potential future work has to be on throughput rate 
improvement. To make the robot-arm interesting for industry, the throughput rate must be 2 
to 4 times that what has already been achieved (about 40 packs/min). To do this, robot- 
anus with other specifications have to be considered:
1. Intelligent controls to improve trajectory planning;
2. Two or three degrees of freedom;
3. Type of drive (motor or pneumatic).
The work on the accuracy must also be continued. However, it must be looked at in two 
directions. Firstly, to show continuity in accuracy improvement, another type of weighing 
sensor must be examined. Currently, the electromagnetic beam balance is the one that 
provides the highest accuracy (for example a resolution of 1 / 1  0 0 0  0 0 0  with a repeatability 
of +/-0.01 g) in the checkweighing industry. Therefore, this must be the type to be 
considered. Moreover, there is work now being conducted on this type of weighing sensor 
within the checkweigher group at the University.
The second approach should take a completely new direction. It should consider a dynamic 
weighing sensor. The method has been described in sub-section 4.2.5. Essentially, it will use 
the difference between 2 paths, which is produced by 2 different weights. For this goal the 
robot-arm must have an additional specification to the ones given above. That is the 
repeatability in position must be extremely high (about +/-0.00025 mm based on a 1 mm 
maximum difference in path and a resolution of at least 1/4000).
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5.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
In the dynamic weighing industry, there is an ever greater demand to weigh articles at faster 
rates however as previously shown this results in increased noise on the weighing signal (see 
section 4.4.1.2). In addition, using figure 4.4.3-5, it was shown that with both the robot-arm 
and the checkweigher the disturbances caused by weighing an article can increase to about 
200% or more. Furthermore, it was definitely shown that for the conventional checkweigher 
simple signal processing was not adequate. Therefore, advanced methods had to be 
investigated.
Several attempts have been made to alleviate these disturbance problems; however the 
success has been limited.
The current and past solutions are based around either using an analogue or digital filter 
with fixed parameters. Additionally, the weighing signal is then always averaged. These 
solutions are neither continually optimised nor able to respond to any change in speed or 
article type.
Increasing productivity (number of packs/min) and maintaining dynamic weighing accuracy 
(ideally that of the static weighing sensor) will have the following benefits (see chapter 2 ): 
the production costs can be reduced and the legislation governing Weights and Measures 
does not become a problem.
The approach used has analysed static and dynamic acquired data (see sections 4.4.1.1 and 
2). This input data is then filtered with a variety of filter types and parameters. The ideal 
filter type and its parameters can then be found by searching for the maximum improvement 
in accuracy. However, this is not a straight forward matter. The larger the variation in 
parameters and filter type the longer it takes to determine or search for the maximum value. 
A search method has been investigated to improve the time taken for the search. It then 
becomes practical to implement a filter to match the particular dynamic conditions.
Most of the weighing is conducted in motion using the conventional checkweigher (see 
figure 2.1-1). In production, it is important to weigh the packages as fast as possible. 
However, this means increasing the transport system speed. This in turn will increase the
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zero and article weighing error described in sub-sections 4.4.1.1 to 2. Consequently, the 
observance of the regulations becomes a problem.
To obtain high productivity, it is therefore important to maintain weighing accuracy either 
that of the weighing sensor or to optimise it for the given conveyor speed. At the same time, 
a certain increase in the transport system speed would be desirable. This will consequently 
increase the throughput rate of the system.
In the past [26], throughput rate and accuracy problems for the checkweigher have been 
dealt with by averaging the weighing signal for the time the package is on the weighing­
sensor conveyor. This period is shortened as speed is increased. Consequently, the number 
of samples obtained are insufficient for improving accuracy. Also, an analogue filter is used 
with a fixed cut-off frequency and order, which does reduce the noise at higher conveyor 
speeds but has little or no effect at low speeds.
Digital filtering [6 , 36 and 54], has improved the flexibility of the checkweigher system with 
increasing sophistication. It can reduce noise substantially more than the analogue filter 
because the filter type and its parameter can now be changed as desired. However, these 
solutions have concentrated mainly on the noise generated by the system or a specific type 
of application. That is one for a given speed, package type and system.
This work on adaptive digital filtering follows on from the previous work. It tries to 
examine the weighing process noise and looks at how to adjust automatically the filter 
parameters for any application. The technique developed will allow the checkweigher to 
optimise or maintain the accuracy so that throughput rate can be increased further. It will 
also reduce any setting up errors caused by the operator during the initialisation stage. 
Therefore, the production can be increased without undue costs.
Data was acquired for the weighing process at various system speeds. Other steps that were 
carried out are given as follows:
1. Two types of packages were used
2. Data was analysed using statistical and spectral analysis (see sub­
section 4.4.1)
3. Filter simulation was conducted to show effectiveness with respect 
to filter type and parameters.
4. For a given dynamic condition, ideal filter parameters are 
determined using programming sequential search
5. A successive approximation search technique is implemented to 
speed up the search for checkweigher practical requirements.
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5.2 D a t a  A c q u is it io n  a n d  s im u l a t io n  p r o c e d u r e s
For a given speed 0 to 100 m/min, an article is passed over the conveyor system for 
weighing. This article is either of a solid or loose consistency. The loose type has been 
shown (chapter 3) to be more prone to oscillations. The sampled data (frequency 500 Hz 
with 14 bit conversion) is acquired by the checkweigher. It is then transferred to the 
simulation programme at 9600 baud rate. The simulation programme runs on a PC system. 
This is illustrated as a block diagram in figure 5.2-1. Data has also been acquired using an 
external acquisition board with various other sampling rates and bit conversions. This was 
performed as a measure of comparison.
The essential parts of the simulation programme are; the analysis before and after filtering, 
the calculation of the performance indices and using these to find the optimum filter.
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Figure 5 .2-1  Data acquisition and simulation
5.3 D a t a  F il t e r in g  a n d  A n a l y s is
The filtering is carried out on a set of data for a particular speed, package and 
checkweigher. The filters used for the simulation were taken from HR type (Yulewalk, 
Butterworth, Chebyshev) and FIR type (Hamming, Hanning, Bartlett, Blackman and 
Rectangular). The effectiveness of these filters on noise reduction was observed. It was
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apparent that FIR filters provided the best noise suppression, which confirmed the earlier 
work [10 and 59]. However, the order of the FIR filters is substantially high, typically 50 to 
150.
In figure 5.3-1, it is possible to observe the typical response of a FIR filter with Hanning 
window designed for optimal accuracy improvement For this example, the throughput rate 
is imagined to be over 360 packs/min; therefore the desired cut-off could be set at 6  Hz or 
more with an order of say 95. It is indicated on the plot by 'fir lhann(cut- 6  nth-95)' and 
shown as a solid line. 'ssl800f is the storage file. 'LDC > Sdaq > SSL > PC is the 
acquisition path: loadcell to storage scope with serial link to PC. The dynamic and package 
parameters are given by ,s= 1 0 0 ' (m/min speed); 'w=400' (mm weightable length); 'pl=1 0 2 ' 
(mm package length); and 'pw=280.2' (g package weight). The acquisition parameters are 
sfrq=400 (Hz sampling frequency) and cbit= 8  (ADC conversion bits).
The frequency response of the filter is given by the dotted and dash-dot line. It can be seen 
that the response does not have a sharp cuE-off and this is desirable. The filters that have a 
sharp cut-off (such as HR filters) have also larger ripple and delay.
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Figure 5 3 -1  Filter response
With the above filter, the dynamic weighing signal is filtered and shown in figure 5.3-2. The 
filtered signal is displayed as a solid line and the original as a dotted line.
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Figure 5 J -  2 Signal filtering for solid package at 100 m/min
The throughput rate is given in the plot at 343 packs/min before filtering and 33 after 
filtering (indicated by '>fi>'). The result is a decrease in throughput rate of about 90% ('Rate 
incr.'). From the explanations in chapter 2 on throughput rates, it should be clear that 
because of the signal deformation and delay the cycle period has been substantially 
increased. Consequently, this reduces the throughput rate.
The improvement in the throughput rate is calculated according to the following equation:
Rmf
n " I
V m y
100
where
Rim is maximum throughput rate improvement 
Rmf  is maximum throughput rate after filtering.
Rm is maximum throughput rate for the original signal.
R mf ~
23 f
23
60
/l2 / Nfd
The following terms are illustrated in the figure 5.3-3:
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/25/ is  weight estimation period (state 1, 'IS') after filtering 
t23 is weight estimation period for the original signal 
tnf is the rising edge period after filtering 
tc is the time taken for the average value to converge 
Nfd is the filtered to dynamic noise ratio
and
R =
V i
60_ 
/p +r
t]2  is the rising edge time for the original signal (see figure 5.3-3)
tn  (weighing cycle)
t2i (state 1)
JL 1 a (average
weight)
_ af  (filtered 
average 
weight)
— >
original
signal
filtered
signal
Figure 5.3- 3 Original signal and filtered signal definitions
The Nfd ratio is simply the ratio of standard deviation after filtering to the original signal: G/ 
/g. It is given on the line 'STD -IS' in the previous plot as 'filtered/dyn. Noise 0.00'. It 
measures how much the noise has been reduced by filtering. Therefore, it affects the 
convergence time for the average value. Like in this case, if it is 0 then the first sample in 
the state 1 can be taken to be the average value.
The ratio of the periods t23f  / t2 3 is a simplified measure of the signal deformation after 
filtering. An actual mathematical description would require a known forcing function for the
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original signal. The difference between this and the filtered signal would have to be used in 
some non-linear calculation. However, for the throughput rate calculation, state 1 period 
should be adequate for the signal deformation.
To calculate the change in the minimum throughput rate, RIn, the following equations are 
used. They are similar to the maximum throughput rate improvement.
R
V*»
-1 100
Rin is minimum throughput rate improvement 
Rnf is minimum throughput rate after filtering.
Rn is minimum throughput rate for the original signal.
where
Rnf =
f 23/
2^3
tj4f  is the complete cycle period after filtering (see figure 5.3-3)
and
R_ =
tn is the complete cycle period of the original signal (see figure 5.3-3)
In essence to obtain a higher throughput rate, it is desired that the filtered signal must have 
the state 1 period similar to the original signal and little or no deformation should occur in 
the filtered signal. These conditions are illustrated in figure 5.3-4. It can be seen that the 
filtered signal has a delay of about 0.15 seconds, which does not effect the throughput rate. 
In a continuous process for weighing many hundreds of articles, this delay becomes 
negligible and therefore can be ignored. However, its shape has been maintained and 
therefore an improvement in throughput rate is expected. In fact. It gives a substantial 
increase of about 78%, with FIR Hanning filter at a cut-off frequency of 19 Hz and order 
105.
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Figure 5.3- 4 Maximum throughput rate conditions
If another filter type is used, there is a difference in the maximum throughput rate 
improvement and its parameters.
By using the following figure 5.3-5 a comparison can be made. It can be observed that the 
filter, FIR-rectangular window, has a cut-off at 8 Hz and order of 20. Therefore, there is 
little delay to be observed. However, the throughput rate improvement has increased by 
about 7% over the previous Hanning filter. Furthermore, an interesting fact is that this filter 
will also improve the accuracy by about 1% (indicated on the plot by 'Acc.Improve. 
(1.1%)'). This is of-course small. Nevertheless, there is no reduction in accuracy, that is it is 
being maintained even though a large increase in throughput rate is feasible.
With the Hanning filter, a reduction in accuracy of about 2% is obtained. However, a larger 
increase in the accuracy improvement about three dines as high is available with the 
Hanning filter whose cut-off and order are 6 Hz and 95, see figure 5.3-2. Unfortunately, it 
has been shown that the throughput rate improvement was reduced enormously to about 
90%.
So, it should become clear that a desired high increase in the throughput rate, by finding the 
optimal filter type and parameters, does not always match the highest accuracy 
improvement This is the problem to find the optimal accuracy and throughput rate 
improvement
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Figure 5 J - 5 Optimal accuracy and throughput rate
The accuracy improvement is calculated using the following equation:
Time (s)
Ai =
v î " 1!
100
A/ is the accuracy improvement; it compares the accuracy of the filtered 
signal with the original signal averaged.
Af is the filtered signal accuracy; it compares the weight and noise of the 
filtered signal to the repeated static weight and noise.
Aa is the original signal averaged accuracy; it compares the weight and 
noise of the original dynamic signal to the repeated static weight 
and noise.
where
aSr is the average repeated static value (static weight estimate of weighing 
sensor).
Of is the noise of the filtered signal given by the standard deviation
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oSr is the noise of the repeated static weight signal given by the standard 
deviation
a.f is the average of the filtered signal (filtered dynamic weight estimate).
and
a  is the noise of the original signal given by the standard deviation 
a is the average of the original signal (simple dynamic weight estimate).
The ratio of the standard deviations G/Gjr or G/Gjr represents the noise amplification caused 
by dynamic weighing. Therefore, the weight error given by the difference between the static 
and dynamic weight is adjusted accordingly.
The increase in throughput rate of about 83% for FIR rectangular window is high. 
However, realistically, say 10% increase in the speed of the conveyor would change this 
value to anything between 10 to 20%. This is because small changes in conveyor speed at 
the higher end produce non-linear noise response (see section 4.4.1.2). Of-course. the filter 
has to be re-calculated for this problem using the adaptive technique.
The average and standard deviation values are shown for both zero (Os- state 0) and weight 
values (Is- state 1). The actual weight in grams is calculated using the pre-calculated 
conversion factor and the difference in the two states.
It was shown in section 4.4.1.2 that after 40 m/min the zero value begins to fall. Therefore, 
the dynamic filtered difference between the state 1 and state 0 is crucial in getting accurate 
weight results.
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5 .4  O p t im u m  F il t e r  S e a r c h
It is possible to view how the filtered noise varies for a given conveyor speed ('8=100 
m/min'), package type ('solid-p7') and system ('w=400'). The filtered signal noise to dynamic 
and static noise is shown in the figure 5.4-1. The cut-off frequency is varied from 1 to 25 
Hz in 1 Hz steps, which cover the dynamic signal frequencies. The filter order is chosen 
from 20 to 140 based on earlier work [10,59], which shows that much higher orders 
produce sharper cut-off responses. This is similar to HR filters. These are not desirable as 
explained in section 5.3.
FILTERED Signal NOISE to Dynamic & Static Noise Ratio- firtboxc ( solid-p7, speed=100
FiYSîatic Noise (max:243.2 cut: 25 ord: 130)
Fil/Static Noise (min:0.0 cut: 4 ord: 115) 
~ _ '
Filtered to 
dynamic 
& static 
Noise 100
Cut-off frequency (Hz)
Filter order
Fil/Dyn Noise (max:0.6 cut: 25 ord: 130)
Fil/Dyn Noise (min:0.0 cut: 4 ord: 115)
ss1800 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100 w=400 p 1=102 pw=280.2 sol srrq=400 cbit=8
Figure 5.4-1 Filtered signal noise variation for a given filter, speed and package
The filtered signal noise to dynamic noise varies from a maximum of 0.6 to a minimum of 
0.00007 for cut-off frequency 25 and 4 Hz and filter-order 130 and 115 respectively. It is 
indicated on the plot by 'Fil/Dyn Noise (max:0.6 cut:25 ord: 130)' and 'Fil/Dyn Noise 
(min:0.0 cut:4 ord: 115)'. The 3-D surface plot for this appears to be flat when compared to 
the filtered signal to static noise plot
The filtered signal to static noise plot shows much larger variations. It is given by 'Fil/Static 
Noise'. The maximum value ('Max') for this is about 243 and the minimum about 0.029. The 
filtering must therefore avoid these sorts of values to obtain the optimal accuracy.
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Similarly the accuracy improvement variation can be seen in figure 5.4-2. In this case, the 
maximum accuracy comparison for filters will provide the first step in finding the optimal 
value.
The maximum accuracy improvement is about 3% for a cut-off frequency of 6 and order 95 
('Accuracy Impr. (Max:3.3 cut: 6 ord: 95'). This particular point in the surface is illustrated 
in the plot with 'Max 3.279'.
ACCURACY IMPROVEMENT with Filler Parameter Variation- firl hann ( solid-p7, speed=100
Accuracy Impr. (njax:3.3 cut: 6 ord: 95)
- 10 - -
Accuracy
Impr. - 2 0 ' - .  
(%)
-30
-40
-50
140
120
100
Filter orderCut-off frequecny (Hz) 5
Accuracy Impr. (min:-43.9 cut: 25 ord: 20)
ss1800 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100 w=400 p 1=102 pw=2£0.2 so) sfrq=400 cbrt=8
Figure 5.4- 2 Maximum accuracy improvement search
The minimum accuracy improvement or reduction is about 43%. It can be avoided by not 
choosing FIR filter with Hanning window at a cut-off frequency of 25 Hz and order 20.
Different parameter results are obtained for maximum and minimum accuracy improvement 
using a rectangular window. This is illustrated in figure 5.4-3. The maximum accuracy 
improvement and the cut-off frequency are the same however the order (75) and the 
minimum values are different ('min:-323.9 cut:l ord: 120'). At this maximum value and the 
one given for the Hanning window, the maximum improvements in the throughput rates do 
not match (see figures 5.4-4 and 5.4-5). The maximum values and parameters are given as 
follows:
Maximum Throughput Rate (Thr. Rate (max:')
Hanning window Rectangular window
max:78.4% cut-off: 19 order: 105 max:83.4% cut-off:8 order:20
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ACCURACY IMPROVEMENT with Filter Parameter Variation- firlboxc ( solid-p7, speed=100
Accuracy Impr. (max:3.3 cut: 6 ord: 75)
50
-50-
Accuracy - 1 0 0  
Impr. - 1 5 0  
(% ) -200 - 
-250- 
-300- 
-350:
-5(1.7
140
120
100
Cut-off frequency (Hz) 60
40 Filter order
Accuracy Impr. (min:-323.9 cut: 1 ord:SS1800 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100 w=400 pl=102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=4D0
Figure 5.4- 3 FIR filter with Rectangular window maximum and minimum parameters
Throughput Rate IMPROVEMENT with Filter Parameter Variation- firl hann ( solid-p7, speed=100
- _ Thr. Rate Impr. (max:78.4 cut: 19 ord: 105)
Cut-off frequency (Hz)
Filter Order
Thr. Rate Impr. (min:-992 cut: 2 ord: 140)
ss1800 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100 w=400 pl=102 pw=2802 so] sfrq=4O0
Figure 5 .4- 4 Maximum throughput rate improvement with Hanning window
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Throughput Rate IMPROVEMENT with Filter Parameter Variation- firlboxc ( solid-p7. speed=100 
Thr. Rate Impr. (max:83.4 cut: 8 ord: 20)
68.3 53
Th.Rate
Impr. n
140
Cut-off frequency (Hz) 3
0 20
ss1800 [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100 w=400 pb102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=400
Filter order
Thr. Rate Inpr. (min:-992 cut: 2  ord: 120)
Figure 5.4- 5 Maximum throughput rate improvement with Rectangular window
There are two steps that need to be carried out to find the optimal accuracy and throughput 
rate.
Firstly, the maximum accuracy improvement is found using the programming sequential 
search algorithm.
Secondly, if this maximum value is zero or less (namely accuracy maintained or reduced) 
and the corresponding throughput rate improvement is positive, these are taken as optimal 
values. However, if the maximum value is positive (accuracy improved), then it is 
sequentially reduced to zero and compared with the corresponding throughput rate 
improvements. The highest throughput rate improvement between this range (maximum to 
0 accuracy improvement) is the optimal value. Consequently, the corresponding filter 
parameters taken represent the optimum filter.
In addition, a problem still remains of how long it takes to find these optimal filter 
parameters. For example these 3-D plots are made up of 25 cut-off and 25 order points, 
which means the surface is made up of 625 points. The consequence of this is that it 
requires substantial simulation time about 2 hours.
In the next section, a search technique using successive approximation has been investigated 
to counter act this problem and speed up the optimal filter search.
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5 .5  S u c c e s s iv e  A p p r o x im a t io n  S e a r c h  T e c h n iq u e
To find the optimal filter and its parameters using the programming sequential algorithm 
described in the previous section is time consuming. In addition, in checkweighing, anything 
over 5 to 10 minutes of set-up time or 1 or 2 minutes of run time would be impracticable. 
Therefore, it is essential to consider a technique such as successive approximation to 
determine the near optimal parameters.
The technique that has been developed uses the concept of successive approximation. It is 
best illustrated using a 2-D drawing shown in figure 5.5-1. It represents the top surface 
view of the 3-D plots shown in the previous sections.
9
5
1
Figure 5.5-1 Successive approximation search
For a 9 by 9 3-D surface, 81 different filter parameters would have to be calculated for the 
programming sequential search. However, with the successive approximation search, 
gradients are worked out at half, quarter, eighth, etc., divisions of the surface. These are 
indicated with solid bold lines. The arrows indicate the higher end of the surface. The 
numbers, 1 to 7 shown next to the gradient lines, represent the gradient steps taken to find 
the maximum point. In this way, 81 iteration can be reduced to 14. That is the time required 
to find the maximum point has been reduced by 82%. _________________
In the following figure 5.5-2, the successive approximation technique has been implemented 
using a FIR Hanning window. The plot shows the accuracy improvement ('Accuracy Impr. 
(%)').
The throughput rate improvement plot has not been shown on top of the accuracy 
improvement plot to prevent confusion. However, it is similar to it, and its comparable 
maximum value is given on the line starting with 'Th.Ratelmpr*. The following values are 
given on the plot:
Maximum Pt.
1 5 9
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Accuracy Improvement CAcc.Impr’):
maximum =3.1%, cut-off=4 Hz, order =84 at throughput rate=-67.2% 
Throughput rate Improvement ('Th.Ratelmpr'):
maximum=55.2%, cut-off=25 Hz, order=84 with Accuracy improvement 
=-32.9%
The above results illustrate a maximum accuracy improvement of 3.1% but with a loss in 
throughput rate of 67.2%. The maximum throughput rate improvement on the other hand of 
55.2% produces a loss in the accuracy of 32.9%. This is the well known conflict between 
the two performances. Therefore the technique of optimisation described in the previous 
section must be employed to overcome this problem.
The iterative process of finding the optimal filter parameters is illustrated on the plot with 
'Acc-ThRate Compromise'. The columns accuracy improvement 'Acc' and throughput rate 
improvement 'Rate' are compared till an optimal value (a compromise) is found. The last 
row gives such a value. That is; with about 0.3% accuracy reduction an increase of 29% in 
the throughput rate can be expected. This can be achieved if the filter parameters are set as 
indicated with 'Cut' and 'Ord'. These are as follows for the Hanning window: cut-off 
frequency of 13 Hz and filter order of 116,
THROUGHPUT IMPROVEMENT with filter parameter SEARCH- f ir1 hann ( solid-p7, speed =100  
ThRatelnor. (max:55.2 %, cut: 25 ord: 84 acc: -32.9 %) Acc.Impr. (max:3.1 %, cut: 4 ord: 84 rate: -67.2 ) Acc.-ThRate Compromise
Acc : Cut Ord : Rate
3.1 % : 4 84 -67.2 %
3.2 % : 7 84 -38.6 %
3.0 % : 1 84 -75.1 %
.3.0 % : 4 100 : -79.3 %
3.0 •% :4 116 -88.0 %
.3.0 % : T 100 -91.4%
2.0 -% :'7 100 -42.9 %
Accuracy
IV32.9 0 2  S ', 
0.3 %
|:J  1:1 T 6 t-99.1
[T3- [: 1161:29.0
15
cut-off frequency (Hz)
0 0
ss1 8 0 0  fLDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100 w=400 p 1=102 pw =280.2 so) sfrq=400
150
Filter order
Figure 5J- 2 Maximum value search using Successive approximation, 81 surface points
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In figure 5.5-3, the two search techniques (sequential programming and successive 
approximation) are compared in terms of search error and surface points. Almost the ideal 
maximum accuracy or throughput rate improvement can be found when the surface is 25 by 
25, i.e., 625 points. Using programming sequential search, this ideal maximum value is 
found (see previous section 5.4. The search error is calculated as the percentage difference 
error between this ideal maximum and the maximum value achieved with far fewer surface 
points with perhaps another technique.
In the plot, the solid line shows how the programming sequential search error for the 
rectangular window falls to zero. In fact, it takes over an hour and half, 400 surface points, 
to be below 1/4% error. This gives a mean value rate of 4 filter points (designed, 
implemented and analysed) per minute.
The timing for the search was conducted using MATLAB stop watch commands, which are 
inserted at the beginning and at the end of the search simulation algorithm (see Appendix 
B.2.10).
Search Error against Surface Points ( solid-p7, speed=100 m/min)
fir-rect. prog.seq. search err. (ptsVnh:4.0 ) -y 
fir-ham. prog.seq. search err. (ptsTnm:5.0 ):m 
fir-harm. succ. approx. search err. (pts'min37.5 ) -4.5
3.5
Error 2-5
(%)
0.5-
99.1 rrin3.5 min
150 200 250100 300 350 400
SurfacePts(No.)
sslSOO [LDC>Sdaq>SSL>PC s=100 w=400 pb 102 pw=280.2 so] sfrq=4O0
Figure 5.5- 3 Search error comparison
The dotted line, in the plot, is produced with a Hanning window. It has a faster filter point 
rate of 5 points/minute. Therefore, it converges to below 1/4% error after about 25 minutes, 
about 110 surface points.
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Finally, the dash-dot line, also implemented using the Hanning window, shows the 
convergence with successive approximation technique. The filter point rate is now increased 
to about 37 points/min. The 1/4% error is achieved in under 4 minutes for a 17 by 17 
approximation 3-D surface.
Therefore, it is possible with the successive approximation technique and the appropriate 
filter type to find optimal parameter values within about 1/8 of the time required for 
searching sequentially.
5.6 C o n c l u s io n
In checkweighing, the two most important performance criteria are weighing accuracy and 
throughput rate. It has been shown that accuracy tends to be severely affected as 
throughput rate is increased. That is if no filtering, including averaging, is performed 
increasing the speed of the conveyor system produces disturbances approximately 39 times 
higher at 100 m/min compared to the static case.
Using an analogue filter and averaging, the analysis indicates that a substantial improvement 
can be made. The accuracy at 100 m/min can then be improved by a factor of about 3 to 5 
depending on the package (see subsection 4.4.1). However, it appears that further 
improvements in throughput rate are not possible.
Optimal digital filtering on the other hand shows that whilst maintaining accuracy the 
throughput rate could be improved substantially. However, automatically selecting the ideal 
filter and its parameters is difficult. It was also apparent from the analysis conducted [59] 
that FIR types were most suitable for checkweighing as oppose to the HR types.
Selecting the filter type and parameters by designing, implementing and analysing for a 
range of given parameters, gives the desired optimal values. The simulation results have 
achieved approximately 3% improvement in accuracy with upto about 80% possible 
increase in throughput rate. However, the time consumed carrying out this process can be 
much longer than an hour. This would be impracticable for the checkweighing industry.
The successive approximation search technique, used to eliminate this problem, establishes 
the optimum filter within 4 minutes and reduces the time for the sequential process by about 
1/8 for an ideal case.
In the ongoing research programme, attempt is being made to integrate the simulation 
package into the checkweigher. For integration, some routines would need to be developed 
to speed up the processing. The consequence of this will be a system, which is capable of 
reacting fast to any changes in the checkweigher application, for example a change in
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package type or weighing sensor. The idea is therefore to improve the rate of adaptability of 
the filter.
The other potential future work must examine fast search routines to minimise noise 
associated with the cut-off frequency and order of the filter. Possible methods could be 
Nelder-Mead simplex search or the Sequential Quadratic Programming.
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6, CHAPTER CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
6 .1  D y n a m ic  w e ig h in g  p r o b l e m s
In the packaging industry various processes are involved before a product is delivered and 
sold. In general the process involves filling a particular container, example a box, with the 
raw material. This is then dynamically weighed before sealing and collating into larger 
bundles for delivery. The dynamic weighing is performed using a conveyor system mounted 
on top of a weighing sensor. The complete system is known as a checkweigher (see figure 
2 . 1- 1) .
The speed of dynamic weighing is extremely essential in producing high productivity. This is 
known as the throughput rate. However, simply increasing the throughput rate leads to the 
problem of reduced accuracy. This reduction is high when compared to what the weighing 
sensor, example a strain gauge loadcell, can produce when used for static weighing. This is 
caused by the rotating parts of the conveyor transport system. That is; the motors, rollers, 
belts and other rotating parts, continually running, set the checkweighing system into 
motion. These induced vibrations are of much lower frequencies than what the conveyor 
system generates itself. These low frequencies are of a random nature and superimpose onto 
the dynamic weighing signal.
In addition, at higher throughput rates, some packages become extremely unstable. This 
increases the noise level even further. To solve this stability problem either the conveyor 
speed has to be reduced or the mechanical handling has to be specifically designed. 
Although these solutions will work, however, the former will reduce productivity whereas 
the latter will be costly as well as further reduce the weighing accuracy.
Therefore, solving one of the performances of dynamic weighing will conflict with the 
other. This inter-dependency makes it necessary to consider throughput rate, weighing 
accuracy and article handling simultaneously. Furthermore, due to the conflicting nature of 
the performances, solutions have to be some sort of compromise, the optimal solution.
It should become clear from this discussion and the experimental and analysis work from 
section 4.4.1 that conventional checkweighing can never reproduce the static weighing 
accuracy of the weighing sensor. This will be true as long as either the conveyor transport 
system is used or the system and noise modelling is not precise enough or simple to 
implement
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6 .2  ACHIEVEMENTS IN ROBOT TRANSPORT AND SIGNAL PROCESSING
6.2.1 Modelling of the Conventional Checkweigher
The performance of the modem checkweigher has improved considerably over the last 
decade. Its accuracy has improved 15 folds typically from about +/-300 g to +/- 20 mg, and 
its throughput rate has doubled from about 300 to 600 packs/min. The improved 
technological changes to its components (the weighing sensor, motors, conveyor belts, 
controllers, etc.) are the reasons for these improvements. However, the previous models 
[4,37] are not capable of describing these changes and their consequences in any detail.
The model. [37], simplifies the checkweigher as a mass-spring-damper system. Three 
solutions for the response are mathematically derived using three package types containing 
solid and loose materials. While examining this work, errors were found in these solutions. 
These were corrected and validated independently. The simulated and the experimental 
response was either a ramp or a sinusoidal output. These correspond to the two material 
types respectively. This model fails completely to identify, describe and even consider the 
noise problem due to its components, the package and the environment (air, sound, 
temperature, etc.).
The other model, [4], has detailed and described the individual components to a greater 
extend but only considers a force compensation weighcell (see figure 2.2-4). In addition, it 
remains as a single lumped system. Hence, it can neither reflect the new technology changes 
nor follow trends. Furthermore, It could certainly not be used for simple automatic model 
determination.
The consequence of these models is that they prevent any new insight into further 
improving the performance. Therefore, the alternative approach investigated has resolved 
the conventional system into simpler sub-models or sub-systems.
The model developed by Masubuchi [37] was employed in this approach as a weighing 
sensor subsystem. The package and conveyor transport sub-system models were derived. 
Using the simulation package Simulink, these subsystems were built up and interconnected. 
The experimental work was carried out on an industrial checkweigher from Loma Systems. 
The time and frequency domain analysis has clearly illustrated that this approach is far more 
descriptive of a modern checkweigher. Also, it has shown to simplify the analysis and reflect 
the new technology. The differences between the simulated and experimental results 
produced an error between 1 to 5% depending on the conveyor speed. It is believed that the 
major contribution to this error is the in-accuracy associated with the model of the weighing 
sensor subsystem.
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The Simulink package was vital in simplifying and generating the construction of this 
modelling approach.
The simplicity of this approach makes it ideal for checkweighing because these systems can 
vary enormously. Therefore changes to the model are easily performed and in some cases 
are necessary if it is being used within an advanced signal processing technique.
Furthermore this modelling work has provided new insights into solving the accuracy 
problem. These possibilities are discussed in subsections 4.4.1 to 3.
There has also been a spin-off from this work. A simple method has been developed, which 
will assist the program visualisation cost-effectively. It can reduce programme language 
complexity, irrespective of the language used, as well as improve quality, reliability and 
documentation of the programme.
6.2.2 Robot-arm Transport
The conveyor subsystem is an important subsystem of the checkweigher. It transports the 
package to the weighing sensor, allows the process of weighing and then finally transports it 
to the outfeed (see figure 2.1-1). To obtain a reasonable accuracy and throughput rate, the 
package must be transported fast and without vibrations.
The throughput rate depends mainly on the transport subsystem, but the accuracy depends 
mainly on the weighing sensor and the transport subsystem noise.
The conveyor sub-system has been shown to produce a repeatability accuracy which is 
much worse than the loadcell. In fact, it is about 5 times worse. Furthermore, even for low 
throughput rates (45 pack/min), the conveyor noise needs advanced signal processing to 
eliminate the low frequencies and resonance points.
This subsystem has also been modelled and shown to be a problem in chapter 3. When an 
article is weighed with it (see sections 4.4.1.1 to 2), the accuracy is 13 times worse then if it 
is free running or zero weighing.
Therefore, the robot-arm was considered worth investigating. It could certainly eliminate 
the problems of continuous noise present in a conveyor subsystem and hence improve 
repeatability many times. Also, it would avoid the oscillatory effects of the moving 
conveyor sub-system on the article. Furthermore, some encouraging work has been 
published for the robot-arm weighing [43,66].
A robot-arm transport subsystem is described in [43]. It transports cigarette-filter pads for 
weighing in a laboratory environment It performs the weighing 5 times faster than an 
operator. However, the accuracy is not mentioned. There are no explanations given for the 
type of drive, number of degrees of freedom, position accuracy, maximum and minimum
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carrying loads and speeds. Also, trajectory planning and induced article noise are ignored 
even though they are consequential for throughput rate and accuracy. However, the robot- 
arm weighing illustrates potential for article handling and some improvement in the 
throughput, but the work is lacking a detailed analytical and systematic examination. 
Another approach [66] has been investigated where a strain gauge is built into the robot 
hand. The article is picked up and weighed in motion with speeds ranging from 16.2 to 49.2 
m/min. The weight value can not be used directly or with some simple weighting. It requires 
extensive signal processing to find the true weight. The signal processing uses the weight of 
the product, speed of the end-effector, filter order and sampling rate. The accuracy is given 
as ±0.2% to ±0.7% of the product weight (141.1 g) covering the above speed range 
respectively. However, throughput rates have not been considered. The application does not 
weigh every article but takes samples periodically; therefore the throughput rate is likely to 
be low.
The accuracy problems are very similar to the conventional checkweigher but throughput 
rates can not be compared.
There is no investigation to establish the choice of robot-arm, trajectory planning (as in
[43]) and advanced signal processing. The signal processing must eliminate the low 
frequency noise produced by a continuously running robot-arm transport subsystem just as 
in the checkweigher.
In addition, the modelling of the robot-arm in section 4.2 has provided further 
encouragement. The work has explored and found optimal trajectories. These could 
produce reasonable throughput rates without introducing noise.
The experimental work was carried out with the scara type of robot-arm. which had 7 
degrees of freedom. The four weighing paths programmed were related to the modelling 
work. The first analysis considered the degrees of freedom, speed and throughput rate 
In the second analysis, an industrial checkweigher was included to compare accuracy and 
throughput rate.
The experimental work was carried out such that both the conveyor belt and the robot-arm 
used the same loadcell, mountings and light barrier timing to obtain comparable 
measurements.
Out of the four paths investigated, the straight-line and cylindrical paths (figures 4.3.3-1 
and 4.3.4-1 respectively) were the most efficient. With these, throughput rates of about 40 
pack/min were obtained, but in industry about 2 to 4 times that is normally desired.
The accuracy and throughput rate results of the above pair of paths were 2 or 3 times better 
than the rectangular and triangular path. Furthermore, the efficient paths had 4 and 3
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degrees of freedom respectively. The cylindrical path with 3 DOF improved the 
performances further by about 50%.
The accuracy with the two transport subsystems is compared in sub-section 4.4.3. It drops 
from 98% to 97% with the robot-arm; 98% represents the static measurement. The 
accuracy was measured over the throughput range 0 to about 40 packs/min. This accuracy 
drop is only 1/10 when compared with the conveyor subsystem for the same throughput 
range. This achievement proves without a doubt that the robot-arm can and should be used 
in the packaging industry.
The throughput rates achieved were over 2 times the throughput rate change with speed 
compared to the conventional system. For example, the robot-arm produces 20 packs/min 
compared to 10 packs/min with the conveyor when both sub-systems were running at a 
speed of 5 m/min. This affects the accuracy, and transport systems running generally at low 
speeds will produce higher accuracy.
However, the high throughput rate change with speed will only be true over the linear 
speed-throughput region. This region is shown to depend on the trajectory and the number 
of degrees of freedom.
In addition, the robot handling capability was examined using another article containing a 
liquid. The drop in accuracy was about 1/9 that of the conveyor subsystem over the 
throughput range 0 to 40 packs/min.
The weighing with the robot-arm is carried out statically, which allows the container and its 
contents to stabilise. In this state about 0.2 second measurement time is enough to achieve 
almost loadcell accuracy (see figure 4.4.1.2-5) with simple signal processing. This would be 
impossible with the conventional system.
The achievements with the robot-arm sub-system are profound. This new sub-system can be 
conceived to work in the high accuracy end of the conventional system market. On 
expensive products, it will definitely reduce losses and increase profits. Also, it is ideally 
suited in automated production lines and can perform other packaging functions: filling, 
weighing, sorting, sealing and stabling.
6.2.3 Adaptive Filtering with the Conventional Checkweigher
Increasing the throughput rate creates problems in terms of accuracy (mentioned in section 
4.4.1.2) and legal packaging requirements. Also, it has been shown (see figure 4.4.3-5) that
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transport subsystems introduce noise (200% or more) when weighing an article, and, in the 
case of conveyor subsystem, this noise can not be easily filtered out.
At a conveyor speed of 100 m/min, the noise can be 39 times higher than static
measurement. Therefore, advanced signal processing methods have to be investigated.
The current and past solutions [6, 36 and 54] use an analogue or digital filter with fixed 
parameters and signal averaging [26]. These solutions are neither continually optimised nor 
respond to any change in speed or article type.
It has been demonstrated that an analogue filter and averaging can improve the accuracy at 
100 m/min by a factor of about 3 to 5 depending on the package (see subsection 4.4.1). 
However, further improving the throughput rate is not possible without a loss in accuracy. 
Optimal digital filtering on the other hand shows that whilst maintaining accuracy the 
throughput rate could be improved substantially [59]. However, automatically selecting the 
ideal filter and its parameters is difficult In addition, the analysis conducted in [59] showed 
that FIR filter types were more suitable for checkweighing as oppose to the HR types.
The previous work [59] is continued with adaptive digital filtering, which tries to examine 
the weighing process noise and looks at how to adjust automatically the filter parameters 
for any application. With this technique any initialisation errors can also be avoided.
The technique employed had acquired data from an industrial checkweigher and analysed it. 
Then, it filters the data with different filters and tries to establish the maximum accuracy. To 
find this maximum value, a simple programme search method can take a couple of hours. 
Therefore, the successive approximation technique was investigated, which divides the
search region continually by a half until the maximum value is found.
The simulation results show that accuracy can improve upto approximately 3% and 
throughput rate upto about 80%. To achieve these results, the programming search took 
longer than 1 hour for a single filter. It could not be used practically in conventional 
system.
The successive approximation search technique produced the required results of finding an 
optimum filter in about 4 minutes. It reduced the search time by 82%.
This has increased productivity by maintaining the weighing accuracy and increasing the 
throughput rate. Therefore, the production costs will be reduced.
6.2.4 Summary
The modelling work has shown that it is capable of being integrated into the checkweigher. 
This will allow advanced signal processing techniques to be easily accommodated.
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The robot arm dynamic weighing has produced remarkable results in all three performances. 
The accuracy is almost equivalent to static weighing sensor; the throughput rate about 1/3 
of the normal conventional checkweigher and its rate change is twice as high; the handling 
capability is high, which is shown by the negligible accuracy difference for two extreme 
articles.
Using adaptive filtering, the throughput rate of the conventional system can be increased 
upto about 80% without little or no loss in accuracy. The successive approximation search 
technique has been used to establish the filter and its parameters. It reduces simulation time 
by about 4 minutes/filter type and allows integration into the checkweigher with a few 
refinements.
The research work carried out has considerably improved the insight into the checkweighing 
problems. The systematic and scientific approach, adopted to solve some these problems, 
has shown to achieve remarkable results in terms of accuracy, throughput rate as well as 
handling capability. However, to implement these results in the engineering world, further 
work must continue in the future but has to be closely linked to industry.
6.3 F u t u r e  W o r k
6.3.1 Conventional System
To obtain even higher throughput rates, the accuracy problem of the checkweigher must be 
confronted. It can be dealt with advanced signal processing techniques, which requires good 
system and process noise models.
The current subsystem modelling technique must be automated and enhanced such that each 
mechanical subsystem is dimensionally and geometrically easily detailed. Therefore, new 
procedures for self analyses and accurate model construction have to be further investigated 
and developed. These must concentrate on determining methods of detailing mechanical, 
electrical and inter-connecting subsystems. This work will involve identifying the 
subsystems automatically using innovative techniques.
A highly accurate model can be used by advanced signal processing techniques as 
mentioned above. For example, to improve both accuracy and throughput rate use Kalman 
filtering, which can handle low frequency noise and fast transient response.
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The adaptive filtering simulation must be refined in order to integrate into the 
checkweigher. Certain routines must be developed to speed up the processing. So that, 
most checkweigher application can be handled.
Additionally, fast search routines have to be investigated to further increase filter 
adaptability. Possible methods could be Nelder-Mead simplex search or the Sequential 
Quadratic Programming.
Another signal processing technique needs immediate attention, which has been partially 
tested. It would essentially isolate the weighing signal range (weight estimate). On this 
signal, filtering is performed to establish the low frequency noise signal. Then, using this 
noise signal, the correct weight estimate would be its average. The advantage of this 
method is that it does not require any accurate models.
High accuracy depends very much on the weighing sensor of the checkweigher. Therefore, 
work, based on LQG and Neural Networks being conducted at the University, must also 
continue with the controllable force compensation weighcell because it has a high resolution 
(1/1 000 000 with a repeatability of +/-0.01 g) and fast response (50 to 100 mS). A fast 
response system increases the throughput rate
6.3.2 Specific and Multiple Robot-arms
When the robot-arm can achieve a doubling of its current throughput rate, it could certainly 
be used in a variety of checkweigher applications. Therefore, specific or multiple robot-arm 
designs need to be investigated to open the door to these other applications. These designs 
will consider other robot-arm specifications:
1. Intelligent controls to improve trajectory planning
2. Two or three degrees of freedom
3. Type of drive (motor or pneumatic)
Furthermore, different types of robot-arms must be investigated to see if throughput rate 
change depends on the make and type of robot-arm.
A method, where the robot-arm is both a dynamic weighing sensor and transport system, 
should also be investigated (see sub-section 4.2.5). It uses the principle of path difference 
for 2 different package weights. However, for this approach, the repeatability must be 
extremely high (about +/-0.00025 mm based on a 1 mm maximum difference in path and a
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resolution of at least 1/4000). Furthermore, the robot-arm must not be too expensive when 
compared to an equivalent conventional system.
6.3.3 Electromagnetic Levitation Combined Transport and Weighing
Another direction of investigation must consider new techniques to improve throughput rate 
even further and at the same time maintain or even improve weighing sensor accuracy. 
Already, much work has been done on the electromagnetic levitation but not specifically for 
dynamic weighing. It seems such a technique provides a method of transporting articles 
without friction, with reduced sound and mechanical noise and high speed. In addition, the 
levitation gap maintained by the electromagnets can be used for estimating the weight. 
Therefore, here is method that could probably increase both accuracy and throughput rate 
many folds.
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B.2 Robot and Conventional Dynamic W eighing Algorithms
B.2.1 Main Programme, ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION'
Start - Ro2AnEv
save perform variable in matlab.mat
if exist('perform ~=1, perform variable not set?, RETURN
Perform a function from a Matrix of functions
ifexist(‘ReDatFile~=l, ReDatFile variable not preset?
load peiform variable from matlab.mat
set(0, 'DefaultTextFontSize'. 9)
set FILTER default values
set filter operation 
set cutoff 
set order
set range niamuil or aiaonianc 
set ORDER ami CUT-OFF RANGE
save the INITIAL data file NAME
for rn=l .repeat, ANALYSIS LOOP
check TYPE of repeat Measurement and set DATA FILE NO.?
ifAcCoBo==L
elseif A cCoBo==2,
if  strcmp(perform/rI OcS 
i f  r n - = l  
e lse if  rn = = 2  
e lse if  rn = = 3  
en d
else
end
else
end
set DATA FILE NAME and read it 
determine y and t AXIS for plotting 
plot raw data if FUNCTION, plot data, set
set Measuring CONDITIONS. Data Acquisition PATH and Sampling RATE 
set conveyor SPEED 
set Weightable LENGTH 
set Package LENGTH. WEIGHT and TYPE
i f  rern(d2)==I .reminder 1 means odd measuremenl no. 
elseif rengd2)==0jio reminder means even measurement no. 
else 
end
set measuring PATH and CONDITIONS 
i f  repeat>I 
end
convert PACKAGE and WEIGHTABLE parameters into numbers 
if atype=='Calibrat==S. select Calibration ANALYSIS 
lomadawa
elseif atype=='NoiseAna==8, NOISE Analysis
B.2 Robot and Conventional Dynamic Weighing Algorithms
B . APPENDIX
i f  str2num(datafile(3:4))>=21 & str2nimi(datafilel5:4))<=91 
roSnoan
else
roSnoan
end
elseifatype=='Weighing==8, WEIGHING Analysis 
if strcmp(datafile,'ss0200 static weighing analysis 
ro3noan
elseif datafile=='ss2200==61 datafile=='ss4200==6 j datafile-='ss6200==6  /  
datafile== 'ss8200==6 static weigh, for robotcw 
roSnoan
elseif perform=='rJ0c2==5, dynamic weighing analysis 
b= 2
ro4now ea
Weighing Zero State A nalysis 
roSnoan
elseif perform=='rlJc2==5, dynamic weighing analysis 
b = 3
ro4now ea
W eighing 1-State Analysis 
roSnoan
elseif perform= - 'r08c7- - 5 ,  complete weighing analysis 
b = ‘r0 8 c7 ’
W eighing I-S ta te Analysis 
roSnoan
elseif str2num(perfomi(2:3))==8 & (str2num(perform(5))>-3  & str2num(perform(5))<=6), weighing 
fo r  robotcw motion 
b —4
ro4now ea
W eighing 1-State A nalysis 
roSnoan
else dynamic weighing analysis 
b = 5
ro4now ea
W eighing Zero  State A nalysis 
roSnoan
W eighing 1-State A nalysis 
roSnoan
end
elseif atype=='Filterin==8, FILTERING 
roVfpvc filter parameter variation check
end
end;
END - RoIAnEv
B.2.2 Noise Analysis
START - RoSNoAn:
calculate AVERAGE, STD and their UNE DISPLAYS 
calculate the INACCURACY of repeated measurements
calculate and plot (I) incremental AVERAGE & STD, if single measurement analysis 
calculate incremental average
ifrepeat==l & strcmp(atype,'Filtering- 0  
PLOT 1 - normal and inc. AVERAGE and STD 
titled'NOISE DATA ANALYSIS' sd]fi­
end
save anal_y.mat t y y a  yi y l ys ygu a sy InAc
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calculate MEAN, STD and 6*STD UNES for noise distribution plot 
calculate Gaussian NOISE distribution
ifrepeat=—l & strcmp(atype,'Filterin ==0, PLOT 2 - Gaussian type distribution 
titled ' NOISE DISTRIBUTION' sdj);
end
calculate POWER SPECTRAL density
save the disturbance FREQUENCIES and their MAGNITUDES in file eg dfOlOO
ifrepeat==I & strcmp(atype/Filterin==0, PLOT 3 - POWER SPECTRAL density 
titled POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF NOISE' sd] ) ;
fo r  i= 1 :length(dfreqs),
end;
end
save anal Jhz.m at fhz YP rp aypline astdline ayp stdyp 
save ANALYSIS RESULTS o f repeated measurements 
ifrepeat>l
ifrepeat>I & repeat==rn & strcmp(atype,,Filterin==0
if str2num(perform(2:3))= -8  & str2num(perform(5))==7 do REPEAT ROW&COLUMN
MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 2 CW analysis 
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 3 RoCW analysis 
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 4 RoCW analysis 
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 5 RoCW analysis 
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 6 RoCW analysis 
calculate grams to volts conversion factor & save aSW file- static weighing 
calculate the repeatability of the loadcell 
PLOT 11
titled'CW and Robot-arm ARTICLE DYNAMIC WEIGHING* 1);
PLOT 12
titled'CW and Robot-arm NOISE (std) VALUES fo r  article dynamic weighing']);
PLOT 13
titled'CW  and Robot-arm SPEED and THROUGHPUT RATE  1 sd J); 
calculate ACCURACY for col2 cw 
calculate ACCURACY for col3 rocw 
calculate ACCURACY for col4 rocw 
calculate ACCURACY for col5 rocw 
calculate ACCURACY for cold rocw 
PLOT 14
titled'CW and Robot-arm ACCURACY and THROUGHPUT RATE ’ sd]); 
break; terminate all programmes
elseif str2num(perform(2:3))==7 & str2num(peiform(5))==7 do REPEAT 
ROW&COLUMN MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS 
b=‘r07c7’
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 2 CW analysis 
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 3 RoCW analysis 
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 4 RoCW analysis 
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 5 RoCW analysis 
load RepeatDataFile & SpeedPackrateFile for col 6 RoCW analysis 
calculate grams to volts conversion factor & save file- static weighing 
calculate the repeatability of the loadcell
calculate repeat zero value incremental average o f Loadcell (static values)
PLOT 11
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titled ‘Locuicell Zero Value incremental Repeatability (static weighing)'}); 
calculate repeat zero value incremental average o f Loadcell (static values)
PLOT 12
titled'CW , Robot-arm and Loadcell Repeatability Error ']);
PLOT 13
titled 'CW and Robot-arm ZERO VALUE DYNAMIC WEIGHING’]) ;
PLOT 14
titled'CW & Robot-arm NOISE (std) VALUES fo r  Zero value dynamic weighing '}); 
break; terminate all programmes
elseif exist([ReDatFile V /)==2, do REPEAT COLUMN MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS 
if ReDatFile( 1:2)=='rw==2 , calc, and plot (6,7,8,9&10) the ACCURACY and SPEED of weighing 
meas. at var. speeds
load RepeatDataFile 
load SpeedPackrateFile
calculate the NOISE envelope o f REPEATED MEASUREMENTS
calculate the AVERAGE o f REPEATED MEASUREMENTS
PLOT 6 - ZERO-value shift and NOISE envelope
PLOT 7  -  AVERAGE and STD o f measurements
PLOTS  -  SPEED against THROUGHPUT RATE
calculate ACCURACY
PLOT 9 - ACCURACY against THROUGHPUT RATE o f measurements 
load and plot disturbance FREQUENCIES of measurements o f varying speed 
PLOT 10 -  MAGNITUDE (10*) verses FREQUENCY 
elseif ReDatFile(l :2)=='rz==2, calc, and plot (6,7,8,9&10) the AC C U RAC Y and SPEED of 
weighing meas. at var. speeds 
load RepeatDataFile
calculate the NOISE envelope o f REPEATED MEASUREMENTS 
calculate the AVERAGE o f REPEATED MEASUREMENTS 
PLOT 6 - ZERO-value shift and NOISE envelope 
PLOT 7 -  AVERAGE and STD o f measurements 
calculate ACCURACY
PLOT 9 - ACCURACY against SPEED o f measurements 
load and plot disturbance FREQUENCIES o f measurements o f  varying speed 
PLOT 10 - MAGNITUDE (10*) verses FREQUENCY 
break; stop all programmes 
elseif strcmp(ReDatFile( l ) , f
elseif repeat>l & repeat==rn & AcCoBo==l, calc, and plot (4&5) the AVER, and STD of meas. at 
constant speed
PLOT 4 - AVERAGE and STD o f repeated measurements
load and plot disturbance FREQUENCIES o f repeated measurements
PLOT5 - MAGNITUDE (10*) verses FREQUENCY
end;
END - Ro3NoAn
break; terminates Ro2AnEv loop condition
load anal_y.mat 
load anal_fhz.mat 
END - Ro3NoAn
B.2.3 Weighing Analysis
Start Ro4NoWeA:
Determine the 4 CYCLE POINTS
if exist( ’filterA ct'--1, filter Act variable non-existent
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filterAct=0
end
roSdecy
determine ZERO value and WEIGHING data 
calculate AVERAGES of the DATA STATES 
calculât STD around the MEAN of the DATA 
calculate ACTUAL BELT SPEED and PACKAGE RATE
if eval(datafile(3:4))>=21 & eval(datafile(3:4))<=92,for robotcw-cyl-motion 
end
save actual SPEED and pack RATE of various measurements 
if repeat==l & strcmp(atype,fFilterin==0, PLOT 1 
title([WEIGHING DATA ANALYSIS'sd]); 
end
save weigh_da.mat t y nO nl yanO yanl ygmO ygunl csm pr anO anl
calculate POWER SPECTRAL density
save the disturbance FREQUENCIES and their MAGNITUDES
ifrepeat==I&  strcmp(atype,'Filterin==0,, PLOT 2
title([TOWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF CONVEYOR NOISE' sd]);
end
save weigh_sd.matfhz YP aypline astdline ayp stdyp 
END - Ro4NoWeA
B.2.4 Weighing Cycle Points' determination
RoSDeCy -robot pro g 5  Determination o f 4 CYCLE points
5=y/BACKUP signal data
ext-'tw';file extension and cycle variable
if filter Act, filter Act variable active 
t_org=t; save original t 
Filter the signal
if  strl num( speed)==10
n=50; order, f il te r  order  
cu = 5; cu t-off frequency
si = f il te r (B c ,A c ,s ); Output filtered 
elseif str2niwi(speed)==20
n= 40; order, f il te r  order  
cu= 5; cu t-offfrequency
si = filter(Bc,Ac,s); Output filtered 
elseif str2num(speed)==40
n - 2 0 ;  order, f il te r  order  
c u -5 ;  cu t-offfrequency
s1 = filter(Bc,Ac,s); Output filtered 
elseif str2num(speed)==60
n =10; order, f il te r  order  
cu= 5; cut-offfrequency
s1 = filter(Bc,Ac,s); Output filtered 
elseif str2num(speed)==80
n= 10; order, f il te r  order  
cu = 5; cu t-off frequency
end
calculate MINIMA and MAXIMA of OUTPUT by Differentiation
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end
find MAXIMA and MINIMA of dériva live 
Find cycle po in t 1 to the left of Maxima 
Find cycle po in t 2 to the right of Maxima 
Find cycle po in t 3 to the left of Minima 
cycle _pt. 2 >  3 or 2=3
i f  cycle(2)==cycle(3 ) 
end
Find cycle p o in t 4  to the right of Minima
if str2num(datafile(3:4))>=l & str2num(datafde(3:4))<=18, change cycle poin ts for cw 
Find c y c l e  point 3 to the left o f Minima 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>=21 & str2num(datafile(3:4))<=32,for robotcw-rect-motion 
Find c y c l e  p o in t!  to the right o f  Maxima 
Find c y c l e  point 3 to the left o f Minima 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))> =41 & str2num(datafile(3:4))<=52,for robotcw-tri-motion 
Find c y c l e  point 2 to the right o f  Maxima 
Find c y c l e  point 3 to the left o f Minima 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))> =61 & str2num(datafile(3:4))<=72,for robotcw-str-motion 
Find c y c l e  point 1 to the left o f Maxima 
Find c y c l e  point 2 to the right o f  Maxima 
Find c y c l e  point 3 to the left o f Minima 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>=81 & sir2num(datafile(3:4))<=92,for robotcw-cyl-motion 
Find c y c l e  point 1 to the left o f Maxima 
Find c y c l e  p o in t!  to the right o f Maxima 
Find c y c l e  point 3 to the left o f Minima
end
t=t_org; restore original t 
if st rcmp( graph,'PauseDisplay 
pause;
end
if strcmpigraph,'PauseDisplay / strcmpt graph,AutoDisplay 
PLOT
title( ['Signal ( ’ datafile , Filtered Signal and Derivative with CYCLE POINTS’J);
end
if mancyc==l, do manual cycle input 
end
find the Light barrier Cycle pts.
SAVE datafile for Cycle points
elseif exist([datafile ext])==2, (ext=TW) with cycle points exists, load it
if eval(datafile(3:4))>=21 & eval(datafile(3:4))<=92,for robotcw motion 
load the Light barrier Cycle pts.
end
else find cycle pts. for 0-state and 1-state dynamic weighing
if str2mm(datafile(3:4))>=l & str2num(datafile(3:4))<=18, set CUT-OFF freq. & ORDER for cw 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>=21 & str2num(datafile(3:4))<=32,for robotcw-rect-motion 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>=41 & str2num(datafile(3:4))<=52,for robotcw-tri-motion 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>=61 & sir2num(datafile(3:4))<=72.for robotcw-str-motion 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>=81 & str2num(datafile(3:4))<=92, for robotcw-cyl-motion 
end
filter signal with FIR FILTER
y f= filter(BcoAcors); Output xIn f filtered 
s=yf; save filtered signal in s
calculate MINIMA and MAXIMA of OUTPUT by D ifferentiation
find MAXIMA and MINIMA of derivative
Find cycle po in t I to the left o f  Maxima
Find cycle po in t 2 to the right o f  Maxima
Find cycle points to the left o f  Minima
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Find cycle p o in t 4 to the right of Minima
if str2num(datafile(3:4))>=J & str2nwn(datafde(3:4))<=J8, change cycle po in ts for cw 
Find cycle point 3 to the left o f Minima 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>=2J <6 str2num(datafde(3:4))<=32,for robotcw-rect-motion 
Find cycle point 2 to the right o f Maxima 
Find cycle point 3 to the left o f  Minima 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>=41 & str2num(datafde(3:4))<-52,for robotcw-tri-motion 
Find cycle point 2 to the right o f Maxima 
Find cycle point 3 to the left of Minima 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>-61 & str2num(datafile(3:4))<=72,for robotcw-str-motion 
Find cycle point 1 to the left of Maxima 
Find cycle point 2 to the right o f Maxima 
Find cycle point 3 to the left of Mininut 
elseif str2num(datafile(3:4))>=81 <& str2num(datafde(3:4))<=92,for robotcw-cyl-motion 
Find cycle point 1 to the left of Maxima 
Find cycle point 2 to the right o f Maxima 
Find cycle point 3 to the left of Minima
end
iffunc=='plotdata==8. Plot maxima & minima with cycle pt. adjustment
title(['Signal ( ’ datafile , Filtered Signal and Derivative with CYCLE POINTS’]); 
if mancyc==l, do manual cycle input 
find the Light barrier Cycle pts.
SAVE datafile for Cycle points
end
if strcmpigraph, 'PauseDisplay 
pause;
end
if strcmpigraph, 'PauseDisplay / strcmpi graph,'AutoDisplay 
PLOT package cycle points
i f  eval(datafile(3:4))>=21 & eval(datafile(3:4))<=92,for robotcw motion 
plol(t_ lb ,y_lb_m ax. 'b-', t_ lb(cycle J .b ), y_ lb jru ix (cyclc_ lb ),’ ro
end
title(['Signal (’ datafile and Light barrier timing with CYCLE POINTS ‘J) 
hold off
end
END - RoSDeCy
B.2.5 Repeat Measurement Analysis
start RoôDaRc:
calculate offset values
PLOT 1 if graph=l
titleif MEASURED WT. RELATIVE TO PACK WT. ** OFFSET ERROR **'sd]);
calculate drift!REPEATABILITY ERRORS of zero range
titled'ZERO RANGE (Ostate) ** REPEATABILITY ERROR**' sd] );
calculate REPEATABILITY ERRORS of weighing range
PLOT 3 ifgraph=l
titleifWEIGHT RANGE (Istate) ** REPEATABILITY ERROR **' sd]);
calculate NOISE of zero and weighing range
calculate NOISE SHELL of zero and weighing value
calculate AVERAGE & STD o f weighing range NOISE ERROR
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title(['WEIGHING RANGE ** NOISE & REPEATABILITY ERROR **' sd]); 
titled’ZERO RANGE ** NOISE & REPEATABILITY ERROR **' « //j ;
calculate NOISE SHELL of weight values
calculate AVERAGE & STD of noise error
calculate AVERAGE & STD of repeatability error
calculate values for the average & std for repeated meas.
titled'WEIGHT VALUE ** NOISE & REPEATABILITY ERROR **' sd]);
end - RoôDaRc
B.2.6 Filter Parameter Variation Analysis
RoJFpvC: 
s_st= clock 
rodnowea
if strcmp(search, 'SuccessiveApproximation 
cwOlafi checkweigher adaptive filtering 
filter successive approx. search complete
elseif strcmpisearch, 'SequentialProgramming 
ci-1; set cut index value and others 
for cut=eval(CutRange)
fo r  nth=eval(OrderRange) 
roSfi
ro4now ca
renam e fil te re d  data  
roQOfta
fiD yN o_m at(ci,o i)= fdD ynN oise; filtered /dyn am ic noise m atrix  
o i= o i+ l ;
end
oi—1; reset 
ci=ci+l;
end
Range values
evald'load d;\robot\data\pssr' num2str(cl) 'dat.m' ' -mat']) 
eval(['load d:\robot\data\pssh' num2str(cl) 'dat.m' ' -mat']) 
evald'load d:\robot\data\sasr' num2str(cl) 'dat.m' ' -mat']) 
evald'load d;\robot\data\sash' num2str(cl) 'dat.m' ' -mat']) 
maximum values of performance 
st=etime(clock,s_st) 
keyboard 
pause on 
PLOT 1; 3-D 
for i~l:cl 
end
text(0.15,0.97, /' FILTERED Signal NOISE to Dynamic & Static Noise Ratio- 'filtyp sd]); 
P L O T 2 : 3-D
fo r  i - l : c l  
end
text(0.15,0.97, f  ACCURACY IMPROVEMENT with Filter Parameter Variation- 'filtyp sd]); 
PLOT 3 :3-D 
fo r  i= l:cl 
end
text(0.15,0.97, f  ACCURACY IMPROVEMENT with Filter Parameter Variation- 'filtyp sd]); 
ifstrcm p(filtyp,'firlboxc
i f  exist(,pssr_datjn==2 prog sequential search with rectangidar wind.
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end
e lse if strcm p(filtyp,'fir lhann
if exist( 'psshjdat.m=-2 p rog .sequential search wish harming wind, 
end
else
end
set index values
Sequential programming search complete
else
if str2num(perform(5))==9 & str2num(perform(2:3))~=l. column 9 
cut=mean( eval( CutRange)) 
fo r  cut=eval(CutRange)
f o r  n lh -eval(O rderR an ge) 
ro8fi
filterAct=1
ro4nowea
pause;
rename filtered data 
roQOfia
end
end
end
end
plot filter and search performance
load pssrjiat.m -mat load all data files 
if rl > =3 & r3 > =2
set search time periods 
set surface points 
calculate surface point!min 
set maximum accuracy value 
set cut-off values 
set cut-off values 
remove zero values 
P=l;
p s R _ a v l= [] ;  
p s R _ s p l= [] ;  
p s R _ c o l= [] ;  
p sR _ o r l= [J :  
f o r  i=  I :r l
if pssr_dat(i,1)~=0 
end
end
P =l;
p s H _ a vI = [];  
p s H _ s p l= l ) ;  
p s H _ c o l= [] ;  
p sH _ o rl= [J ;  
f o r  i - l : r 2
if pssh_dat(i,1)~=0 
end
end
P = l;
s a H _ a vI= [];  
s a H _ sp l= (J :  
sa H _ co I= (];  
sa H _ o rl= [J ;  
f o r  i= l: r 4
if sash_dat(i,l)~=0 
end
end
find  the accuracy, cut-off & order error!difference f .  the last one 
set the surface points fo r  succesive approximation 
i-1;
saH _sp2 =oncs( 1 , r 4 ) * U ;
w h ile fix (saH _sp ll(4Ai) )= = 0  ) < r4
end
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PLOT 1
text(0.15,0.97, ['Search Error against Surface Points'sd]); 
PLOT 2
text(0.15,0.97, ['Search Error against Surface Points'sd]);
end
axis('auto
Static analysis and filtering 
roSnoan 
cut_vec=[]
for cut=eval(CutRange)
CHANGE CUT-OFF FREQUENCY 
fo r  nth=eval( OrderRange) 
roSfi 
roSnoan
renam e f il te r e d  data  
roQfian
end
end
for r=l :length(fs_yec), write ascii filtered std values 
end
PLOT 3-D
title]['FILTER parameter VARIATION - 'filtyp sd])
PLOT 3-D
for i=I :length(cut)
end
title]['FILTER parameter VARIATION - 'filtyp sd])
fo r  i=l:Lnth
end
ifrepeat>l & strcmp(atype,'Filterin 
i f  rn==l 
end
save f s  values
incAcVec=incAcVec/l00; increased accuracy as no. o f folds 
if  rn==repeat 
fs _ p tr - [ ]  
incAc_ptr=[] 
for s= l-.repea t, speeds
for r=1 :length(fs_vec), write ascii filtered std values 
end
en d
m i_incAcVec= m in([incA cVccf 1 ,0  incAcVec(2,:) incAcVec(3,:)]) 
sd =  [ ] ’ packtype ’, s p c e d = 0 ,5  & ’ sp ee d  ' m!min)']
PLO T 3-D
title(['FILTER parameter variation CHECK - 1 filtyp sd])
end
end
END - RoJFpvC
B.2.7 Filter Selection and Filtering
RoSFi:
Set desired Frequency Response.
HR FILTER SELECTION 
if strcmp(filtyp, 'yulewalk 
elseif strcmp(filtyp, 'butterwo 
elseif strcmp(filtyp, 'chebyshe
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FIR FILTER SELECTION 
elseif strcmpifiltyp, 'firIhamm 
elseif strcmpifiltyp, 'firI hann 
elseif strcmpifiltyp, firlbart 
elseif strcmpifiltyp, fir I b lac 
elseif strcmpifiltyp, firlboxc 
elseif strcmpifiltyp, firlcheb 
elseif strcmpifiltyp, firlkais 
end
Calculate the z-domain digital filter frequency response w. Coef 
adjust frequency scale to display upto 50 Hz 
if strcmpigraph, 'PauseDisplay 
end
if strcmpigraph, 'PauseDisplay / strcmpigraph, 'AutoDisplay 
PLOT
textlOJ5 A97,['DESIRED DIGITAL FILTER FREQ. RESPONSE'sd J);
end
pause(l)
yf = filteriBcoAco,y); Output xlnffiltered 
y-yfifilGain:
E N D  -  R o S F i
B.2.8 Filtering Analysis
Ro9FiAn:
CALCULATE ACCURACY INCREASE OR IMPROVEMENT 
CALCULATE FILTERED SIGNAL WEIGHT 
Set delay time index
calculate filtered average, std & greyzone line with delay 
calculate filtered incremental average with delay 
calculate approximate AVERAGE time estimate
i f  strcmpi s ir ( l) , '-
else
end
timeToAxerage=t( tInGa( 1 )) 
aAvTe=i(tInGa(l))-til)
calculate FILTERED approximate AVERAGE time estimate 
i f  strcm pi s t - 
else  
end
timeToFüteredAverage=t(tInGa( 1 )+de) 
faAvTc=ti t!nGa( 1 )+de)~t(de )
calculate approximate STD time estimate 
if strcmpistr( I
B.2.8 Filtering Analysis
B. APPENDIX
else
end
timeToStd=t( tlnGa( 7 )) 
aStdTe=t(dnGa( 1 ))-t(J )
calculate FILTERED approximate STD time estimate 
if strcmpi str(l).'- 
else 
end
timeToFilteredSid=t(tInGa( 1 )+de) 
faStdTe=t(tInGa(l )+de)-t(de)
calculate INCREASED ACCURACY for a single sample
incAc=((sylfs)-l)*IOO;
if strcmp(run, 'manual== I & strcmp(atype, 'Filtering=1 
text(0.15,0.97J Filtered NOISE DATA ANALYSIS'sd});
end
if strcmpi run/manual== I & strcmpi atype, Filtering=1, PLOT 3 - POWER SPECTRAL 
density
text(0.15,0.97, [Filtered POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF NOISE' sdj;
end
END -Ro9FiAn
B.2.9 Dynamic Filtering Analysis
Ro90FiA:
load d:\robot\data\rzerostd. -ascii; static zero weight stdlrepeatability of the loadcell
load d:\robot\data\02QQ.mat; static single weight measurement, std and weight
load d:\robot\data\as\c. -ascii; static weight averaged from repeated measurements
calculate INCREASED ACCURACY for a single sample
Weight error before with averaging and after filtering calculation
calculate throughput rate increase
Adjusting Accuracy Improvement w.r.t Throughput rate
if strcmpigraph, 'PauseDisplay
end
if strcmpi graph,'PauseDisplay / strcmpi graph,'AutoDisplay 
PLOT 1
text(Q.I5.0.97, [Filured Weighing Signal Analysis' sd]);
end
if strcmpigraph, 'PauseDisplay 
end
if strcmpigraph,'PauseDisplay / strcmpi graph,'AutoDisplay 
PLOT 2
text(0.15,0.97, ['Power Spectral Density of Filtered Signal ' sd]);
end
test 1=0; 
iftestl== l
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Set delay time index
calculate filtered average, std & greyzone line with delay 
calculate filtered incremental average with delay 
calculate approximate AVERAGE time estimate
i f  strcmp(str( 1
else
end
ûnieToAverage=t(tInGa( I )) 
aAvTe=t( t!nGa( 1 ))-t( 1 ) 
calculate FILTERED approximate AVERAGE time estimate 
if strcmp(str( 1 
else 
end
tinieToFilteredAverage=t(tInGa( I )+de) 
faAvTe=t(tInGa(l )+de)-t(de) 
calculate approximate STD time estimate 
i f  strcmp(str( 1 
else 
end
timeToStd=t( tInGa( 1)) 
aStdTe=t(tInGa(l))-t(l) 
calculate FILTERED approximate STD time estimate 
if strcmpi strl 1 
else 
end
timeToFilteredStd-tl tInGa( 1 )+de) 
faStdTe~t( tlnGal I )+de)-t( de) 
calculate INCREASED ACCURACY for a single sample 
incAc=((sy/fs)-I )* 100 ; 
if strcmpi run,'manual== 1 & strcmpi arype .'Filtcrin==I 
PL0T1
titlel I 'Filtered NOISE DATA ANALYSIS' sdj):
end
if strcmp(run,'manual== I & strcmp(arype.'Filterin==J, PLOT3 - POWER SPECTRAL density 
titlel [Filtered  POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF NOISE' sdj);
end
end
END - RoQOFiA
B.2.10 Adaptive Filtering and Analysis
cutr=eval(CutRange) set cut-off range and others
if c l-=3
elseif c l- -5
elseif cl==9
elseif cl==17
end
searchl=length(AccImp_mat) set search length and others 
while ~maxPointFound
FILTER parameter setting
keyboard
ro8fi
filterAct=1 ; 
ro4nowea
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pause;
rename filtered data  
roQOfia
fiDyNo_m at(ofCC,o+oc)= filDynNoise: filtered/dynamic n o ise  matrix
keyboard
pts=pts+1
index=index+1
pause
en d
end
end
if cl==2
MaxAcc=mwc(IAccImp_mat(cus,ors) Acclnip_niat(cus+1 ,ors) Acclmp_mat( cus,ors+I) 
Acclmp_mat(cus+1 ,ors+1 ) ]) maximum accuracy 
while Rimpjnat(cA(i),oA(i))<-0 find  next +ve throughput rate 
i f  cA (i)= = 0  
end
end
p=i
maxPoint Found-1
else
find  gradients
if vGrad>0 & hGrad>0 peaks top and left 
elseif vGrad>0 & hGrad<0 peaks top and right 
elseif vGrad<0 & hGrad>0 peaks bottom and left 
elseif vGrad<0 & hGrad<0 peaks bottom and right 
end
i f  cl==3 
else
surfM at(cits,ors+ (cl-l)I4 )= 1 ; se t top  po in t and others
end
test 1=0 
i f  testl
i f  c l= = 9
find gradients
if vGrad>0 & hGrad>0 peaks top and left 
elseif vGrad>0 & hGradcO peaks top and right 
elseif vGradcd & hGrad>0 peaks bottom and left 
elseif vGradcO & hGrad<0 peaks bottom and right 
end 
return 
e lse if  c l= =5
if vGrad>0 & hGrad>0 peaks top and left 
elseif vGrad>0 & hGradcO peaks top and right 
elseif vGrad<0 & hGrad>0 peaks bottom and left 
elseif vGradcO & hGrad<0 peaks bottom and right 
e lse if  c l= = 3
find gradients
if vGrad>0 & hGrad>0 peaks top and left 
elseif vGrad>0 & hGradcO peaks top and right 
elseif vGradcO & hGrad>0 peaks bottom and left 
elseif vGradcO & hGradcO peaks bottom and right 
end
e lse if  c l= = 2
find gradients
if lcGrad>0 & rcGrad>0 peaks top side 
elseif lcGrad>0 & rcGradcO peaks left side 
elseif IcGradcO & rcGrad>0 peaks right side 
elseif IcGradcO & rcGradcO peaks bottom side 
end
MaxAcc=max([Acclmp_mat(1+cc.l+oc) Acclmp_mat(i+cc.2+oc) Acclmp_mat(2+cc.l+oc)
Acclmp_mat(2+cc,2+oc) ]) maximum accuracy
while Rimp_mat(cA(i),oA(i))c=0
end
P=i
maxPointFound=1
en d
end
calPts=U;
end
end
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Range values
eval([ 'load d:\robot\data\sasr' num2str(cl) 'dat.m ' ' -mat'])
evald'load d:\robot\data\sash' num2str(cl) 'dat.m' ' -mat'])
maximum values of performance
st=etime( clock,s_st)
keyboard
pause on
PLOT 0: 3-D
fo r i= l:c l
end
text(0.15,0.97, [' THROUGHPUT IMPROVEMENT with filter parameter SEARCH- ’filtyp sd]); 
f o r  i = l  :lcngih( cA ) 
en d
filter type search storage 
i f  strcm pifiltyp , f i r l  boxe
if  exist('sasr_dat.ni==2 successive approx. search with rectangular wind, 
end
else if strcm pifiltyp,'fir 1 hann
i f  exist('sash_datjn==2 succ.approx. search with banning wind, 
end
else
end
set index values
END - CwOVAFi
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B .3 D e f in it io n s  a n d  S p e c if ic a t io n s
1 >fi> j Before and after filtering
! Acc j Accuracy improvement after filtering
I Acc.-ThRate i Accuracy and throughput rate after filtering
j Acc.Improve. I Accuracy improvement after filtering
i Accuracy i +/- g
i Accuracy Impr. j Accuracy improvement after filtering
I Application File i Scopelnk Start-Init-Frtx
I Aver. Weight 1 Average weight of the article weighed over a speed range
I Aver, zero val. j Average of zero weighing over a range of speeds
j Average-01 j Average value of the weighing signal for 1 state (with article)
i Average-0 S j Average value of the weighing signal for zero state (without article)
j Ax, Ay, Az j Acceleration of the robot hand in x, y, z path plane
I BAUD RATE I 9600 bits/s
j Belt Type ! Rubber
1 BYTE FORMAT ! 1 Start, 8 Data, 1 Even Parity and 2 Stop bit(s)
j c 1 to c4 ! Weighing cycle points: cl = low point of leading edge, c2= high 
I point of leading edge, c3= high point of trailing edge and c4= low 
I point of trailing edge
1 CBIT j ADC bit resolution =8 bits to 14 bit
1 Conv. ! Conventional
i cpl j Cut point 1 , tolerance level of standard deviation, below nominal 
j weight
j cp2 j Cut point 2, tolerance level of 2* standard deviation, below 
i nominal weight
j cut j Cut-off frequency in Hz
1 CW | Checkweigher
j CycDist : Total cycle Distance
1 CYCLE ! Total Cycle Time
! Cyl I Cylindrical path
! DOF j Robot-arm Degrees of Freedom used
I Execute File j 120 drew, 130 dlcw, 140 dtcw, 150 dccw
! FIL 1 Analogue 4 th. Order Bessel anti-aliasing filter, cut-off =10 Hz or
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! 1 200 Hz I
i fill-wt 1 Fill-weight, actual weight contents of the package j
1 filt/static noise I Ratio of filtered noise to static loadcell noise j
i filtered/dyn.Noise ! Ratio of filtered noise to the actual dynamic measurement i
i firlboxc j FIR Rectangular window j
j fir lhann ! FIR Hanning window
j FlyDist j EMst c^e
j Freq j Frequency
1 FTIME I Flyback-path Time j
I GREY-99.7
; e : 
I Greyzone covers 99.7% of noise j
i Greyzn -OS j 6* Standard deviation value of repeated weighing signal for zero
j state (without article) j
; Greyzn - IS i 6* Standard deviation value of repeated weighing signal for 1 state ]
j (with article) j
! InAc ; Measure of noise to signal (noise =+/-3*std) !
1 Inc. ! Incremental i
i Inc. Average I Shows how the average moves as the number of sample are
! accumulated 1
j Inc. Std j Shows how the standard deviation moves as the number of sample j
j are accumulated !
! LI to L4 j Light barrier timing: LI to L4= article moves infeed to weightable ]
; and L3 to L4= article moves from weightable to outfeed j
1 LDC ! Loadcell output amplified (0-20 mV to 0-10 V) tpl 1 j
1 LDC-> j DATA ACQUISITION PATH: from loadcell to
1 Line 1 Straight-line path j
j Linearity | + / -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J
! Loadcell type 1 Huntleigh model 240 cap 10 kg
! Max ! Maximum value I
1 MEAS ! Measurement no. (01-99) i
j Meas. file *.lb 1 LIGHT BARRIER file. 1
j Meas. file *.ngf I IMAGE file 1
j Measure, file codes i; SS-mm-rr: SS= storage scope, rr= repeat no., Mm= measurement j
j no. With the extension i
j Measurement I Data File Names coded !
j FILES
1 min I Minimum value 1
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i Motor Type
i Noise 1 Noise is the number of noise frequencies found !
i nom-wt ! Nominal weight, weight displayed on the pack i
! Normal Dist ! Normal distribution simulated using its mathematical definition
Î nth Î Filter order j
j Ord j Filter order j
i pi-Cylinder 1 Soup (liquid ) tin, 68*K)0(d*h) mm2, 300 g
j p2-Cylinder i Chocolate (powder), 78*115(d*h) mm2, 250 g !
i p3-Cylinder ! Sweet corn (small pieces), 85*83(d*h) mm2, 330 g I
l p4-Cylinder ! Pineapple Slices (large pieces), 85*55(d*h) mm2, 227 g ]
= p5-Cylinder 1 Sponge Pudding (single piece), 100*68(d*h) mm2, 300 g
= p6-Cylinder I Condensed Milk (semi-solid), 75*80(d*h) mm2, 405g i
i p7-Solid Disc ! Solid mass, 102*51(81 *33)(d*h) mm2, 279.9 g |
i Pack. Rate 1 Throughput rate in packs/min j
1 PATH 1 Type of Trajectory !
\ path distance j Measuring conditions i
1 PC j PC used for Data Collection !
i pi I Package length j
1 PLEN i Package length mm 1
: prog.seq.search I Programme sequential search
; Programme Files ! Ro and CW MATLAB Files j
j PSTEPS j Programme Position Steps j
 ^ pts/min
: : 
I Number of filters designed and implemented / minute or in terms of j
j the 3D surface number ofpoints/min. 1
PTYP i Package type: no-package or p7 i
PWGT j Package weight kg 1
RATE I Samples/s; j
Rate incr. \ Throughput rate increase j
Rect j Rectangular path j
REP ! No. Of times measurement repeated
Repeat, zero value I Repeating the zero weighing (without article) statically for 100 j 
I measurement and then taking the average gives the repeated zero j 
! value |
RoCyl ! Cylindrical path
RoRe = Rectangular path 1
RoStr i Straight-line path j
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I RoTri 1 Triangular path j
i RS232 link
............ ....... ............................... . :
j PC and robot-arm communication I
1 RSPEED j Robot-arm % speed of full scale (unknown). j
! SAMPLES ! 2000 samples taken !
j Sdag   __ j S d a ^ a
| Sdag->   __ j DATA ACQUISITION PATO .......
1 Setun File ! See manual for RT100
! Sin i Sinusoidal path
j SoDist j Sorting-path Distance !
! SPD average ! Spectral Density average in power of 10 j
i SPD std ! Spectral Density standard deviation in power of 10
! SSL i Scope serial link to PC; !
1 SSL-> j DATA ACQUISITION PATH: from serial link to j
j STD -OS j Standard deviation value of the weighing signal for zero state
i (without article) j
I STD-IS | Standard deviation value of the weighing signal for zero state (with j
I article) 1
1 STD-67% 1 Standard deviation covers 67% of noise j
I STIME j Sorting-path Time j
j succ.approx.search i Successive ajDproximatiq
| ThRatelmpr. j Throughput rate improy^
i Time ! MEASUREMENTS (seconds)
1 TIME Total sampling time (s) j
! Tri ; Triangularpath
iv I Conveyor belt speed
j Value j Spectral density value as a power of 10
I Vx. Vy, Vz I Velocity of the robot hand in x, y, z path plane
i WeDist : Weighing-path Distance
! Weigh. Data ! Weighing data, normally a solid line, (inc. conveyor belt speed)
j Weight value or I Article weighing over a speed range for the same article
! measure
I Weightable length 1 400mm*300mm (l*w) j
! WTIME 1 Weighing-path Time j
1 Zero value I Weighing statically and dynamically without an article
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Following data acquired with Loma Checkweigher before the Bessel Filter 
MEASURING CONDITIONS SAMPLING SCHEME
MEAS SPEE | PLEN : PWGT ! PTYP | Measurem
D j j ent FILES
01 0_____ 1 o l.N!95Ç^.j..ssqiqq SSOlOO.ngf
02 0 ____ I 102 I 0.2802 ! solid-p7 j..880200 ssq m n g f
03 _5......... j ssœ qg ssgæq.ngf
04 ..5........ ]  102... I 0.2802 j solid-p7 ...[.880400 SS0400.ngf
05........ [o _ _ _ _ 1 . j  ssqsqq SS05W.ngf
06 JO __ ! 102 I 0.2802 I .s o li^ .. .j .l806q0..... SS0600.ngf
07____L.15... lg_ ______ j  ssq7qq SS0700.ngf
08 15 j  102 102802 1 solid-p7 1 SS0800 I ssq m n g f
09 | 20 jo _ ...........J..n ^ ck I ssq9qq [ssq9qq.rigf
10 1 20 j  102 j 0.2802 j..solidp7 j SSIOOO 1 ssiqqq:n f^
11 j 40...... | o .......... j..NlÇ^ÇK j ssn q g ! ssiiqq.ngf
12 1 40 _ 1 102 I 0.255 j j o l i^ . . j . lS 1 2 œ 1 ssnqq.ngf
13 I 60 _ jj)_ _ _ _ j.N ^Ç K  j  ssisqq | SS1300.ngf
14 ........ 1 102 j 0.255.... jjo lifb ? Z ..j .lS l^ ..... 1 SSimrvgf
15 | 80__ [o _ _ _ _ j..NOPÇK I ssisqq ! ssi5qq.ngf
16 |_8q__ 1 102 Î 0.255 j..soM:P2....j..ssi6gq j SS1600.ngf
17
1 
§1 lo i o j..NOPCK..l.SS17Cq [ssi7qq:ngf
j 18 I 100 | 102 | 0.255 j solid-p7 j SSI800 I SS1800.ngf L.SS 1800Tb j
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Data measurement 21 to 32 were acquired using Robot-arm (Rectangular path 120 DRCW) 
with Loma Checkweigher before the Bessel Filter, and the data measurement 41 to 52 were 
acquired using Robot-arm (Triangular path 130 DTCW).
MEASURING CONDITIONS SAMPLING SCHEME
MEAS RSPEED PLEN PWGT PTYP Measure.
FILES
21 0 0 0 NOPCK s s 2 iog [SS210q.ngf
22 0 102 0.2802 solid-p7 SS2200
23 20 0 0 NOPCK SS2300 I SS2300.ngf
24 20_____ 102 0.2802 solid-p7 SS2400 1 SS2400.ngf J SS24qO,lb j
25 40 0 0 ______ NOPCK SS2500... ! SS250q,ngf...
26 40 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS2600 1 SS2600.ngf j SS2600.1b !
27 60_____ 0_____ 0 NOPCK SS2700 1 SS27qq.ngf...
28 60_____ 102 0,255 splid-p7 ..SS2800.._ | SS2800.ngf | SS2800.1b |
29 80 0 0 NOPCK SS2900 1 SS2900.ngf
30 80_____ 102.... 0,255.... solid-p7 ss30pq j S_S#q,ngf... 1 SS3000.1b 1
31 100 0_____ 0 NOPCK sssigg j..SS310q,ngf...
32 100 102 0,255 solid-p7 SS3200 j SS32qq,ngf... j  SS3200.1b j
41 0 0 0 NOPCK SS4100 1 SS4100.ngf
42 0 102 0.2802 solid-p7 SS4200 I SS4200.ngf
43 20 0 0 NOPCK SS4300 j SS4300.ngf
44 20 102 0.2802 solid-p7 SS4400 ! SS4400.ngf ! SS4400.1b 1
45 40 0 0 NOPCK SS4500 j SS4500.ngf
46 40 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS4600 | SS4600.ngf ! SS4600.1b 1
47 60 0 0 NOPCK SS4700 | SS4700.ngf
48 60 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS4800 1 SS4800.ngf ! SS4800.1b 1
49 80 0 0 NOPCK SS4900 j SS4900.ngf
50 80 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS5000 1 SS5000.ngf 1 SS5000.1b j
51 100 0 0 NOPCK SS5100 ! SS5100.ngf
52 100 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS5200 1 SS5200.ngf I SS5200.1b I
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Data measurement 61 to 72 were acquired using Robot-arm (Straight-line path 140 DLCW) 
with Loma Checkweigher before the Bessel Filter, and the data measurement 81 to 92 were 
acquired using Robot-arm (Cylinderical path 150 DCCW).
MEASURING CONDITIONS SAMPLING SCHEME
MEAS RSPEED PLEN PWGT PTYP
i
Measure. ;
FILES
61 0 0 0 NOPCK SS6100 SS6100.ngf
62 0 102 0.2802 solid-p7 SS6200 SS6200.ngf
63 20 0 0 NOPCK SS6300 SS6300.ngf
64 20 102 0.2802 solid-p7 SS6400 SS6400.ngf SS6400.1b
65 40 0 0 NOPCK SS6500 SS6500.ngf
66 40 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS6600 SS6600.ngf SS6600.1b
67 60 0 0 NOPCK SS6700 SS6700.ngf
68 60 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS6800 SS6800.ngf SS6800.1b
......................!...........................
69 80 0 0 NOPCK SS6900 SS6900.ngf
70 80 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS7000 SS7000.ngf SS7000.1b
71 100 0 0 NOPCK SS7100 SS7100.ngf
72 100 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS7200 SS7200.ngf SS7200.1b
81 0 0 0 NOPCK SS8100 SS8100.ngf
82 0 102 0.2802 solid-p7 SS8200 SS8200.ngf
83 20 0 0 NOPCK SS8300 SS8300.ngf
84 20 102 0.2802 solid-p7 SS8400 SS8400.ngf SS8400.1b
85 40 0 0 NOPCK SS8500 SS8500.ngf
86 40 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS8600 SS8600.ngf SS8600.1b
87 60 0 0 NOPCK SS8700 SS8700.ngf
88 60 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS8800 SS8800.ngf SS8800.1b
89 80 0 0 NOPCK SS8900 SS8900.ngf
90 80 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS9000 SS9000.ngf SS9000.1b
91 100 0 0 NOPCK SS9100 SS9100.ngf
92 100 102 0.255 solid-p7 SS9200 SS9200.ngf SS9200.1b
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B.4 N o m e n c l a t u r e
k I Damping ratio
1 6, ! First joint motion function
] 6y , 8: and / | Desired outputs
I 8 y / ,  8^ and lf j Input path forcing functions
! e2 1 Second joint motion function
î 8,,, I Motor gear train rotation angle.
1 er ! Roller gear train rotation angle
| Qr<S) | Roller gear train rotation angle transfer function
f o .......................... I Noise of the original signal given by the standard deviation
1 q z ! Noise of the filtered signal given by the standard deviation
j j Noise of the repeated static weight signal given by the standard 
! deviation
! Ty j Torque on gear train nl (figure 3.4-1)
i j Applied torque via gear train n2 (figure 3.4-1)
| ¥/ ! Constant phase angle of component i to 8,„ for all elements joined 
i together, even the gear train is considered joined
j j Variable phase angle of component i to 8m, caused by slipping and 
! sliding of components, i.e.. Dampers, roller 2 and conveyor belt
1 co j Natural frequency
Î CÛm j Angular velocity of the motor
! cor 1 Angular velocity of the driven roller
u j Average of the original signal (simple dynamic weight estimate)
j A„ |  Original signal averaged accuracy; it compares the weight and noise of 
j the original dynamic signal to the repeated static weight and noise
i  ty j Average of the filtered signal (filtered dynamic weight estimate)
U s |  Filtered signal accuracy; it compares the weight and noise of the
j filtered signal to the repeated static weight and noise
j  A, j Accuracy improvement; it compares the accuracy of the filtered signal
! with the original signal averaged
I aSr j Average repeated static value (static weight estimate of weighing 
j sensor)
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1 \ Conveyor belt friction
i bch j Weightable belt friction
i d j Diameter of the roller.
i ! Armature-voltage
| Forcing function used in the weighing sensor model desired forcing 
i function.
k /W ] Input
1 / /^ j First forcing function is a ramp function
1 A m ] Forcing function 2
lA m Î Forcing function 3
j Actual force acting on the weighing sensor
î...............
i Fcts ! Weight of the conveyor transport system
\ w ï Desired conveyor belt driving force
\fd(t) j Conveyor belt driving force in the horizontal direction y
l^lC) ] Desired conveyor belt driving force
\Ph(s) \ Horizontal disturbance force transfer function
j fh<0 : Horizontal disturbances caused by unbalanced rotating masses
IfhM j Horizontal disturbances force
i/' /w 1 Linkage by mechanical joints to produce a combined disturbance force
! \ Package disturbances
\ F V(t) : Vertical disturbance force
I f v W | Vertical disturbance force
1 fv r (!) ] Vertical disturbances caused by unbalanced rotating masses/rotational 
I motion
1 F v fi) | Tilting component of the horizontal disturbance F^(t)
\ F J s ) j Translational weightable driving force
ig j Acceleration due to gravity (equ. Fcts)
U I Gap between the weightable and the infeed conveyor (figure 3.3-1)
j Icts(S) ; Infeed conveyors
1 / j Package length (section 3.3)
!............ —
! / = Third joint-motion function (section 4.2.2)
1 La | Length of the article
k ] Position of the centre of gravity of the package
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u  ......... j Package length
i h j Package section length on the weightable
i/v î Vertical length of the package j
i /. j Weightable length.
i m i Mass of the package j
j mc ! Contents or produce of mass j
\ mcn j Conveyor plate mass j
! Mcts ! Mass of conveyor transport system j
! mf j Mounting plate j
! mt | Unbalanced mass of the component /
i n | Coupling ratio.
U j Roller gear train coupling. j
u j Motor gear train coupling. j
j j Filtered to dynamic noise ratio j
! Octs(s) j Outfeed conveyors |
j Package transfer function
i Phc(s) j Package horizontal content disturbance transfer function
1 Phv(s) I Package vertical content disturbance
i Pvc(s) j Package vertical content transfer function
\ r ! Radius of the roller 1 and 2
U ; Radius of the rotating component /
U/™ | Maximum throughput rate improvement
! Rln j Minimum throughput rate improvement
Î Rrn j Maximum throughput rate for the original signal
1 ^ | Maximum throughput rate after filtering j
k j Minimum throughput rate for the original signal j
! Rnf j Minimum throughput rate after filtering ;
1 ^ ) | Desired weightable-structure transfer function j
! Weightable structure: conveyor-belt-positioning plate & the i
I weightable-to-weighing-sensor mounting plate. j
\ s R | Robot-arm speed
\ T ! Minimum transport time (section 4.2.2)
\ t | Time j
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T
ti
Time to cover the gap and weightable (figure 3.3-1) 
Time for 1 revolution of the roller
t l 2
t l 2 f
tl4
t l 4 f
t23
* 2 3 /
fc
Tm(s)
Tmi(s)
Tmn(s)
Tr
twi
u(t-T)
Wcts(s)
x, y and z
y
Rising edge time for the original signal _ __ j
Rising edge period after filtering __ _ j
Complete cycle period of the original signal j
Complete cycle period after filtering ___ __ !
Weight estimation period for the original signal  ^ _ j
Weight estimation period (state 1, 'IS') after filtering 
Time taken for the average value to converge j
Applied rotational motor torque ___ _ j
Infeed motor torque
Outfeed motor torque !
Robot-arm throughput rate _  j
Transient response time of the weighing sensor. _ j
Static weighing time plus the weighing sensor response time _ j
Optimum cycle time or the time taken for the package to travel the j
............................................     j
Heaviside unit step function
Conveyor belt speed _  j
Weighing sensor j
Weightable _  __ j
Rotational transfer function
Output of the weighing sensor __ j
Path coordinates _ j
Output   __ |
Displacement of the package content in the vertical direction _
Sum of the vertical displacements caused by rotating components of j
the weightable      j
Horizontal direction of conveyor motion j
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Operatof prompts ond a 50 article 
data memory allow easy, tost ope­
ration. Interactive Rat screen display 
with 140‘ wide angle of vision. 
Function keys with logic symbols. 
Decimal keypad. Applied modular 
technology ond micro-processor 
electronics. Graphics dfepkjy. Direct 
ond fast data modifications. The 
VM s electronic memory makes ar­
ticle changeover fast ond error-free 
Proven, hdustriol-use design for reli­
able performance -  year after year. 
Thus the Gorvens Automation VM 
weighing terminal is perfect for any 
application ond adaptable to your 
particular requirements. It can be 
easily connected with one of the 
GARVENS weighfromes.
Working with the VM weighing ter­
minal is particularly easy since all 
check weighing parameters -  e g  
target weight, tore, upper ond lower 
tolerance limits and even the belt 
speed -  ore entered ond saved 
through the interactive keypad.
After colling up the desired pro­
gramme screens, the operator 
simply keys in the desired para- 
rritilMS (Jtid II*: <:l**.kw(jigli<:t 
is ready to run
The fiat screen display provides 
extensive ond detailed information 
on the production process -  by 
numbers ond bar graphs -  at any 
time:
The VM weighing term inal -  exem plary  in functionality 
and  operability. With the  convenience of an ergonomic 
keypad and large, in teractive fla t sc reen  display. For 
a lm ost lim itless inform ation capability  and total control.
□  the zone counter screen grves 
you item counts, mean we-gh 
weight totals (by zone Overall
□  the error report screen oecrty 
displays error messages irarr 
VMS full-time seif-diog-cshcs
□  the statistics screen (ocw oi 
displays short- ond lono-^mn 
production statistics:
D  the feedback screen (ayono 
graphically depcts the cs-* 51 
overages ond indicates ~"-e ci 
rechons mode to the fiiirç 
mochme.
D  the weight deviation sere'", a 
ploys the date. time, overage 
weight ond a bar graph C- m< 
deviation horn target we-gn: 
In addition to the many stcrccra 
VM leotires. you may seter tion 
a long fcst of options mciuarg se 
roi data interfaces, printers r e  
mote, these con oe retrofCrC o’ 
time - monks to me moc.c" sn 
lute of :r* GARVENS syste-  
Tne vv weighing terminai c=" »  
mounted up to 1000m owe. hpr 
weighftome. should this be C'e'e 
or necessary -  with the ocrcn c 
having c remote display un* .o  ' 
1000 m cwoy from the weç-hra
Weighing Terminal VM
Tedmicd $p*dflcotion$
s^ydord: full stamiess s^ee. p ass
eecr. key-hxkooie cover over ccrroi ? r e
•P54 profechon.
r /  cxjmt rr; •.vji'Hu r .
vs?*. tiNjti i.(^ «lffr.t «^ .i.tff. *j- 
n.‘*i niHl fyfiMiwr. 
r#cr memrxonn ke>f>M «>v.: Mil
ujthol
2X)V(ACX bOH/. sirwjk; tXXüc 50U«A 
assigns kx otfxx vottoges on e n » y
CopoDihties
S:cfX)cfd
C  memory tor 5C a '-C'GS pO'C 
meters (mo* )
: cntcutotion ot vdiui: n,
motnemoticoi in'vyiction ot 
weight readings user-sciectcr-e 
«ntegfOtKxr time 
C  2 tolerance tim.Ts tor évalue*':* 
m 3 weight zones 
C  OfSDioying of gross weight vC'.es 
G disotoymg of net weight values 3y 
manual (artide-soecific) tote entry 
G on-oemond cbsoicy of mean 
wcigtit values, counicrs. loto* 
weight and lotoi count of poc* 
ages in each zone, including ter 
graph disptoys
STATISTICS DATA
•-.HU 1 I.HI l.t 1 1
/H.M ... I'XSX
1 IMk : 1.1: i.'
PKUU. HU. ljlt- 4 r" 1 1
HHtHlHtHU 14)
5L.UUHHI . 2UPCS
iMKt U.U 9
HUM 1NHL 1UU.6 9
IU1 L th l l y a .p  9
ÎU2 LlM l1 y i .0  9
MtHH UHLUtt 1UU.1 3
CUM. MtHH y y .v  9
S10. UfcV. k t . i i  9
uun. u tu . u . 1 /  9
0TV.< IU1 UT'CS
MBS. IU1% l.t. ù ?.
ÛIV.< IU2 ttkcï
Optional
G  statistics progiomme Dockage 
includes piinlei ond octive oer  
once monitoring os iecu*ec Sv 
Avciogc Wcigiii Icgisioacf.
U  remote ticket pnntci kx pn-nirç o» 
stotisticol dolo
□  remote A4 street printer
□  order-related statistics
□  botch statistics
D  evaluation in 5 or 7 we>çnt zones
0  automatic tracking (floctmg kme 
value programme) to detect m ss  
ing piece even when poefcoges 
‘on weight'
D  proportionol teedbock corwot t*  
automatic odjustment otic  to 
6  tilling machines
C  consecutive errcrs detection with 
oav cx x t ot a potentiot tree con
f l  oora cutuI tor vnenoce RS232C.
as< 22  or 20 mA Cuiienl loop 
G remose eiectrorxcs ond remote 
csoic» may oe locoted up to 
iOOOm ktxn checkweigher 
C scanner nxii kx oukxnotic article
D  stctisKxk U  reoa monitoring 
system e  cotcxote ond print the 
rreen «écrits kx inoviduol tilling 
neocs (maurtkxn 50)
C  kxe-gross «egrung system by 
rer iocn g  two chedtweighers
G  con be crymectea SPC s  
C  mutti evotuoikxi wir. _0 to 
4 weighfromes c o m erec  » 
I weighing Kxrruno ; : me i 
ts otwoys me some;
C  selection ot me tong.cçe (t 
«nerochve osptoy one crvtt
Display o t the VM i kl r e  touch <X o key ■* Gorvens Automoion VM weighing terTnwci bX 
production «I wew -  by numbers ond grppms
When you weed nfcxmokon the VM gwes * e  you in on erslont -  e««en
Seven o aeitm screens enn be cksptoyed Complete ond crystal ever 
Ile* dbr>c*r*i «Weem: I pens 1*1 fïwniifiliî
VM dolo pftnloul
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S.3 -  o welghfrome for Nghesf 
dwnoedi ond superior occuroqr.
The Gorvens Automotion werghfrome 
S l3  meosures weighl by on eiedro- 
mogneec fcxce compensofion weigh 
ce*
A d vœ ogcs:
•  o g t c t  ond moinlenance Uee
•  no n A  drift
•  «emperoture-resislonl from 
OfrXO'C
•  l o t i e  -  kx any application
•  nigh measuring occuroCy due fr) 
K er-oriented, integrotmg technique
•  nuJtA n sliuclute
The eegntrom e SL3 may be connec­
ted w m  any of the GARVENS weighing 
tem w ois to form checkweighing 
systems The weighing tenrvnots differ 
from each other in application and 
ooerohon ond can be adopted to fulfil 
atmcst ony task.
The wegnframe has been designed 
wth me latest technologies -  ils
n » » tin i slrixdute tillnws k< lw|li 
Ik^tiWy niKl rxisy tlKilllli«»n»x:
© VotcOic speed dieters otv •-•rryx. 
tor dirving the fronsoon oetts - ; 
requisite tot optim um  w eg n in ç   ^
consxtetcfion  ot tne o'SCvC"
ChorOCICriStCS
In ooditiori 10 It it cut-.-iS'A- 'e'ie- 
stonooro lectures ye- r.ov se-ei 
from c  ton; list c ‘ accessor ie« a- 
apfionat eauioment -  tne tie»o.i 
GARVENS csecuweigr-ng s>sre~ 
allows lot n e  erect osoc’com*, 
customers' recu rener/s - 
any comoi omises 
Thus ooetorions cas %  s - e c -  
ana pmauetivitv ircrrxtv-c r;-. 
ixxlinit ixiistrr.! wtx.n ' •■•i .i'J'
The weighframe SL3 -nr precise nnr; flynamicol 
checkweighing of producls up lo 3000/6000 g. 
Proven, high-quality construction  fnr dependab le
trouble-^ee opemh^n nvn^e-'ij  ^ "PDlir.atlo’*
possibi-'ies. GAP'rr-v.c • f.-.-
excep tiona l accuracy .
Weighframe SL3
Sronoos version consisting of mfeed/oulteed belt. 
wr'Sriing Sett ond reject device
Tecfnica specifications 
îhnxaxxjt/Accuracy
Temceratxe range 
Corveyrç medium 
D istrce Between ailes
B e e r a
Cornxessed air 
Wegr» («roockoged)
100 weigtmgs/mmute: oil ±  150 mg
150 weignings/minute: oft ± 200mg
200 weigtings/minule: oft ± 500mg
3 0 0 weighmgs/minute:oil± Ig
(inpendmg on the weight, dimensions non Irnrsrrr
ImSkiww* nl llv: tMiKkN.-l
i .L ilvw v .rJy  mN.ltikt
occotdmg to the principle at etecliamognetc v c e  
compensation Temperature stable The nxwi ccvcr- 
foges of this method ore the short measurement 
durations high resolution excellent hneoniy end 
extroordinogr long-time stability. Software filters used 
in the microcomputer evaluation process o*cw kx 
the reduction ol vibration 'noise*.
0  - 3000/6000g  depending on the type ot weçnng
0-40-C
PVC belt; other belt materials on enquiry 
...weighing belt; 200/250/300/400/500/600 mm 
depending on me throughput product and occvocv. 
...Weed/Dutleed belt (standard); 250/300/400.500/ 
600mm depending on the throughput and me
- other distances on cnquny
750 (minimum) -1000mm. adjustment range
t  50 mm; other heigts on enquiry
170 300mm son im*! h*iw  tlmwitia n*vi
dmieiiswiis on enquvy
skw vfivd tne ->w4*r.-; -.In*< rjl'r.-. I . . r l  l * r > - l  
ry4v..4 «e.uyi.mHir. |.v trAJ *>H.fiv«K 
vrH v.r: '> r.v-. up In H1 l.li |*r.‘.X*! *,..jnl 
fix l.i/*v 'V .r. v . iitv.i i r / i  /«iivi I /  
sytxivrNwv.l vnnnt*i sfvvvl r iv*xs f iv e .: 
inteed/outieed and weighing beft 
230V- .5 0  Hz. Single phase 600VA. 
designs tar other vottoges on enquiry 
4 • 8bor
opptox 140 kg (wim electronics enclosure)
Other stondo -e tentures 
□  outomc'C "MCI time odiustmenl 
wtwi i.'<r - r'K] it.: (inviisiK.d 
U  reject oevce ou je: toi piocuds 
up to 502  :  (oeoenp.ng c-- me 
product;
C  pneunxrc Pusne tor crocuds 
heavier ~vpn 5 0 0 c
U tm ensions O o y iu m s 
typcot Omens on s in mm
Options ond Accessories
Product transport 
I I siikyimi Ixttls 
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